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Abstract

The purpose of this study was t'o examine the

relationship among several psychosocial variables and

the battered r,somanrs response to abuse" Part'icipants

\ùere L22 !üomen who had sought shelter because of

physical abuse. Women were interviewed to determine

theirpastandpresentresponsestoabuseandcompleted

a guestionnaire package which measured their standing

onanumberoffarnily-of-origin(witnessedspouseabuse

in childhood, received abuse in childhood' family

health), psychologícal (self-esteem' depression'

traditionalism), situational (number of dependent

children' economic dependence, perceived social

isolation), and relationship (physical and emotional

abuse in current relationship, marital satisfaction)

variables. Response-to-abuse variables included number

of different kínds of hetp-seeking action taken, number

of help-seeking contacts, duration of abuse prior to

hetp-seeking, and total duration of abuse' A four-

month fol-Iow-up telephone interview was used to assess

whether the v¡oman had returned to her part'ner after
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Ieaving shelter. canonical correlation analysis

indicated a significant relationship between the two

sets of variables, with the number of dependent

children and maritaL satisfaction predominating on the

onesídeandthenumberofdifferentkindsofhelp-

seeking action taken predominating on the other'

followedbythenumberofhe}p-seekingcontactsandthe
total duration of abuse' The relative importance of

the psychosocial variables in predicting return to the

abusivepartnerlüasassessedwithalogisticregression

analysis. Results indicated that the most potent

predictorofreturnwasthenumberofdifferentkinds

of help-seeking action taken, with greater breadth of

help-seeking predictive of less likelihood of return"

Changes in depression and perceived social isolation at

follow-up r'¡ere assessed by repeated measures ANOVAS "

Both the return and no-return groups showed a drop in

depression scores at follow-up, with no significant

differencesfoundbetweenthen'Incontrast'group

differencesemergedfortheperceivedsocialisolation

scores, with the no-return group reporting a

significantly greater drop in loneliness than the

return group. Research findings were discussed in

terms of clinical applications and inplications for

theorY and future research'



INTRODUCTION

Wife abuse, or more precisely wife battering, is a

subject that evokes mixed and varied reactions. For

some the subject elicits strong feetings of anger and

revulsion; for others it arouses feelings of compassion

and pity. still others respond with curiosity or

perhaps complete índifference. Prior to the 1-970s, the

subject was as like1y as not to evoke laughter' In

those days, wife beating was grist for the comic's

rniIl; humorous anecdotes and situation comedies all

capitalized on the l,¡ife-beating image. Although it was

recognized that some men beat their wives in earnest,

it was also believed, whether through choice or

iginorance, that the problem was limited in scope and

confined primarily to certain ethnic groups and people

of 10w socioeconomic status. so entrenched was this

belief that the scientific community was all. but silent

on the subject. The extent to which contemporary
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researchers and writers ignored the issue of fanily

violence is reflected in orBrienrs (l-971) documented

finding that the index of the Journal of Marriage and

theFamilv,fromitsinceptioninLg3gthrough l.969'

contained not a single reference to fanily violence'

Not until the 1970s did evidence begin to appear that

would sha]<e society out of its complacency' In the

space of littl-e more than a decade, some sobering

truths were revealed, with the result that, today'

jokes about wife-beating are seldom heard; and if they

are, few PeoPIe are laughing"

Feministsplayedakeyroleinawakeningsociety

totheplightofthebattered\'¡omen"Itwastheimage
of women as victims of social, Political, and economic

injusticethatfuelledtheanti-rapemovementofthe

earlylgT0sandthebatteredl¡¡omenIsmovementwhich

Soonfollowed(Schechter,1982).Whiletheanti-rape

movement established the image of women as victims of

maleviolence,thebatÈeredwomen¡smovementsharpened

thatimagebydemonstratingthatviolenceagainst!.¡omen

occurred not only at the hands of strangers but al-so

within the context of their most intimate

relationships.Thereisnodoubtthatintheabsence
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of feninist ideology concern about this grave social

problem v¡ould not have been so dramatically forced into

public consciousness. The earliest attempts to

document prevalence, to exarnine causes' to raise funds

for research, and to rnobilize shelter and treatment

programs were largely due to the conscientious efforts

of feminist activists, practitioners, and researchers

(schechter, Lg82) " It was through their efforts that

the nyths surrounding wife abuse vrere finally exposed

and the truth revealed.

One of the first myths to be exploded was the

belief that wife beating is a small-scale problem. In

its place came the harsh statistic that, annually,

approximately 1.8 nillion American Women vlere beaten by

their husband.s (straus I Lg77-78) " Based on even the

most conservative canadian statistics, it was estimated

that, yearly' one out of every ten women who are

married or in a relationship with a live-in lover would

be beaten (Macleod, l-980). The belief that wife

battering is an ethnic aberration or a problem of the

poor also proved untenable in the light of mounting

evidence to the contrary. Research findings soon left

little doubt that wife battering is a serious social
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problem that cuts across all social, cultural,

religious, and ethnic lines (Flynn, Lg77; Martin ' L976í

Pagelow, 1-981-). Faced with these revelations, and

their startling implications, researchers, policy

makers, and sociat service providers scrambled to

understand and remedy the situation"

Thesearchforanswerstothecauseofvlife

battering and solutions to the problem resuLted in a

number of theoret.ical and conceptual formulations"

Chief among them were the patriarchy theory, which

holds that the battered v/oman is at once a victim of

her partner and society, with the roots of her

victirnization to be found in sexismi the violent-

culture theory, which holds that wife battering is a

result of cultural values which COndOne and in some

cases normalize violence; psychological formulations,

which highlight individual psychopathology and couple

d.ynamics as key determinants of battering; and systemic

formulations in which wife battering is conceptualLzed

as a complex problem with social, familial, and

individual determinants" It will be the purpose of

this paper to review the different theoretical

perspectives on wife battering from the standpoint of
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their contribution to our understanding of the problem

and its remediation. When discussing feminist theory,

a liberal feminist view v¡iII be endorsed, with primary

emphasis on ttsocialization¡r and rrsex roles'r! FoIlowing

the review, a research stud'y will be presented" The

centralguestionaddressedinthisresearchwashow

specific fanilial-, psychological, situational' and

relationship factors are related to battered l'Iomenrs

help-seekingresponsesandtotheirdecisiontoremain
with or feave an abusive partner' The answer Lo this

guestion was thought to have relevance not only for

understandingbatteredwives'behaviourbutalsofor

identifying those battered women who night be at risk

for escalating and potentially life-threatening abuse"

Early detection of such women could permit early

intervention aimed at breaking the ¡rcycle of violencerl

before it has become firmly established in the

relationshiP.

Literature Review

Over the course of the past decade and a half' âr

impressive body of wife battery literature has emerged"

That}iteraturepaintsavividpictureofthedegree
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and extent to lrrhich battered women suffer at the hands

of their male partners. For some battered I¡/omen'

violence appears to occur sporadically or

intermittently; for others, it is a co]nmon feature of

day-to-dayliving.Researchclearlyindicatesthat

over time battering incidents tend to increase in both

freguency and severity (Giles-Sins, ]-983; Hofeller'

LgBz; Pagelow, 1981- ' 1-984; Scott I Lg74; Stacey & Shupe'

l-983; Walker, L984) ' suggesting that, without

intervention at the first sign of abuse, a woman runs

an ever increasing risk of more freguent violence and

more serious injurY.

Althoughpreciseincidenceandprevalenceratesof

wife battering are virtually irnpossible to come by'

owingtothernyriadfactorsthatmakethisahidden

crime,itisgenerallyagreedthatearlyestimatesof

the magnitude of the problem were probably

conservative. Thus, it has been estimated that, in

Canada, almost one million women may be battered each

year(Macleod|]:987),andtheestimateofincidencehas

risen from one in ten to one ín eight $¡omen beaten by

their partners per year (Guberrnan & Wo1fe' l-985) "

several American surveys indicate that even this
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revised estimate may be too 1ow' In their landmark

survey of over 2'oOO American families and couples'

Straus, Gelles, and Steinmetz (1-980) found that 1-6

percentofthesamplehadexperiencedviolenceatsome

point in the relationship. Russel-l G9e2' 1-984) '

reporting on a randomized survey of 900 women in the

San Francisco area, stated that, of the 644 women who

had ever been married, fully 21 percent had been beaten

by their husbands. In her study of relationship

violence, Frieze (l-983) reported that 29 percent of a

matched control group of women had been physically

assaulted by their partners' These findings have led

to the concl-usion that the true incidence of wife

battering may be as high as one in four r¡romen' And

Some researchers have gone So far as to suggest that a

more accurate estimate of how many women v/itI be abused

bytheirpartnersiscloserto50percent(Finkelhor'

Gelles, Hotaling, & Straus' l-983)"

Whilethetrueincidenceofwifebatteringmaybe

amatterofspeculation,theseriousnessoftheproblem

is not in dispute. By now the serious injuries

sust'ainedbybatteredf¡Iomenhavebeenwelldocumented.

Gayford (Lg75) | in a prelirninary survey of LOO battered
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hromen in Britaj-n, reported extensive physical injuries

ranging from bruising and lacerations to penetrating

head injury, retinal damage, and permanent disability"

In almost one-third of the cases, fractures of nose'

teethrribsrandotherboneshadoccurred"Seventeen

v¡omen had been attacked with a sharp instrument such as

a razor, knife, Qt broken bottle, and 42 reported

havingbeenattackedwithotherobjects"Allhadbeen

hit with a clenched fist and 59 were also repeatedly

kicked'Ïnaddition,thewomeninthisstudyhadbeen

bitten, burned, scalded, strangJ'ed, and suffocated"

Nine had been hospitalized after being found

unconscious "

Hilbernan and Munson (Ig77-1,g78) reported similar

injuries and modes of attack in their sample of 60

battered women. They also noted a history of

psychological dysfunction in over half of the cases'

As with Gayfordts sample, most of the women had been

treated, oE were currently being treated' with

antídepressants and tranguilizers, and many had a

history of suicide attempts or gestures" Other

investigators have provided still further evidence for

the serious injury suffered. by battered women (carlson,
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Lg77; Col-eman, 1980; Fagan, Stewart, & Hansen ' 1983 î

Hofeller, Lg82; Rounsaville, I978a, L978bì Stacey &

Shupe'1983)andfortherelationshipbetweenbattered-

woman status and psychiatric disturbance (Carmen'

Riekerr&Mi11srLg84;Herman,LgS6iHoffman&Toner'

l-988; Post, Willett, Franks, House, Back' & Weissberg'

r-e80).

Ïtwasthisportraitofthebatteredv¡omanthat

ultimately shattered the cherished image of the fanily

as a safe haven, âr image that had already been

seriously challenged by the burgeoning child abuse

literature. That the true picture was finally revealed

is due, iñ large measure, to the countless battered

$¡omen who courageously came forward to teII their

stories and relive their experiences so that other

battered \,{omen night benefit' Credit must also go to

thosewithinthewornen'smovementwhoworkedtirelessly

to keep the picture of the battered woman alive in

public consciousness and t'o bring about necessary

changes in the social and legal response to the

problem. As their efforts bore fruit and the truth

about wife battering slowly dawned on the scientific

communityandthelaypublic,effortstoelucidatethe
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causes of wife battering intensified" Two rnajor

sociological explanations of battering have guided

research in the area, the patriarchy theory, which

formed the platform of the battered v'omen¡S movement,

and the social-structural theory, which arose out of

theresearchinterestgeneratedbythemovementitself.

I.Ihv Do Men Batter?

Socioloqical ExPlanations

The patriarchv. The patriarchy theory of wife

battering begins with the notion that wife battering is

a product of the patriarchal structure of society

nherein males are accorded positions of power and

privilegerbasedontheirrrnaturalrrsuperiority'while

ï¡romen are relegated to lesser more restricted roles, in

keeping with their I'innateft inferiority (Dobash &

Dobash , LgTg; Martin, 1976î Schechter' L982) ' It is

heldthatunderthepatriarchalsystemwomenhavebeen

exploited and oppressed socially, politically' and

economically- Moreover' the sexist orgianization of

society has effectively denied t¡tomen access to the

kinds of power needed to change their status and end

their oppression" Although discrinination against
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women is thought to occur at atl institutional levels,

noruhere, it is argued, is mal-e domination more apparent

than in the institution of the farnily' According to

feninist thinking, the structure of the patriarchal

fanilyensuresthesubordinationofwomenandtheir

subjugation to male authority and control and' in so

doing, sets up the conditions for the abuse of power

known as wife beating.

In support of their argument, feminists are guick

to point out that the use of force against women has a

Iong and sordid historyr with much of that history

involving legaIIy sanctioned abuse' For centuries

wives ïtere viewed as the property of their husbands and

as such \¡rere subj ect to their authority and control '

ïndeed, in England, âs recently as the last century'

husbands had absolute power of chastisement over their

wives. Under English common law, a husband rrhad the

Iegal right to use force against (his wife) in order to

insure that she fuIfilled her wifely obtigations, which

included the consummation of the marriage'

cohabitation, maintenance of conjugal rights, sexual

fidelity, and general obedience and respect for his

wishesrr (Schechter, L982, p. 2I7) " For purposes of
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chastisement, a husband could use a stick to beat his

wife, provided the stick u/as no thicker than the width

of his thunb (Shainess, L979) "

Throughouthistorywiveshavebeenbeaten'kicked'

and subjected to all manner of cruel punishment and

torture, alI in the name of male prerogative and

obligation. Indeed, âs recently as a decade and a half

ãgo, there r¡/ere many men, and apparently some women

(Dobash & Dobash I LgTg), who still believed that it was

a manrs ,rright" to chastise his wife through physical

force. A study by Pogrebin (l.,974) is relevant here'

This researcher found that males who were witness to a

man being attacked by either a man or a !Ùoman rushed to

Lheman|said,justastheycametotheassistanceofa

!,roman being hit by another v{oman' To the amazement of

the researchers, hovlever, not one male bystander

interfered when a man (a male actor) apparently beat up

a !üoman. To ferninists these findings are not

surprising; they sinply reflect the values of our

society. Men who assault their wives are ¡ractually

livinguptoculturalprescriptionsthatarecherished

in western society--aggressiveness, male dominance, and

femal-e subordination--and they are using physical force
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asameanstoenforcethatdominancerr(Dobash&Dobash,

L979, p" 24) "

While acknowledging that ours is a violent

culture, feminists reject the violent culture

explanation of wife battering. They note that rronly

half of the population (rnales) is encouraged in

violence while the other half (females) is encouragied

to avoid and fear violence and perhaps initially to

accept it'¡ (Pagelow, LgB)-t p" 32) " It is further noted

that violence within the farnily is not randomly

distributed. Certain fanily members, specifícalIy

women and children, suffer much more brutality

(Schechter, L982, p. 2L5). The issue, according to

feminists, is one of por¡¡er and control " Men use force

against women in order to establish their authority, an

authority to which they feel entitled by virtue of

their presumed ¡nasculine superiority" that entitlement

takes on added meaning in the context of marriage

wÏrere, upon assuming the status of wife' a woman

becomesthe||appropriate||victimofviolenceaimedat
rrputting her in her placer¡ (Dobash & Dobash I 1979) " Ïn

a patriarchal society, that place is in the home

fulfillingherwifelydutiesandresponsibiliiiesand
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accepting her husband¡s dominion over her" As

rrappropriatert victirns, wives are also subject to blame

forvirtuallyallillsthatbefallt.hefamilyandits

members (Caplan, 1-989). It is thus that they become

the scapegoats for their husbands' disappointments and

the legit,irnized target of their anger'

Thepatriarchytheoryofwifebatteringoffersthe

broadest application of the victin label to the

battered woman. In addition to recognizing her as a

victimofharmandinjuryatthehandsofherpartner,

the theory also recognizes her as society's victim"

The lack of legal, economic, and social support for

battered women is tegendary (Gel1es, Lg'76î Martin'

Lg76; SchuyLer, Lg76; Truninger, L97I) | giving rise to

what has been termed the rrdouble victimizationrr of the

battered woman: First she is abused by her partner'

then she is abused bY societY"

contained within the patriarchy theory is an

explanationforsocietylsslowandofteninadequate

response to the battered ï¡oman" Atthough laws no

longer sanction violence against wives' rrthe inaction'

indifference,andcontradictorypoliciesandprocedures
of social institutions continue to reflect the ideal 0f
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the subordinate position of women in the farnily and of

the right of men to dominate and control their wives by

varj_ousmeansincludingforcerr(Dobash&Dobash,L979l

p. 234). In short, society¡s response supports and

maintains the PatriarchY'

violent cuLture or sociat-structural theory o

The

wife

battering (Gelles | 1-g74; Goode, L}TLì Straus | 1-977.78)

rests on the notion that battering arises out of a

complex set of factors, one of which is the high level

of conflict inherent in the family' It is suggested

that, although the family is typically viewed as a

place of peace, harmony and safety, in fact' the

structural organization and various features of family

life make for a high level of intrafamily conflict"

ThetimespentinÈeractingwithfamilymembers;the

emotional investment in those interactions; the

irnplicitrighttoinfluencewhichcomeswithfamily

membership; the privacy of the family; the difficulty,

if not impossibility, of terrninating fanily

relationships; and the high level of stress which

characterizesfanilylifearesomeofthefeaturesÈhat

f
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combine to make the farnily a seedbed of conflict

(Straus , I9'77-78) "

The likelihood of conflict erupting into viol-ence

is thought to be increased by the fact that ours ís a

violent cul-ture and, therefore, some carry-over might

beexpectedfromonesphereoflifetoanother"Itis

further postulated that fanily socialization in

violence contributes to the acting out of intrafarnily

conflict. while the family as an institution is geared

to protecting and nurturing its mernbers' it is also a

place where a certain amount of force is accepted'

approved, and even mandated in farnily life (Goode'

L97l).Gelles(1.974)referstothisas||normal||

violence and cites as an example the parental- right to

use force in the course of disciplining children. He

also identifies two types of rrnormalr¡ conjugal

violence:avictin-precipitatedtypewherethewife

assumes responsibility for the violence, normalizing it

on the grounds that she caused it and therefore

deserved to be hit; and a second type where the

offender justifies his behaviour on the grounds that it

was necessary for the good of the victim' for examPle'

tocalmherdown.ItisunclearpreciselywhatGel}es
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means by rrnormal¡r violencei however, âs used here' the

term would seem to imply acceptable' one must question

whether violence directed toward a child or a spouse

can or should ever be characterized as acceptable"

Certainly, the fact that it occurs under the guise of

discipline does not make it' so, nor does the fact that

the woman normalizes it and the man justifies it'

It is posited that in the course of receiving

physical punishment and observing parental violence'

children l-earn some unintended lessons which can become

an integral part of their personality and world view'

SpecificalIy, they learn that love and violence are

related and that those who love you the most are also

those who hit your they learn that when something is

really important, physical force is justified; and they

learn the moral rightness of hitting other fanily

members (straus , Lg77-78). These lessons are thought

to become incorporated into the ¡¡behavioural scriptsrl

of the child where they are reinforced by overt and

implÍcit cultural norms that legitimize fanily

violence. Although largely irnplicit' the norms

perrnitting husband-wife violence are well understood by

society.Thisisevid,entintherrhands-offrrpolicy
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ofwherespousalviolenceisconcerned.Thereluctance

bystanders to interfere in what they perceive to be a

domestic dispute is a case in point (Rounsaville'

t_978b; shot.land & straw, Lg76) " This apparent

acceptance of violence between spouses has led to the

notion that the rrmarriage license is a hitting licence|l

(Gelles, 1-974i Straus I t976) "

Implicitintheforegoingisanotheranswertothe
guestion: I{hy has society been so insensitive to the

plight of the battered woman? The answer suggested by

the social-structural theory is that the high level of

conflict inherent in the farnily, our cultural exposure

to violence, and the explicit and irnplicit norms

Iegitirnizhng intrafamity violence may inure us to' and

indeed malce us accepting of, all kinds of violence

includingwifebattering.Thetheoryalsoimpliesthat

in order for wife battering to end, it is not enough

that sexual inequality be abolished' In addition'

societal- values and cultural norms promoting and

Iegitini zing violence, both inside and outside the

family, must be eliminated or at the very least

radically altered (Straus ' L977-78) "
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Research Findinqs

In marshalling evidence to support the patriarchy

theoryofwifebattering,feninistshavebeenableto

draw on a rich body of literature' Much of that

l-iterature consists of battered women¡s descriptions of

theirpartnersandthecircurnstancessurrounding
batteringincidents.Indescribingtheirhusbands'

battered wives paint a remarkably similar portrait'

with certain features appearing with such regularity as

to be almost pred.ictable. sexual jealousy, often

reaching pathological proportions' is one such

characteristic (Bernard & Bernard | 1-984; Hilberman &

Munson , L977-78", Hofeller ' Lg82; Pagelow' 1981;

Rounsaville, L978b; Walker' 1-984) ' Indeed' intense

jealousy is reported by most battered women as one of

thekeySourcesofconflictintherelationshipanda

maintriggerforviolentepisodes(Dobash&Dobash'

l-984; Finn' L985; Flynn, Lg77; Rounsaville | 1"978bì Roy'

Lg77; Stacey & Shupe' 1983; Star et aI" L979i Walker'

l-984). Violence arising out of sexual jealousy has

beenj-nterpretedbyfeninistsaSreflectingthemanIS
belief that he ¡rovlnsr¡ his wife, that she is his

property, his possession (Martin, Lg76) and' as such'
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is there to serve his needs, to cater to his wishes' to

do his bidding. Should she fail to do sor whether in

fact or fancy, hê is justified in ¡'putting her in her

place.r¡ The finding that many conflicts and subseguent

víolent episodes center around domestic issues has been

offered as further proof of the batterer¡s belief in

his right to dominate and control his wife' The

Dobashes ('J,g7g) found that demands concerning labour

and service were the most freguent source of conflict

andviolencereportedbythef^lomenintheirsample.
Other researchers have also cited the husbandrs

dissatisfactionwithhiswifeIshousekeeping,household

management, or parenting as prirnary contributors to

violence (Carlson, Lg77; Giles-Sims, l-983; Hofeller'

Lg82; Koslof I Lg84; Straus et aI', 1980) '

Many battered women have recognized the po\^rer

issue as central to the violence in their lives"

Thirty-twopercentofthewomeninHofeller|s(1982)

studyindicatedthattheirhusbandswereviolentin

ordertoachievetotaldominationandcontro}over

them. And many of the women in Flynnts (L977)

investigationidentifiedtheirrefusaltoconformto

their husbandrs expectations, to be submissive' âs
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precipitants of the violence' Battered wives have

reported being beaten any time t'hey said t¡norr to their

husband (Hofel1er, L982), any time he did not

irnrnediately get his oï/n way (Hilberman & Munson' L977-

).g78), or any time he perceived them to be questioning

his authority or challenging the legitinacy of his

behaviour. They \'/ere expected' to agree with their

husbands, to accept their position of authority without

question (Coleman' l-980; Dobash & Dobasht 1979) "

Therelationshipbetweenmaritalviolenceand

status inconsistency provides further insight into the

poT¡rer dynamic and its possible role in wife abuse'

Because men in our society are typically better

educatedandenjoyhigherstatusoccupationsthantheir

wives,theirdominantpositionasheadofthehousehold

ispresurnablylegitinized'.Itispredictedthatwhere

the man lacks the educational attainment or

occupational achievement to justify his position of

dominance he will resort Lo force as a way of

establishing his authority' Support for this

predictioncomesfromaninvestigationofviolencein

divorce-prone fanilies (otBrien I L}TL) " The resul-ts of

this study indicated that husband-to-wife violence was
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most preval-ent in fanilies where the actual achievement

ability of the husband was less than or inconsistent

with his prescribed superior status' other

investigators have also found evidence for the presence

of status inconsistency in violent homes more often

than in non-violent homes (carlson I 1977; Gelles I l-974i

Rounsaville, l-978b) "

An investigation by Hornung, McCu1lough' and

Sugimoto(1.981)ofstatusrelationshipinmarriageand

theriskofSpouseabuseproducedfurthersupportfor

the role of status inconsistency as a contributor to

violence. Results of their survey of L,553 couples

indicated that underachievement in occupation by the

husband., defined as a discrepancy between educational

attainmentandexpectedoccupationalachievement,$¡as

associated with very high risk of spouse abuse'

particularly life-threatening violence" By way of

contrast, overachievement in occupation by the husband

r'¡as associated with a relatively low incidence and

prevalenceofspousalviolence.Vlherethewomanl¡¡as

highinoccupationrelativetoherhusband,ahighrisk

forlife-threateningviolenceobtained.Althoughthis

study did not differentiate husband-to-wife violence
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believe that the abuse was primarily directed toward

wives. Research findings indicate that wife-to-husband

violence is typically retaliatory (Straus' 1980) and

that husbands have much higher rates of the most

dangerous and injurious forms of violence relative to

v¡ives (Straus et a1., l-980) "

Whilethefindingsoftheabovestudiesmaybe

variously interpreted, the ferninist perspective

suggests that they reflect the husbandrs reaction to

threats to his position of power within the

relationship. Such an interpretation is consistent

with other research linking status incornpatibility and

wife abuse. Hofeller (Lg82) reported a high rate of

¡rdownward mobility¡¡ among battered wives in her sample"

Educational discrepancy !{as also high' with 54 percent

ofthewomenhavingachievedahighereducationthan

their partner. The link between wife battering and t'he

wife¡s ¡¡downward marital rnobilitYtt, her higher

educational attainment relative to her husband

(Car1son,)-g77;Geltes'Lg-74;Walker,L984)'andher

higher occupational status relative to her husband

(Gelles, 1-974) may be viewed as a reflection of the
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husband's commitment to traditional sex roles which

accord him dominant status in the relationship' walker

(l-984) suggests that because of their sexist biases'

battering men cannot tolerate a status discrepancy in

favour of their wives"

Although the link between wife battering and such

factors as status incompatibilit'y and the wife I s

r¡downward mobilitytt may reflect the batterer's reaction

to threats to his position of power within the

relationship,itisirnportanttorecognizethatnotall

men who batter are less educated than their partners'

earn less money, have lower status occupations' or come

from lower socioeconomic backgrounds" Indeed' many men

who batter are professional men v¡ith high status

occupations. Because the wives of such men are

underrepresented aÈ womenrs shelters and helping

agencies, largely because of the different problems

they face when contemptating leaving their partners or

seeking outside help, it is easy to Lose sight of this

fact. Moreover, one can easily draw the erroneous

conclusion that wife battering is essentially a problem

of the lower classes and the poor" In fact' as lrras
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notedpreviously'wifebattererscomefromallwalksof

life and all strata of societY'

While the specific factors contributing to wife

battering among low SES couples may not hold for

rniddle- and upper-income fanilies, the underlying

dynarnic may be the same, narnely, the manr s commitment

to traditional sex roles that accord hín dorninant

status within the relationship. In an ínvestigation of

violent, non-violent, and non-violent distressed

couples, Telch and Lindquist (L984) found more

stereotypedsexroleattitudesamongallthreegroups

of males relative to their femate partners' with the

violent mafes reporting the most traditional attitudes

overall. Rosenbaum and o I Leary ( l-981-) compared

violent' non-violent distressed, and maritally

satisfied couples and found significant differences on

the variable of conservatism (traditionalism) '

Interestingly, batLered wives and wives who $tere in

non-violentdistressedmarriagesdidnotdifferfrom

each other but did differ from the happily rnarried

wives,withthelatterbeingratedassignificantly

more conservative. warkerrs (r-9g4) sampre of battered

T.{omen aLso saw themselves as holding more liberal
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attitudes toward ¡,{omen ¡ s roles than most other I'{omen "

TheyalsodescribedtheirhusbandsasVerytraditional"
the significance of these findings may weII Iie in

theirinplicationsforcoupleinteraction.onenight

speculatethatthelesstraditionalormoreliberal.

rninded a $¡oman is the more likely she is to guestion

her husband¡s authority or at least demand a more equal

role in decision making. To the extent that the

\Ñromanrs legitimate bid for a more egalitarian

relationship challenges her husbandrs male superiority

norms, the stage may be set for conflict and perhaps

violence (Brown' l-980; Toby, Lg74) " In this regard'

Telch and Lindguist (L984) reported that the violent

couples in their study expressed the greatest degree of

dissatisfaction and disagreements in the area of

decision naking, and this was found to be significantly

greater than the dissatisfaction and disagreement

reported bY non-violent couPles'

Whiletheneedtodorninateandcontrolingeneral

appears to be a prominent, pervasive characteristic of

manybatterersritisalsoclearthatnotaLlbatterers

displaythischaracteristic'somebatteringmen'for

example, have been described as generally passive
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(Fau1k, Lg77; Shainess, 1-977; Symonds, L978) '

unassertive (FeazeII, Mayers, & Deschner I L984; Koval'

Ponzetti, & Cate, Ig82; Saunders, Lg84; Sonkin' Martin'

& tr{alker' 1-985) individuals who erupt into violence and

thenareconsumedbyguiltwhenconfrontedwiththeir

behaviour (symonds, Lg78) ' Although these findings

wouldseemtoprovidetitttesupportforthefeminist

belief that battering reduces to a sexist belief in a

man|S||right|¡todominateandcontrolhiswife,itis

important to recognize that many men are detached and

uninvolved but erupt when a demand is not met' At the

same time, it seems guite clear that many men who

batter their wives are fully a\¡¡are that their behaviour

is inappropriate and indefensible; otherwise, why would

they forbid their wives to reveal the abuse to anyone,

even to the point of physically preventing them from

seeking medical attention for their injuries'

Theobservationthatmanybatterersdonotconform

to the stereotyped image of the aggressive' dominating'

controlling male has been interpreted by proponents of

theviolent-cutture/social-structuraltheoryas

indicatingthatsexismalonecannotexplainwife

batteringandthatotherfactorsmustalsobecalled
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intoplaywhenatternptingtoexplainthisbehaviour.

one factor that has been strongly associated with wife

abuse is stress (Barling & Rosenbaum' 1986; Finn' l-985;

Flynn I Lg7'7; Hilberman & Munson, Lg7'7-78ì Rounsaville'

L978b). As the number of stressors inpinging on the

family increases, so too do the rates of wife

battering. Two stress factors that have achieved

particularprominenceintheliteraturearelowincome

and unemployment- Straus et aI' (L980) found that

Iower income couples were more tikely to be violent

than higher income couples and that violence was

greater for the unemployed or part-tirne employed' Both

ofthesefindingshavebeenwelldocumentedinthe

wife-battery literature (Carlson I Lg77; Coleman' l-980;

Fagan et aI., ]'983; Fitch & Papantonio, ]-983; Gayford,

L975; Hilberrnan & Munson, 1-g77-L978ì Rounsaville'

].978b).Itistobenotedthatthepreviouslyreported

finding of a positive link between status inconsistency

andwifebatteringmayalsobeafunctionofstress

rather than the manrs need to dominate" Such an

inconsistency may well translate into lower earning

pov¡er as well- as occupational frustration' both of

whichmightbeexpectedtoincreasestresslevels"
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Whilethelinkbetweenlowincomeandunemplolrment

and wife battering appears to be wel-I established, this

does not prove that these factors cause wife abuse"

After aII, many men are subjected to high levels of

economic stress without becorning violent toward their

l,¡ives. The guestion still remains: Why do some men

become violent. under these circumstances while others

do not? In attempting to answer this guestion'

researchers have studied alcohol abuse as a possible

contributing factor. In several studies' the

batterer¡s problen with alcohol topped the list of

stressorsidentifiedbybatteredwivesasproblematic
(Finn , L985; Giles-Sims; 1-983i Stacey & Shupe' 1983) '

Te1ch and Lindguist (l-984) reported that alcohol was

the most significant factor operating in violent

marriages. At the very least, alcohol has been

identifiedasafreguenttriggerforviolentepisodes
(Claerhout, Elder, & Janes, Lg82; Coleman' l^Ieinman' &

Hsi, l-980; Fagan et al., l-983; Flynn ' L977; Gayford'

Lg75; Gelles ' L974; Hilberman & Munson ' L977-78'ì

Hofeller I Lg82t Roy, lg77; Walker' l-984) '

once again, the positive relationship between

alcoholconsumptionandbatteringincidentsdoesnot
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prove that alcohol causes abuse" Obviously' many men

drink to excess without becoming violent" Based on

what is known about the disinhibitory effects of

alcohol, a more likely explanation for the relationship

isthatalcohollowersÈhebattererIsinhíbitions

against acting out his aggressive impulses' one must

ask, however, \n¡hY it is that those impulses are' in

most cases, directed toward the battererrs wife" The

batteringhusbandoftendrinkstoexcess'controlling
his aggressive impulses until he arrives home'

whereuponheassaultshiswife.Suchbehaviourbelies

the notion that battering represents a loss of control

triggeredþythealcohol'Indeed,evenwhileunderthe

influence of a1cohol, wife batterers' as distinct from

rnen who are generally violent, exert enough control to

choosewhentheywillbecomeviolentandtowardwhom.

The fact that they choose their lrrives as the sole

target of their aggression would seem to support the

feninist argument that wife batt'ering is related to

sexist attitudes which result in women' and wives in

particular, being viewed as appropriate targets of male

aggression "
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The fact that many batterers continue to abuse

alcoholeventhoughtheyknor*lfrompastexperiencethat

it freguently, if not invariably, results in violence

toward their partners has prompted some ferninists to

suggestthatthebatteringrnandrinksinordertohave
an excuse for beating his v¡ife' There is little

ernpirical support for this claim' Rather' what seems

to be suggested by research findings is the battererrs

vulnerabilitytostressandhispoorcopingabilities.

Finn (l-985) reported that battering males relied most

heavily on passive-avoidant strategies in dealing with

stress. since alcohol is widely used in our society as

a passive escape strategy, it seems probable that its

abuse by batterers is, in many cases' stress related'

An additional finding which may reflect' the

battererrs vulnerability to stress is the high rate of

wifebatteringduringpregnancyorfollowingthebirth

ofthefirstchild(Faganetal',1983;Flynn'L977"'

GayfordILg75îGetlest:-gT5iHilberrnan&MunsonIL977-

78ìHofetlertlgS2;Pagelow,l-981;Royt1-977;walker'

L984). Pregnancy or birth of the first child was the

second most freguent event cited by Giles-sirns (l-983)

as preceding the first instance of physical abuse' The
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transition to parenthood is recognized as a rnajor

stressor for fanilíes (Milter & Sollie, 1980), with the

birth of the first chitd thought to be especially

stressful owing to the multitude of changes it brings,

not only in the marital relationship itself but also in

role expectations and responsibilities" GeIles (l-975)

speculated that the abuse may represent the husbandrs

attempt to end the pregnancy and' thus the stress that a

new child will bring. Stress explanations fail to

explain why women do not becorne physically abusive

toward their husbands in response to the stress of

pregnancy and motherhood when, obviouslY' these

circumstances are much more stressful for thern than for

their Partners.

Dutton, Fehr, and McEwen (Ig82) have suggested

that increased violence during tines of pregnancy and

new births may be related to changes in intirnacy'

These authors speculate that perceived rapid'

uncontrollable changes in intimacy rnay give rise to

acuteanxietyinmenwhohaveexaggerateddependency

needs. For such men' arousal may be experienced as

anger, with this eventually finding expression in

aggression. rrFor (these men) the psychological and
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perceived loss of the female produces panic and

hysterical aggression¡r (p" L7)' This explanation could

account for the increase in battering behaviour during

times of pregnancy or following the birth of a nelr

childthatisreportedbyrnanybatteredwomen.Tothe

extent that these circumstances make a woman relatively

less available to her partner, they rnay trigger

anxiety-based arousal in the overly dependent male"

Dutton et aI. further speculate that the arousal

resulting from changes in intinacy is expressed as

anger rather than anxíet'y because anger is male sex-

role appropriate. Moreover, rranger is more likely when

the male is in or feels he should be in a position of

coercive po$/er over the person 'causingr the arousalrl

(p. 18). In explaining the final transition from anger

to overt physical aggression, the authors note that

individuals are inclined to engage in stereotypic

behaviour under conditions of high arousal, stress, ot

threat,withthesebehavioursperhapsreflectingthose

they have seen performed by a role model' This brings

ustothepotentialimportanceofsocializationfactors

ascontributorstothebatteringhusband'sbehaviour"
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According to the violent culture or social-

structuraL theory of wife battering, the farnily is a

major training ground for the learning of violent

behavioural I'scripts" (straus, lg77'78) " And' in fact'

the evidence linking a violent upbringing and the

likelihood of a man becoming a battering husband is

considerable. Research findings indicate that a male

childwhogrowsupinahomewherehereceivesalotof
punishment and. also witnesses violence between his

parents stands a one in four chance of growing up to

abuse his spouse (Straus et aI', 1980) ' lrlitnessing

spouse abuse and receiving abuse as a chitd have both

been independently linked to subsequent marital

aggressionrwiththeobservationofparentalviolence

surfacing as the more potent predictor variable

(Ka1muss, Ig84; Rouse, L984) "

The high percentage of batterers who either

received abuse as a child or witnessed spouse abuse has

beenweltdocumented.FitchandPapantonio(]-983)

reported that 71 percent (133/L88) of the men in their

sample had. either seen or heard physical violence

between their parents, and nearly half (492) considered

themselves to have been abused as children. In Royrs
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(Lg77) sample, 81 percent of the men were reported by

theirwivestohavecomefromviolenthomesinwhich

they rTere beaten or had observed their mothers being

beaten. Al-most 75 percent of the husbands in Giles-

Simts (L983) study were reported to have come from

violent backgrounds. In their comparison of violent

and non-violent husbands, Coleman et aI' (L980) noted

that violent husbands had observed parental violence'

experienced physical abuse, ot both more often than

non-violent husbands. similar findings hlere reported

by Tetch and Lindguist (Lg84) and by Rosenbaum and

oILeary(]-981)intheircomparisonsofviolentandnon-

violent couPles.

Takentogetherthedataderivedfromtheviolent

culture/social-structural perspective suggest that

factors other than sexism rnay need to be considered

when atternpting to explain wife battering' After all'

many men hold sexist attitudes toward rdomen without

thesefindingexpressioninwifebattering"Itwould

seem, therefore, that for some men at least' sexist

attitudes alone may not be sufficient to trigger

violence.Factorssuchaslowstresstolerance'poor

copingskillsrandlearnedbehaviouralrrscriptsrrfor
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violence may also be necessary' As the work of Dutton

et al. (l-982) suggests, psychological factors may also

play a part in increasing the likelihood that a man

wiII resort to battering"

Psycholoqical ExPlanations

The image of the battering man that emerges from

the psychological Iiterature is anything but unified'

Battering men have been described as paranoid or

sadistic individuals whose central way of achieving

relatednessisthroughdest.ructionoftheotherperson
(Shainess, LgTg). Erin Pizzey (L974) viewed wife

beaters as psychopaths--aggressive, dangerous' and

deeply immature' Battering men have also been

described as suffering from a sense of masculine

inadequacy (BaII I Lg77 i Bernard & Bernard' L984ì

Pagetow' l-981-; SneII et aI', L964; Weitzman & Dreen'

Lg82) | low self-esteem (8a11 , L977; Elbowt )-977i

FeazeII, Mayers, & Deschner | 1-984: Goldstein &

Rosenbaum, 1-985; Saunders, :-'g84; Shaines ' L977; Sonkin'

Martin, & Wa]ker, l-985; Star, L983 ; Walker' 1981) ' and

feelings of helplessness and powerlessness (shainess'

Lg77; Symonds, Lg78; Taubman, L986; $ieitzman & Dreen'
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1rgl2). Several researchers have suggested that the

battering man is fighting for cont,rol (coIeman, 1980;

Dutton , Lg84; Gondolf, 1-985) --control of his masculine

identity and sense of self-esteem. Morgan (L982)

theorized that the battering man is driven by *neurotic

pride,l|asubstituteforrealself-confidencethatwas

warped, destroYed, or weakened in early childhood' The

idealized self demands that he always be in control of

feelings, always be on guard against being hurt' being

huniliated, being abandoned or failing' By dominating

his wife, hê tries to deny his dependency needs and the

feeling of vulnerability that accompanies them'

Conflict over intinacy has also been posited as a

causal factor in wife battering' Kardener and Fuller

(Lglo)presentthethesisthatcertainvio]-entactsare

reactions to misperceived threats of eguality and

intirnacy.Theysuggestthattheproblenwithintinacy

arisesoutofthechildlsfailuretodevelopbasic

trust and a feeling of surety sufficient to pernit

authentic, intinate relationships with others' rrTo the

extent mistrust is the outcome of those experiences

with others, hê adopts alienation as a means of
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protection against the anticipated threat of intimate

involvementr¡ (P" 3l-i-) .

while problems with intimacy may be characteristic

of battering men' it is also thought that the

battererrs dependency needs propel him toward intinate

involvement. In describing 33 men who v¡ere in

treatment for conjugal violence, coleman (1-980) wrote

that the men rrsimultaneously desired and feared intense

fusíon with womenrr (p" 21L). As a result of this

conftict, they tended to distance themselves from their

wives,onlytobethrownintoapanicandoverwhe}med

by feelings of vulnerability and abandonment when she

1eft. The women in Hilberman and Munsonrs (l'977-78)

study painted a sinilar picture, noting that when their

husbands were not being aggressive they l.Iere ¡¡child-

Iike, dependent, and yearning for nurturance'rl

!.Ialkerrs (Lgzg) sarnple of battered women also reported

the extremely loving and needy behaviour of their

husbands following the violence"

WaIker (l-984) theorized that the batterer is

alternately pulled toward intimacy and then repelled as

the relationship becomes too emotionally close for

comfort. In her formulation, battering serves as a
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distancing mechanism. Based on Walker's concept of

intimacy regulation, Dutton, Fehr, and McEwen (l-982)

have posited an optimal intiinacy range for men' with

departuresfromthatrangecreatingintensearousalfor

battering males. For such men, uncontrollable changes

in relationship intirnacy nay trigger fears of

abandonmentorengulfment.Aswasnotedintheearlier

dj-scussionofthistheoreticalformulation,thearousal
generated by such changes in socio-emotional distance

may be experienced by battering men as anger' with this

finding expression in violence (Dutton ' L984' 1985) "

To the extent that the backgrounds of wife

batterers are typically fraught with physical abuse'

exposure to parental violence, and often serious

neglect of loving investments (BalI I Lg77; Hilberman &

Munson , Lg77-78î Hofetler, Lg82) , feelings of

helplessness, of threat, of isotation are likely to

pred.ominate to the detriment of basic trust' surety'

and positive self-regard' In other words' the very

conditions thought to spawn problems with dependency

and intirnacy, the hypothesized precursors of wife

battering, are frequently present in the battererrs

early developmental history' Notwithstanding this
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from the standpoint of psychological factors have met

with a good deal of criticism from ferninist writers and

practitioners. It is argued that attributing the manrs

violence to personatity factors such as low self

esteem, feelings of helplessness and powerlessness, and

problems with intimacy and dependency shifts the focus

avJay from the manrs responsibility for his behaviour

and, in so doing, decreases the likelihood that the

real causes of battering, culturally entrenched sexism,

will be addressed and remedied. Attaching diagnostic

labets to wife batLerers, such as anti-social

personality disorder, is thought to accomplish the

same end. Feminists have argued that it makes little

sense to attribute bat'tering to psychiatric

disturbance, an anomaly, given the nurnber of men who

batter. The sheer rnagnitude of the problem suggests

that it is rooted in cuttural values which support

sexism and condone violence.

Alongside explanations of wife battering that

focus on the psychology of the batterer' one finds

explanations that focus on the battered woman herself'

Perhaps the most salient of these is the masochism
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result of female masochism vüas perhaps most clearly

articulated by Snell' Rosensrald, and Robey (L964) '

Based on their study of l-2 couples, these authors

concluded that the battered wife provokes her husband

to violence because the husband¡s violent behaviour

gives her ilapparent gratificationtr and helps her r¡to

deal with the guitt arising from the intense hostility

expressed in her controlting, cast,rating behaviourrr (p"

1.]-]').Itisinterestingtonotethattheseclinicians
originally set out to study rrwifebeatersrr; however'

owing to the uncooperativeness of their subjects' they

turned their attention instead to the rrwifebeaterrs

wife. n The authors acknowledged that the women, all of

whom had charged their husbands with assault and

battery, were much more willing to talk to a

psychiatristthanwerethemenrwhotendedtodenythat

there was a problem in the marriage" They further

noted that, in some cases, the male children in the

farnily had been actively involved in the violence'

defending their mothers and attacking their fathers.

Furthermore' the sonrs sympathies !üere uniformly with

the moLher, as reported by both parents'
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Itiscuriousthatthesebatteredwivesrwho

reported the assault to the police, who were

cooperative in trying to seek a solution to the

problern, and who r,{ere supported and defended by their

sons $¡ere held responsibte for the violence and

labelled as masochistic. over and above the

guestionable basis on which these inferences were

drawn, one must also recognize that SneII et aI"rs

(1.964) conclusions, and similar conclusions reached by

other authors (Reynolds & Sieg1e, Lg59) | üIere derived

from a smattering of case studies and highly selective

samples, virtually guaranteeing biased results' These

biased findings !,¡ere then generalized inappropriately

to battered women as a group. Feminist writers have

offered an explanation for this victin-blaming"

In her book The Mvth of Woments Masochism, Caplan

(1987) examined the concept of masochism and the role

it plays in preservíng the status quo" She pointed out

that the very concept of masochisn, rrthe need to derive

pleasure from painrrr is nonsensical' Nevertheless'

this notion, âs applied to women, has served to

perpetuate the myth thaÈ women by nature are meant to

suffer, want to suffer, and at some level enjoy
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suffering. As long as men and women believe the rnyth,

there is no incentive to address the social factors

that contribute to womenrs misery. According to

caplan, those factors include v/oments socialization

experiences. Women are taught to accept their lot in

life, to be never ending sources of nurturance, always

placing other peoplers needs, especially their

husband's and their childrenrs, ahead of their own.

They are taught not to express their anger' not to

cornplain, and not to blame others for their

unhappiness.Todolessistoinviteangerandperhaps

rejection. Cap1an notes that these very gualities'

whicharehe]-dupasthefeminineideal,aret'henused

as evidence of womenrs masochistic need to suffer. In

the case of the battered wife, they are also used to

explain battering"

The woman who steps outside her socially

prescribedfeminineroleanddarestoassertherselfis

seen as inviting abuse, âs being aggressive' overly

demanding, provocative. !{hen her husband responds with

violence, she is blamed for having provoked his

behaviour and perhaps for unconsciously desiring it

(Storr']-968).Theculturallyconditionednotionthat
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a \,{oman is supposed to behave in a particular way goes

hand-in-hand with the notion that a man ís justified in

restoring the I'naturalr¡ order of things when she fails

to do so. Besides, so the argument goest women enjoy

being "put in their placer¡ and ¡rnanhandled"¡¡ It is

thusthatthemythofwomen¡smasochismrelievesthe

batterer of responsibility for the abuse and places the

burdenofresponsibílityontheshouldersofthewoman.

Not only is the abuse seen as her fault' it is also

seen as her desire, with this tending to justify social

inaction "

There is by now a good deal of empirical evidence

dispuÈing the claim that battered !{omen are masochistic

and provoke their husbands into abusing them (Kuhl'

l-984; Schechter, lg82; Star' Lg78; Wardell' Gillespíe'

& Leffler, l-983). In refuting the masochism

explanationofwífebattering,however,feministshave

had to contend with the fact that many battered \^Iomen

knowingly escalate arguments to the point of violence"

In his study of 3]- battered women, Rounsaville (1978b)

reportedthat63percentofthetüomenadnittedto

having, ât least sometimes, knowingly escalated

argumentsinr¿hichtheypredictedviolence"Moreover'
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although 48 percent stated that they could usually

predict their partnerrs abuse beforehand' rrmost used

means to avert the abuse which they themselves

described as inadeguate or likely to escalate the

violence', (p. 15) . Gelles (Lg74) reported a similar

finding noting that, while many of the !'¡omen could

usually predict abuse beforehand, they often used

strategies which they knew l'¡ere inadequate to ward off

an attac]< or likely to worsen the situation'

Feminísts have responded to what appears to be

masochistic behaviour on the part of battered women by

maintaining that a battered woman may engage in

provocative behaviour, not because she desires abuse'

but because she cannot tolerate the tension that

precedes ít. When violence is viewed as inevitable'

evoking a violent response may be seen as preferable to

waitingfortheblol¡¡tofallandnotknowingwhenit

will Land (IrÏalker | L978)' Moreover' such behaviour may

represent the r^¡oman I s attempt to exercise some degiree

of control; she may not be able to avert the battering'

but she can control when and where it witl occur"

Perhaps the most cornpelling argument against the

masochismtheoryrhowever,isthereactionofbatt'ered
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$/omen themselves to the violence in their lives"

Consistently, research has shown that most battered

$/omen reject their partnersr use of violence'

Rounsaville (1978b) reported that only 20 percent of

thewomeninhissamplestatedthattheyeverdeserved

tobehitandonlyS-6percentstatedthattheyever

approved of husbands and wives hitting one another'

When queried, as to whether or not they deserved the

beatings they received, 88 percent of the 57 women in

Star, Clarlc, Goelz, and OrMa1iars (Lg7g) study said

llno.¡rSinilar}y,ggpercentofthe35orespondentsin

Pagelow's (l-981-) survey of battered women stated that

they did not deserve to be beaten' The actions of

battered wives support their stated rejection of abuse'

The sheer number of abused htomen who contact police and

other service providers for assistance (Hofeller' L982ì

Rounsaville, Lg78Þ; Roy ' Lg77; Stacey & Shupe' 1-983)

and the high rate of separation among violent couples

(Coteman' l-980; Fagan, Stewart, & Hansen' l-983 ;

Gayford I Lg'|5i Pagetohr, l-981-) clearly ca1I into

guestion the rnasochísm explanation of wife battering"

IrThilesupportforthemasochismexplanationof

wife battering Inay be scant, there appears to be
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which holds that marital violence occurs in the context

of couple interaction. within this theoretical

formulation, battered wives are viewed as contributors

to the violence, although not necessarily the cause of

it, Data speaking to the interaction hypothesis come

from an early sociological investigation of fanily

viol-ence conducted by Gelles (L974). Participants in

this study were 40 'rtroubledrr families who had been

identified through agency files and police blotters and

40 control fanilies drawn from the same neighbourhood

as one of the target faniLies" The 'rtroubledr¡ group

included a hiqh number of cases in ¡,¡hich conjugal

violence was known to have occurred' Based on his

conversations with members of the violent families,

GeIIes concluded that the victims were not sirnply

passive tthostility sponges'¡ or ¡¡whipping boysr¡ for

their violent partner. rron the contraryr¡¡ he wrote'

nthe role of the victirn in intrafamity violence is an

important and active one. The actions of the victin

are vital intervening events between the structural

stresses that lead to violence and the viotent acts

themselvesrr (p" 1-05) . Within his sample, the rnajority
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victints verbal behaviour. This apparent link between

verbal arguments and battering incidents has been well

documented in the literature (coleman' l-980; Dobash &

Dobash I Lg84; F1ynn, 1-977; Gayford, L975; Hofeller'

L982; St.ar et aI" , 1979) "

TheimageofthebatteredwifeaSapassiveobject

ofabusehasbeenfurtherchallengedbytheresultsof

the Straus, Gelles, and Steinmetz (3-980) survey" This

national survey conducted on a randorn' representative

sarnple of 2t1-43 American families and couples' and

containing approximately equal numbers of male and

female respondents, indicated that the most conLmon

situation was one in which both husband and wife had

used violence. Of the couples reporting any violence'

49percentwereofthistype.Althoughthedatapoint

to a high rate of violence by wives as well as

husbands, the authors note that wives sustain more

injuries than husbands (Berk, Berk, Loseke' & Rauma'

l-983; Steinme1-z, Lg77 ' l-980) and engage in less

dangerous and injurious forms of abuse than their

partners.Theauthorsa]-soacknowledgethattheirdata

do not reveal what proportion of the violent acts by
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to clarify this issue, straus (l-980) re-evaluated the

data and came to the conclusion that women use viol-ence

more often than not ín seLf-defense'

The Straus et al" (l-980) data also support a

positivelinkbetweenverbalaggressiononthepartof

the woman and acts of physical aggression by her

husband. It is important to note, ho!'Iever' that not

all violence is preceded by verbal arguments' Women

have reportedly been dragged out of bed while sleeping

and subjected to a beating (Pagelow, 1981-) " Nor is it

the case that battered women necessarily instigate

verbal arguments. As noted, their participation

appears to be more defensive than offensive" Even

where the wife has initiated the conflict, there can be

no justification for physical assault' To paraphrase

Strausandhiscolleaguesrwivesrand'husbandsforthat

matter, are not for hitting"

FeninistshavebeensharplycriticaloftheStraus

et al. (l-980) survey for its failure to consider the

setf-defensiveaspectofbatteredwomentsbehaviour.

In addition, they rnaintain that, in framing the problem

as one of famity violence, the researchers have

diverted attention away from the batterer' the one who
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must ultimately be held responsible and accountable for

his act.ions, and obscured the real rneaning of the

violence, namely, the mants attempt to dominate and

control his wife. Feminists have argued that in

definingtheproblemininteractionaltermsone
automatically opens the door to blarning the battered

woman for the violence and dininishing the husbandrs

personal responsibility for his behaviour" Àt the very

Ieast, it is suggested, the husbandrs violence is

minimized and the wifets victim status, and the very

realdangershefaces,obscuredasattentionbecomes

focused on interaction patterns and the seguence of

events that culminated in the violence'

Ferninistsnotethatinteractionalexplanationsare

oftenpredicatedonsexistassumpLionsaboutawomanIs
ilnaturalrr role vis-a-vis her husband" Gayford (1-983) '

for examPle, identified three types of battered women:

theinadequatewife,thehighlycompetentwife'andthe
provocativewife.Whetherthroughinadequacy,over-

control, or sexual provocativeness each type was

thought to produce tension in the maritat relationship,

thereby precipitating, either d'irectly or indirectly'

their own victimization. Irnplicit in this explanation
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is the assumption that a woman should fulfill her

wifely duties as defined by her husband, should never

outperform her husband or dare to usurp his authority

by attempting to exercise some control within the

relationship, should never be more sexual than her

husband. It is interesting that, in this vier¿' even a

v¡omanrs strength, her competence, becomes a liability"

Explanations of abuse that point to the vlomanrs

nagging, aggressive behaviour as determinants of

battering (Storr, l-968) are also regarded as

fundamentally sexist insofar as they reflect the notion

that a wife should be uncomptaining and passive'

Bograd (1984) writes that interactional

formulations are biased against women because they

imply that the battered $/oman could and should control

her husbandrs feelings and actions; attenuate the manrs

responsibilityforhisviolence;ignorephysicalsize

differences between men and women; and deny that

violence may be linked to preexisting personality

characteristics of the abusive husband and not only to

Lransactional variables that developed over the course

of the relationship (p" 561-) " Furthermore'

interactional explanations are found wanting in that
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they fail to account for the fact that women are often

battered regardless of their interacLional

contribution. Many battered $/omen, for example'

attempt to change their behaviour so as to avoid a

beatingbutwithoutsuccess.Stillothersarebattered

fornoapparentreason,otherthanthattheirpartner

felt tike it (Pagelow, l-981-) . Even where interactional

explanations may shed light on why a particular man

abused his wife on a particular occasion, they fail to

address the more fundamental guestion of why husbands

physically abuse their wives' In short, the focus on

couple interaction patterns and family structure is

thought to ignore the larger social, political' and

economic realities that impact $¡omen in general and

battered wives in particular. Feminists naintain that,

in disregarding the very real constraints that trap

battered hromen in abusive relationships, the family

systems approach serves to support the status guo and

thesexualinequalitythatleadstoviolenceagainst

women.

While there is no denYing the role

plays in the abuse of women, this does

contribution of interactional factors"

that sexism

not negate the

From a familY
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systems perspective, there is no inherent contradiction

in holding the view that the man is solely responsible

for his violence while simultaneously maintaining that

the couple is locked in an interactional pattern to

which each contributes (cook & Franz-cook' 1-984i

I.ieitzman & Dreen , Lg82) . A man may very well resort to

physicalabuseasawayofassertinghisdominanceover

his wife, with his actions reflecting a deep-seated

belief in his rrrightil to control his wife and enforce

hersubordinatepositionintherelationship.Itisin

the context of threat to his perceived right' to

dominate and control, however, that battering occurs'

and that threat often arises out of his partnerrs

behaviour. As not'ed previously, wife battering often

occursinthecont'extofheatedverba}exchanges

between husband and wife, or where the woman has

refused to comply i+ith her partnerrs demands or

otherwise defied or guestioned his authority. To claim

that the battering is unrelated to the r^rifers behaviour

simplydoesnotsguarewiththefacts.Afterall,the

woman who totally accepts her husbandts position of

authorityanddominancemayneverincurhisangerand'

therefore, may never suffer physical abuse' Should she
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decide to challenge her husbandrs authority' however'

she rnay weII find. herself a victirn of battering"

As Mitler and Mothner (L971') pointed out'

irrational sexual inequality between men and women

l_eads to inevitable tensions which often get played out

in their fainilies. rrTo the extent that the

subordinates move toward free expression' exposing the

ineguality and questioning the basis for its existence'

they create open conflicttt (p " 77Ol ' This is not to

deny that battering sometimes' and perhaps often'

occursintheabsenceofanythreattothehusband|s
authoritybutsimplytoacknowledgethatsomewomen

continue to assert themselves in their relationship, âs

they have every right to do, and in so doing' trigger

their partnerrs countermoves to guelI the perceived

insurrection. To accept this fact is not to blane the

!üoman for the resulting violence" The woman who

demands eguality, who seeks to develop her own

capacities and interests has done nothing r¡rrong and'

therefore, is not deserving of blame' obviously' a

woman has every right to express herself' to voice her

opinions, to disagree with her husband' to have

expectations of others, to determine what she will and
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!üiltnotdo.Herpartner|sinabilitytoaccepther

right to self-determination, freedom of expression, and

egualitywithintherelationshipishisproblern,andíf

that problem results in wife battering' then he is

solelyresponsibleandaccountableforhisactions"It

is only by viewing the behaviour in context' however'

that ttre meaning of the battering is revealed' namely'

the husbandrs attempt to dominate and control his wife'

SummarY

Taken together, the research findings arising out

of the different theoretical approaches to wife

battering suggest a multideterministic causal model"

There can be no doubt that sexism plays a najor role in

wifebatteringatthemostfundamentaltevel.The

socialization of men and women into rigid sex roles

which favour a male-dominant, female-subordinate power

structure, both within the family and within society at

large,leadstothedevaluingofwomenandtheirroles

and ultimately to their scapegoating" It also leads to

the betief that male dornination and control are

hallmarks of manliness and rnust be preserved and

maintainedforthesakeofself-esteemandmasculine
pride "
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while sexism may indeed be a prinary factor in

wife abuse, it is not in and of itself sufficient to

explain all cases of wife battering" After all, many

men are avowedly sexist and yet they do not physically

abuse their partners" Similarly, many men suffer from

low self-esteem and feelings of masculine inadeguacy

without this finding expression in viol-ence. Research

suggests that wife battering may result from the

interaction of sexist beliefs with other predisposing

factors such as feelings of helplessness and

dependency, problems with intimacy' poor problem

solving and stress management, and exposure to violent

role models in childhood" At this stage in our

understanding of the problem and its remediation we can

ill afford to overlook any potential determinants. If

our prirnary objective is to stop the battering, then we

must address the problem on all fronts, social,

fanilial, and individual. Àttenpts to provide simple,

linear explanations wiII do littIe to advance our

understanding of this complex social problem and

el-ucidate the steps needed to remedy it" Nor will they

shed adeguate light on the reasons why battered wives

rernain with their abusive partners, a ç[uestion that has
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public alike. It

important question
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puzzled researchers and the general

is to a consideration of this

that we now Èurn.

Whv Do Women StaY?

of all the questions that have been addressed in

the wife battery literature perhaps none has received

more attention and stirnulated greater interest than the

guestion: Why do battered women remain in abusive

relationships? lrlhile one can fathom wife abuse' it

appears to be infinitely more difficult to fathom why a

woman wou]d endure it. To many, the fact that battered

women do stay in abusive relationships, often for

years, seems to imply acceptance of the abuse and hence

some responsibilitY for it.

Vlhen feminists and other battered !'¡omenrs

advocates declared the battered hloman a victim, they

sought to underscore her nonresponsibilit'y' her

noncomplicity in the acts of violence' In particular

they sought to refute the masochism explanation of wife

battering which charged the battered hloman r'¡ith

provoking or precipitating the abuse out of her

neurotic need for punishment (sneII et al., L964) "
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Feminists took issue with this position and also with

the suggestion that many battered $/omen v/ere co-

conspirators in crimes of violence against them

(Kleckner, Ig78; Lion I Lg77; Shainess, L979) " They

argued that one cannot hold the battered \¡Joman

responsible for the abuse on the grounds that she stays

with her abusive partner, when her options for leaving

are often virtually nonexistent" support for their

argument abounds. Indeed, several factors have been

identified which singly or in cornbination are thought

to effectively rrlockrt the battered t{oman in" Some of

these invotve external constraints while others are

more psychologicallY based"

External Constraints

Professional respqn-ge. As previously noted,

feminists view the battered wife as not only a victim

of the batterer but also a victim of society. The

failure or inability of the various social- agencies and

legal organizations to respond appropriately to

battered wives has been identified as a rrpowerful

(force) which (keeps) women with their abusive

husbandsrr (Gelles, 1'976, p. 666) - Overwhelmingly'
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battered \úomen have reported the indifferent and

sornetimes callous treatment they have received at the

hands of service providers. Police response has come

in for particular criticism. Roy (1,977 ) found that

although two-thirds of the women in her sample had

contacted police, only about 30 percent found the

police response helpful" while 65 percent of the women

in Rounsaville's (1978b) study had called the police,

only 10 percent indicated satisfaction with the

intervention. And Hofeller (1"982) reported that of the

39 vromen in her sample who had contact with the police,

82 percent were either moderately or completely

dissatisfied with the officerrs response'

within the past decade, a good deal of attention

has been directed toward examining police response to

domestic violence. Early research suggested that

crisis intervention took precedence over arrest and

that police almost never made referrals to social

service agencies (Oppenlander I L982; Brown' 1-984)'

Research findings also highlighted the tendency for

police departments to attach 1ow priority to domestic

dispute calls, to pay attention to the offender while

virtually ignoring the enotional needs of the victim,
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to record charges under an offence other than assault,

such as resisting an officer or public drunkenness,

thereby denying the victims their right to pursue legal

action against their abusers (Oppenlander, L982) "

Buzawars (1-982) research on the impact of discretionary

arrest policies on police officers' attitudes toward

arrest indicated that officers used arrest as a last

resort, r,üere most likely to arrest in cases where the

violence occurred in their presence (41,2) and were

least Iikely to arrest in the case of prior violence

(L7Z) , the most freguent situation" BelI (1-985, L987)

found that the police were likety to arrest offenders

when criminal complaints were initiated by the victims

but that rl¡omen who did not initiate criminal complaints

did not receive adeguate protection or services from

the criminal justice system. He also found that the

type of disposition was often influenced by the police

interpretation of domestic violence as a non-crininal

event"

In an effort to establish the criminal nature of

wife battering and in recognition of the factors that

militate against a woman's decision to lodge a crimina]

complaint against her partner, a number of
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arrest polj-cies in cases of domestic violence. Under

this policy, police officers are instructed to arrest

abusers in cases of domestic violence vJhere probable

cause exists, even if the victirn does not desire

prosecution and even if the officer did not r¡ritness the

assault. Based on survey data, cohn (L987) reported a

substantial increase in arrests of batterers following

the implementation of domestic violence policies among

urban poli-ce departments. Between 1984 and l-986, the

number of reported arrests almost doubled from 24

percent to 47 percent. The data also showed that the

use of officer discretion hlas declining and l¡/as being

replaced by the use of stated policy guidelines'

Burris and Jaffe (l-983) also reported the positive

effects of a police policy encouraging officers to file

charges in cases of wife abuse. The results of their

study showed that the policy change had resulted in an

increase in the number of common assault charges laid

as well as charges of rrassault causing bodity harm" rl

The authors noted that officers were more inclined to

treat wife assault in the same way they treated

stranqer assault.
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the impact of a presumptive arrest policy and found

that most of the officers rejected arrest as an option

after weighing legaI, ideological, practical and

political considerations. In short, the presumptive

arrest policy was not implemented in a uniform s¡ay"

Despite well-publicized policy changes and training in

domestic violence, police officers still exercised

considerable discretion when it came to arresting

offenders. Indeed, there is some research to suggest

that the major factor influencing the likelihood of

arrest is whether violence has been directed toward the

police (Dolon, Hendricks, & Meagher, 1986) "

!.7hi1e presurnptive arrest policíes and policies

that encourage the laying of assault charges are

clearly a step in the right direction, they obviously

do not guarantee ad.equate police response in cases of

domestic violence. Furthermore, even where arrests are

made and charges laid, this does not guarantee adequate

follow through at the leve1 of the courts' The

deficiencies of the legal system v/ere outlined by

Truninger (Ig7:-) in an early review of the laws and

procedures available for deating with marital violence"
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Truninger noted that while laws I^Iere in place to

protect citizens from violence, those laws Ì^rlere often

unenforced in cases of wife assault," where domestic

violence was concerned, the courts were reluctant to

prosecute on the grounds that it woul-d be disruptive to

fanily life. Pagelowr s (l-981-) data, collected a decade

later, indicated that the courts had been slow to

rectify the situation" of the 350 survey respondents

beaten by their spouses, not one claimed that her

spouse was arrested, tried and found guilty, and

sentenced to jail on a charge of assault and battery"

Fordrs (l-983) survey data also indicated that a woman

attempting to prosecute a violent husband was Iikely to

find the criminal justice system far less responsive

than she might expect. He noted that vJomen often

encountered discrimination on the part of agents of the

system which rendered their efforts futile"

on a more positive note, Bowker (l-983) reported

that of the 146 battered !/omen interviewed for his

survey most rated the Iegal service received as very or

fairly successful. This was especially true for the

more severe cases of abuse. At the same time, there

1/ere many negative experiences reported including
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district attorneys who refused services or discouraged

women from filinq charges, Iawyers who sided with the

assailant or attempted to take advantage of the woman"

As is true with police policy regardj-ng arrest and the

laying of criminal charges in cases of wife battering,

Iegal codes have been reformulated in recent years to

redress the problem of wife battering. As Carringella-

MacDona1d (1988) noted, however, discretionary

enforcement of reforms is also problematic at this

Ieve], resulting in gains, protection, and prosecutions

that faII far below reform goals-

while battered vromen rnay turn to the police and

the courts for help, there is reason to believe that

medical personnel rnay be the first professionals with

whom they come in contact. Regrettably, the medical-

profession has also been found wanting in its response

to battered wives. In Hofetlerrs (1"982) sample, 73

percent of the women who had seen a physician for

treatment of abuse-engendered injuries r¡Iere pleased

with the service they received; however, the najority

of women in Rounsaville¡s (l-978b) study found

physicians unable to be of help. rn their survey of

major human service groups, Burris and Jaffe (l-984)
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in physicians and that physicians identified the lor+est

number of abused women. In a sinilar vein, Bowker and

Maurer (Lg87) and Brendtro and Bowker (l-989) found that

battered wives rated health care personnel as the least

effective of all formal sources of help. Although

there is some evidence to suggest that physicians'

attitudes and practices regardj-ng trife abuse may be

changing (Trute, Sarsfield, & MacKenzie, l-988)' there

is stitl a tendency for physicians to underestirnate the

occurrence of wife battering among their female

patients. As Trute et aI. note, rrmost doctors will

provide primary care to a wide range of women and will

not be aware of, or effectively deal with, situations

of wife battering" (P" 68) "

Support for what appears to be a conspiracy of

silence between battered women and physicians comes

from an investigation of emergency room practices in a

Iarge city hospital (stark, Flitcraft & Frazier, L979) "

In this study , 25 percent of the lt¡omen treated vlere

later identified as probable victims of wife battering'

of these women, only 2.8 percent had been identified as

battered T^/omen by the attending physicians' Of note'
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however, is the finding that this group of probable

abuse victims was far more likely to have been

prescribed minor tranguilizers or pain medications than

other injured v/omen, suggesting that their status was

recognized atthough not acknowledged" Based on these

findings, the authors concluded that the rnedical

profession actually helps to create battered $Iomen"

They suggested that the widespread practice of

adrninistering tranguitizers to battered wives serves to

r¡cool the abused woman out, to reduce her capacity to

understand, adeguately respond to or resolve her

crisisrt (p" 475\ " The dangers in such a practice have

been duly noted. Advocates for battered Ì,¡omen claim

that, above all else, the battered v¡oman needs to be

alert and ever vigilant in order to anticipate and

avoid battering incidents (Hilberman & Munson, L977-78t

I.Ial-ker , ]-97 8) 
"

The tendency for physicians to prescribe

tranquilizers to battered women is viewed by feminists

as yet another example of the social oppression of

ï¡omen airned at preserving the status guo' This

oppressíon is thought to be particularly evident in the

field of psychiatry, where women in general receive
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psychiatric diagnoses far more often than men for

identical, symptoms. It is further noted that battered

wives are more l-ikely to be treated for family problems

thanfortheeffectsofrepeatedabuse(Penfold&

Walker']-986).ThebatteredlJomanwhowindsupinthe
psychiatristrs office may find' herself being prescribed

tranguilizers rather than being helped to disengage

from an abusive Partner"

Sexist attitudes which encourage women to stay in

abusive marriages have also been found among the

clergy. In the Burrís and Jaffe (L984) survey

mentioned earlier, members of the clergy were second

only to physicians in their tow rate of identifying

abused f^romen. clergy members were also similar to

physicians in that battered vtomen were disinclined Èo

confide in them. Battered !,/omen report that when they

haveconfidedintheirpastorstheyhaveoftenbeen

told to pray more and to 9o home and try to be a

better, more responsive wife and mother' In short'

they have irnplicitly, if not explicitly, been blamed

for the abuse"

As night be expected, social workers and

pslrchologistshavebeenidentifiedastheprofessional
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groups !üith whom abused women are most like1y to

discuss their problems (Burris & Jaffe, L984) " Even

here, however, the resutts are freguently unfavourable"

Atthough traditional sociat service agencies may be

effective in the short term, there is some guestion as

to their tong-term effectiveness in remedying the wife

battering problem (Donato & Bowker' 1-984) ' Indeed' in

their survey of l_,000 battered f¡Iomen, Bowker & Maurer

(L986) found that among the various types of

counselling services utilized by battered women (social

service counselling agencies, clergy, and l{omenrs

groups), v¡omenrs groups received the highest

effectiveness ratings followed by agencies, and then

the clergy. Of note is the fact that despite the

higher perceived effectiveness of womenrs groups' such

groups}¡eregenerallynotavailab]-einthecommunities

where the battering occurred"

Given the uneven and often woefully inadequate

response of service providers to battered $/omen, it is

smal1 wonder that many battered wives remain with their

abusers. In the absence of adeguate police protection

and support from the criminal justice system and the

other helping professions, a lroman may have little
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choice but to remain" In addition to highlighting the

sundry f{ays in which the system fails battered women'

the above findings also und.erscore the inadeguacy of

masochism theories as explanations for why women stay

with abusive partners. There can be no justification

for maint,aining that women stay because they condone

theviolenceandperhapsevendesireitwhenvarious

systemscombinetokeeptheminsuchrelationships"In

the eyes of feminists, the inadequate professional

response to the problem of wife battering is a clear

indication of patriarchal values which see t¡Iomen¡s

place as in the home, subordinate to men' By denying

the battered vroman protection and legal redress' bY

turning a blind eye to her injuries, bY defining the

problem as hers or as rooted in farnily dysfunction'

thesesocialandlega}sysÈemseffectivelykeepher

Iocked in.

Economic dependencv. Over and above the

constraintsimposedbyinadequatesocialandlegal

assistance, many battered women are trapped in abusive

relationships by their lack of economic resources"

Gelles(Lg74)foundthatthemoredependentawomanl/\Ias

on her husbandr economicalty speaking, the more likely
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she was to remain in an abusive relationship' Kalmuss

and straus (Ig82) found that economic dependence and

severe physical abuse krere positively correlated. In

fact, the link between economic dependence and the

likelihood of staying with an abusive partner has been

well documented (Cartson, 1-977; Hilberman & Munson'

!977-78; Rounsaville, L978a; Stacey & Shupe I L983î

strube & Barbour, 1983). Aguirre (l-985) reported that

the probabitity of a woman returning to her husband

increased considerably if her husband was her sole

source of income. This factor was a more potent

predictor variable than her previous experience with

violence, the amount of conflict in the marital

relationship, or the number of injuries sustaj'ned

during current batterings" Arnong the wives who were

totally dependent on their husbandsr income, 84 percent

indicated their intention to return" By way of

contrast, 82 percent of those wives who were not solely

dependent on their husbandsr income indicated their

intention to separate. once again, the above findings

refutemasochismexplanationsforwhybatteredwomen

rernain with their abusive partners. clearly, when

women have the economic means to do sor they frequently
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opt to leave rather than stay, a decision that is not

in keeping with masochistic needs"

Although total economic dependence may be a

primary factor in keeping many vlomen tied to their

abusive partners ' a !'toman ¡ s ernproyment out'side the home

does not automatically render her capable of severing

the ties that bind. Stacey and Shupe (1983) reported

that almost half of the v¡omen in their sample Ï¡/ere

employed; however, none of them earned sufficient money

to support themselves and their children' It would

seem that the substantialty lower earning power of

vromen relative to men is another important factor in

keeping women economically dependent despite gainful

employment. To the extent that economic resources

translate into personal power' women in general and

battered wives in particular are clearly disadvantaged

relative to men. At present' v¡omen, of, average' earn

just two-thirds of what men earn" Patriarchal values

which keep women in the lowest paying jobs' Iimit their

job opportunities and deny them access to positions of

pov¡er severely restríct r,{omenrs options when it comes

to leaving an abusive partner' As an added deterrent

to !¡going it alonerrr the woman who leaves her husband
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must consider not only the precipitous decline in her

otün standard of living, but also the commensurate drop

in her childrenrs economic circumstances. In many

cases, leaving her husband is tantamount to consigning

her children to a life of poverty. Faced with such a

prospect, many battered v¡omen feel they have litt1e

choice but to staY.

Social isolation. The lack of an adequate support

network has been identified as yet another factor which

contributes to the battered vÍomanrs failure to leave

her abuser. In fact, social isolation has emerged as a

coilrmon feature of battering relationships, with that

isotation effectively cutting the woman off from

emotional supports and from information that night

alter her perception of her situation. As regards the

l-atter, Gel]es (Ig74) noted that battered women who

were employed outside the home were less likely to see

their situation as rrnormal.¡r Presumably, through their

contact with others, they had acquired a glimpse of the

way other couples behave, throwing into sharp relief

the abnormality of their own situation"

The isolation of battered v¡omen tends to take a

conmon form. Hofeller (l-982) reported that 48 percent

of the lvomen in her sample had been forbidden to have
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personal friends or to entertain friends in their home.

Mills (l_985) found that most of the husbands of the

women in her study had attempted to restrict their

wive's friendships. Sirnilar restrictions h/ere reported

by Hilberman and Munson (L977-78) who stated that

husbands often forbade their wives to r¿ork outside the

home, thereby effectively cutting them off from outside

contacts and supports (Mi]}s, L985ì Roy, L977) " Many

battered !,rives have been described as having virtually

no one to whom they could turn for help (carlson, Ig77 1

stacey & shupe, l_983), or as being subjected to long

periods of isolation (Giles-Sims, l-983)" It appears

that the beginning of the isolation may coincide with

the transition from a casual to a more permanent

relationship. As the woman takes on the status and

responsibilities of a wife, her husband may expect her

to sever her former relationships (Dobash & Dobash,

IgTg). He may begin to object, often strenuouslY, to

her outside activities (Rounsaville , L978a) " As her

social contacts become more and more restricted' the

$/oman becomes increasingly dependent on her husband,

socialIy, emotionally, and economically. Eventually,

she may become tot,ally dependent on hin, at which point
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the likelihood of her leaving the relationship is

rnarginal at best "

The social isolation of the battered !,Ioman, the

restriction of her friendships, and her enforced

social, economic and psychological dependence on her

partner provide cornpelling reasons why many vtomen stay

with an abusive partner, reasons that challenge

masochism explanations. Rather, what is suggested by

these findings is the significance of the pov¡er

imbalance between the batterer and his wife and the

role it plays in the l'¡omanrs entrapment" It is

important to recognize that the battererrs attempt to

dominate and control his wife could not succeed v¡ere it

not for the support of the larger social system'

ïnsofar as society fails to provide the social, legal,

and economic supports needed for the woman to break

free of her abuser, it becomes party to the abuse and

its perpetuation. It has been noted that while society

increasingly seeks to punísh men who abuse their wives

and t.ries to teach then ways to control their

aggressive behaviour, it is not committed to

overturning or transcending the lirnits of existing

social arrangements, âs reflected in issues of
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inequality, privilege, entitlement and coercion. In

short, current treatment approaches address the

symptorns of wife battering not the root cause'

In sum' economic depend,ence, a lack of social and

legal assistance, and an inadeguate support network may

all contribute to the battered womanrs likelihood of

remaining in an abusive relationship. While adnittedly

important, these explanatory variables cannot explain

the behaviour of those battered vJomen who are neither

economicalty dependent on their husbands nor socíaIIy

isolated (Hanks & Rosenbaum, 1-977; Rounsaville, 1978a) "

They also can not explain why so many battered vromen

move to have charges against their husbands dropped, oT

fail to cooperate in the legal proceedings initiated on

their behalf, or turn their backs on adeguate social

assistance and return to their husbands. clearly, for

an understanding of these situations, other

explanations must, be sought" The search for those

answers has led researchers into the psychological

realm.

Internal Constraints

Commitment, hope' and fear. Various emotiona] and

cognitive factors have been offered in explanation of
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the battered wifets tendency to remain with or return

to her abusive mate. one of these is commítment to the

marriage (Martin , 1'g76i Stacey & Shupe, l-983) ' Strube

and Barbour (1983) examined the contribution of

psychological commitment to a womanrs decision to leave

an abusive relationship and found that it was

significantly and independently related to decisions to

leave. The authors noted that htomen who had given

rrloverr as a reason for initially remaining with their

partner !,/ere more tikely to be with their partner at

follow-up than !üomen who had not indicated such a

commitment. commitment to oners partner is seen by

Loseke and cahill (l-984) as a prirnary factor in keeping

battered women with their partners, just as it keeps

non-battered women in relationships that have become

dysfunctional. rrDespite problems r t internal

constraintsr are experienced when contemplating the

possibility of terminating the relationship wíth the

seemingly irreplaceable otherrr (p' 304) '

Commitmentisthoughttoariseoutofwomen¡s

socialization experience. Feminists contend that in

our culture girls are taught that their true

fulfillnent lies in serving others, especially their
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husbands. westkott (1,986) refers to this as the

rrfemale nurturing irnperativêrtu defined as rrthe

expectation that women, simply by being female, are to

meet the material and emotional expectations of menr!

(p. 21-g). It is marriage that is supposed to gíve

meaning to womenrs lives, and. insofar as their lives

are lived through their husbands, they have no value or

identity apart from them (Martin, L976) " The degree to

which a woman subscribes to this traditional ideology

is thought to influence her decision to stay with an

abusive partner. Traditional ideology has been defined

âsr rran internalized way of viewing the social system

and oners own posítion in it from a traditional frame

of reference that endorses the patriarchal-hierarchical

farnily system, resulting in behaviors that conform to

this outlook" (Pagelow, l-981-' p" L26) '

Atthough it is commonly held that battered r.rives

are traditional in outlook (8a11, L9'77) | research

findings lead to a guestioning of this assumption" It

will be recalled that the battered women in walker¡s

(l-984) study held more liberal attitudes toward womenrs

roles than most other r,üomen. Specifically, the !üomen

rated themselves as more liberal than 3L percent of a
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normative control group of college l,¡omen. It will also

be recalled that Rosenbaum and o'Leary (1981) found

battered r¡romen and women from distressed but non-

violent marriages to be more liberal in their outÌook

than naritally satisfied women. In a sinilar vein,

Hofeller (:-g82) reported that, while 66 percent of the

battered !üomen in her sample \{ere rated as high on a

measure of traditionalism, this was lower than the 79

percent of the control group who were rated as

traditional. star et aI. (Lg7g) also reported that

almost all of the battered s/omen in their study claimed

that marriage is a 5O/5O proposition" At the same

tirne, however, a large portion of the I'{omen believed

that the man should be head of the house and that a

rdomants greatest joy is to be a wife and rnother" Ïn

addition, one-third of the sample felt that it is a

wifets duty to obey her husband in family matters and

submit to hirn sexually whenever he wishes"

Research has also provided evidence for no

differences between battered and non-battered v¡omen on

measures of traditionalism (Bernard & Bernard' l-983)

and evidence for greater traditionalism among abused

ïr¡omen relative to non-abused. t"lomen from both discordant
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and satisfactory marriages (Telch & Lindguist, l-984).

The degree to which traditional ideology influences a

battered wifers decision to leave an abusive partner

was a primary focus of the Pagelow (1981) survey"

Survey results provided support for a positive

relationship between traditionalism and the length of

time a woman stays in a battering relationship, with

this variable accounting for L7 percent of the

variance.

Whiletraditionalvaluesmaykeepsomebattered

!{omen with their abusive partners, others, t/ho do not

embrace such views, Inêy stay because of the anticipated

social censure should they leave' For one other

consequence of the rrfemale nurturing imperativer¡ is the

belief that a failed marriage is the wife¡s

responsibility, a sure sign that she has not lived up

toherwifelydutiesandherresponsibi]-itiesto

nurture and care for her partner" The criticism'

explicit or implied, from friends, family' and society

in general- may sirnply be more than a woman can bear'

particularlywhencoupledwithadearthofsupportfrom

the social system and the professional community.
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Hope that the husband vrill change (Page1ow, I98Li

Roy, rg77) ' feelings of sympathy for the husband

(Hofeller, Lg82), belief in the husbandIs promises of

reform (Gayford, Lg75î Pagelow, 198L; Stacey & Shupe'

l-983), and concern for the children (Carlson, L977i

Stacey & Shupe, Lg83) are other reasons comrnonly given

by battered women for staying in a battering

relationship. Martin (I976) has identified fear--for

themselves, for their children, for their families--as

the single most important detennínant" Pagelow (l-981-)

concurred, noting that by the time the abuse had

reached the stage of secondary battering (repeat'ed

violence), 78 percent of the ü/omen surveyed listed fear

as their primary reason for staying' In Roy's (L977)

sample, fear of reprisals from their husband was the

third most common reason for staying" Research has

sholr¡n that efforts on the part of the wife to leave'

even temporarily, often result in more serious assaults

(Dobash & Dobash, 1'984) and that, indeed' the \uomanrs

very tife and the life of her chitdren may be

threatened should she dare to leave (Rounsaville'

r978b). There can be little doubt that these threats
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and punitive actions constitute strong inducements for

her to stay"

cycle of abuse theorv. In an effort to understand

the dynamics underlying the battered woman¡s

entrapment, researchers have examined her initial

response to the appearance of violence in the

relationship. For many battered wives that initiat

response appears to be one of shock and disbelief

(Dobash & Dobash | L97g; Rounsaville, 1-978a) often

accompanied by feelings of shame and guilt (Ferraro &

Johnson , L983î Giles-Sims, l-983) ' The battered wife

often blames herself for provoking the violence and

tends to view ít as an isolated incident, ân aberration

that is unlikely to reoccur (Dobash & Dobash, ]-979ì

Gites-sims, l-983; Milts, l-985 i Rounsaville, L978b) "

Most battered women, it seems, are only too v¡illing to

puttheincidentbehindthemandgetonwiththeir

lives. Giles-sin (1-983) found that 93 percent of the

$romen in her study adopted this forgiving attitude

after the first battering episode. The fact that most

batteringbeginsearlyonintherelationship(Roy'

Lg77) | often within the first year of marriage

(Rosenbaurn & orLeary, 198L; RounsaVille' l'978b) and
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freguently during the first pregnancy or following the

birth of the first child (Giles-Sims, 1-983t

Rounsaville, 1978b), ilaY greatly influence the wife¡s

decision to staY.

Based on interviews with over L20 battered I¡/omen,

Lenore þralker (Ig77,78) developed a cycle theory of

violence to account for the vtomants tendency to stay

with her abuser, not only after the first incident but

also after repeated abuse" she theorized that

battering is neither a constant nor random behaviour

but follows a definite cycle which is repeated over a

period of time. That cycle involves three distinct

phases which may vary in duration and intensity"

First, there is the tension building stage, during

which the batterer becomes increasingly agitated. At

this stage threats, verbal harassment, and minor

physical abuse may be present but are denied or

minimized. As the tension builds, a point is

eventually reached where the violence erupts into a

serious battering incident. This explosion constitutes

the second phase of the cycle. It is followed by the

third and final stage, a period of calm and kindness

during which the husband apologizes for his behaviour,
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begs forgiveness' and promises never to hit his wife

again. He may shower her with love and attention as a

way of demonstrating his sincerity. In describing this

third phase, and in particular the womanrs reaction to

it, walker wrote:

It is in the third Phase of this

cycle that the battered womanrs

victinization becomes completed'

She wants to believe that her manrs

kind and loving behavior will last"

It is at this tine that she gets a

glimpse of her original dream of

how wonderful love is" This is her

reinforcement for staYing in the

relationshiP. She hoPes that if

the other two Phases can be

elirninated, the battering behavior

will cease and her idealized

relationship will rnagically remain"

Since almost all of the rewards of

being married occur during this

loving Phase, this is the most
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difficult tirne for her to end the

relationshiP (P. 532) "

while some researchers have found substantial

evidence for a pattern of violence (Rounsaville I L978a"

Stacey & Shupe I Lg83') ' others have not" Many of the

r¡/omen in Hof eller I s (1-982) sample, f or example,

indicated that their husbands¡ behaviour was almost

totalty unpred.ictable. The !ì/omen in Pagelowrs (l-981)

study stated repeatedly that there f¡¡as no pattern to

their husbandsr attacks. Evidence for the presence of

remorse and contrition is atso variable (Coleman, l-980;

Dobash & Dobash | 1-984; Hofeller, L982; Pagelow, l-981-;

RounsavíI1e, L978a; stacey & shupe' l-983) ' Apparently'

some men are inclined to apologíze and try to make

amends for their behaviour while others act as though

theyhaveabsolutelynothingtoapologizefor(Stacey&

Shupe, L983) "

One factor which rnay help to expJ'ain these

differential reactions is the stage in the couplers

battering relationship. The Dobashes (L979) found that

where remorse and contrition did appear, it was usually

after the first battering incident, or early on in the

relationship. walker (l-984) observed a similar
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pattern, noting that over time tension-building became

more coÍtmon, or at least more evident, and loving

contrite behaviour declined. Even where remorse and

contrition remain, however, the battered wife must

eventually face the fact that despite all the

apologies, all the promises, nothing has changed; the

beatings stil} continue" Why a $toman remains with her

abuser in the absence of compensatory rewards, oE where

it is evident that the abuse will continue and in all

probability escalate, is the guestion. one answer to

this question is provided by the construct of learned

helplessness.

Learnedhelplessness.Walker(I977-78,L979)has

invoked the construct of learned helplessness

(Seligrman, ]:g75) to explain the process of entrapnent

in an abusive relationship. she suggests that the

battered woman learns to believe that nothíng she does

will make a difference" This belief develops over the

course of receiving repeated, noncontingent attacks.

Because the attacks are noncontingent, the womanrs

energies become increasingly focused on strategies of

self-defense to the neglect of escape strategies"

Gradually, her perception of viable al,ternatives
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becomes restricted to the point rshere she fails to

perceive any alternatives at all. In this regard'

pagelow (1981-) reported that 69 percent of the v¡omen in

her sample felt ¡¡trapped¡r and 61- percent felt powerless

to prevent the abuse or escape from it'

otherinvestigatorshavealsodocumentedthe

battered r^¡omanrs sense of hopetessness about her

situation (Ferraro & Johnson, L983; Hofeller, L982ì

Rounsaville, 1-978a, l-978b) " It is at this point that

the battered woman is thought to abandon all attempts

to change her situation and sirnply resigns herself to

the beatings. To outside observers, her behaviour

appears passive, feeding into the belíef that she is

accepting of the abuse. As research has shown'

however, many battered women see passivity as their

best line of d.efense" Women have often reported that

they failed to fight back because they thought' or had

learned through experience, that fighting back was not

only futile but dangerous (carlson, L9'77; Dobash &

Dobash, Lg84; Giles-Sirns' L983; Hofeller, 'L982) 
"

The psychological changes, both emotional and

cognitive, that are thought to accompany learned

helplessness have been described by Ferraro and Johnson
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(l-983) " They noted that, initiaf Iy, the battered hloman

feels betrayed. This is followed by feetings of guilt

and shame arising out of a sense of having somehow

failed. In time, after years of physical abuse'

ridicule, and criticism, self-confidence and hope are

replaced. by loneliness, pessimism, depression' and

perhaps fear. The high rates of depression (Gayford'

Ig75; Hilberman & Munson, Lg77-7Bi Hofeller | 1-982ì

Mitchell- & Hodon, Lg83i Pagelow' 1981-; Rounsaville,

1978a,:-g78b;Wa1ker,Lg84)andl-owself-esteem

(CarIson ' 1-977; Hilberman, l-980; Hilberman & Munson'

Lg77'78; Hofeller, Lg82; Mitchell & Hodon' l-983;

Prescott & Letko ' lg72; Star et a1", L979; Walker'

]-98]-), which Seem to characterize many battered wives,

serve as further irnpediments to leaving an abusive

partner. Martin (Lg76) has suggested that suppression

of the battered r¡¡omanrs '¡fight-or-flightrr instinct puts

her in a state of suspended animation where she is in

grave danger of losing her self-respect' once that is

gone she is r¡lostrr because self-respect. is the inner

source of strength on which she will need to draw in

order to leave the relationshiP"
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Traumatic bonding" The learned helplessness

paradigm, and its accompanying emotional segueÌae' ilâY

be usefut in explainíng the battered Idoman's passivity

and inertia in the face of physical abuse" It cannot'

however, explain the pattern of separation and

reconciliation so typical of many, if not most,

battering relationships. Dutton and Painter (1981)

have proposed the concept of rrtraumatic bondi[9rtr which

incorporates certain features of the learned

helplessness paradigm, to account for such behaviour

patterns. They def ine traumatic bonding as rrthe

development and course of strong emotional ties between

two persons where one person intermittently harasses'

beats, threatens, abuses or intirnidates the otherrr (p"

13). In such situations, the attachments formed

¡rmanifest themselves in positive feelings and attitudes

by the subjugated party for the intermittently

maltreating or abusive party'r (p" 13) " Dutton and

painter posit that the alternating periods of negative

arousal occasioned by the abuse, and the relief or

release associated with the rernoval 0f that' arousal,

constitute a powerful intermittent reinforcement

schedul_e producing strong emotional bonding effects.
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They further suggest that the battered woman¡s

emotional collapse in the wake of the battering

incident (lrïalker I LgTg) makes her highly vulnerable to

her husband¡s l-oving, contrite behaviour' At a tirne

when she is experiencing feelings of depression, self-

bIame, and helplessness, his r¡improved behaviour serves

to reduce the aversive arousal- he himself has created,

while aLso providing reinforcement for his partner to

stayintheretationship''(p.19).witheachbattering

incident, these trauma-based emotional bonds are

strengthened rnaking long-lasting separation all the

moredifficult,ifnotirnpossible,toachieve'

Separation from her partner rrleads to an emotional

deprivation state of increasing intensity which may

snap a woman back into the relationship" (p " 2L) "

ical infantjlisn. Another psychological

explanation for the battered vtomanrs ties to her abuser

has been offered by synonds (L979) " This

conceptualization takes as its starting point fear" It

will be recalled that fear has been identified as a

primaryfactorinkeepingmanybatteredv/omanwith

their abusive spouses. Indeed, Hilberman and Munson

(tg77-78)describedtheirsampleofbatteredwomenaS
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¡ra study in paralyzíng terror.¡¡ Symonds has likened

the terror experienced by battered women to that

experienced by other victims of violent crime" During

or inmediately following assault, victirns typically

register shock, denial, and disbelief" This is

followed by a state of terror and a condition known as

'rtraumatic psychol0gical infantilismrr whereÍn the

victín may cry or cling to the criminal or become

ingratiating and appeasing. During the final phase'

the victim becomes depressed, withdralln' and self-

blarning. of note, is the remarkable sinilarity between

these stages and those reported by battered wives

(Walker, L979) "

ItisSlrmonds|contentionthatthesecondphase,

the phase of terror, is most crucial for understanding

the behaviour of the battered wife. Following a

beating by her husband, the !,toman experiences terror

which traumatically infantilizes her, reducing her to

the copíng mechanisms of early childhood, namely,

obedience and cooperation. In explaining the process,

symonds draws a paraIIel between mind control

techniques and the forces at work in a battering

relationship. Isolation frorn peers, humiliation and
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degradaÈion followed by kindness, with the threat of

returning to the previous degradation state, are all

features of brainwashing as well as of battering

relationships. And just as the recipient of

brainwashing becomes zombie-like and exhibits apathy,

despair, and finalty total submission, so too does the

battered wife. Her life is lived in a state of fear,

never knowing when the next attack will come or from

what guarter. ExternalÌy, she may presenL as passive'

but internally she is a study ín paralyzíng terror" It

is perhaps this image which led one researcher to coin

the phrase rrconjugal terrorismrr in reference to wife

batt,ering (Morgan, 1'982) .

Personalitv factors. Over and above the

contribution of such factors as learned helplessness'

traumatic bonding, psychological infantilism, and

commitment and hope, personality factors have also been

inplicated ín the battered wifers decision to quit or

remain in a violent marriage" Hofeller (L982)

identified a subset of women in her sample who had

remained assertive and self-confident throughout their

marriage. Like most of the women in Giles-sims's

(].983)study,thesev'omendidnotfeelguiltyaboutthe
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abuse, nor did they accept their husbands' negative

evaluation of them. They also tended to remain in the

relationship a relatively short tine. Hofel-ler noted,

however, that the rnajority of wornen in her sample

appeared to have had low self-esteem at the time of

their marriage, a finding consistent with carlsonrs

(Lg77) data. This v¡ould seern to suggest that, rather

than being a product of learned helplessness'

personality characteristics such as low self-esteern and

passivity may actualty pre-date the battering

relationship for some women and perhaps even contribute

to their victimization. It is entirely possible, for

example, that some abusive men may seek out women who

present as passive and low in self-esteem (Berg &

Johnson , l'979) "

Evidence for passivity among battered women has

been reported by Star (:-g78) who found that, while

battered rromen were not low in self-esteem relative to

non-battered women, they did repress anger, were timid

and emotionally reserved, had low coping skills' and

subscribed to the view that any action on their part

would only exacerbate the situation" cotlectively, she

viev¡ed these characteristics as signs of passivity and
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suggested that this was the prirnary rationale

underlying the battered vtomanrs tolerance of abuse.

Although starrs data do not rule out the possibility

that passivity lras a function of the abuse, a

reflection of learned helplessness, the early

socialization histories of the !{omen suggest that it

may well have been present at the outset of the

relationship. In thís regard it is noteworthy that a

high percentage of battered t/omen marry their spouses

even though they have been abused by thern prior to

marriage (Dobash & Dobash, TgTg; Gayford, L975; Giles-

Sims, l-983: Pagelow, L98l-: Rounsaville, 1978b) '

Pagelow (L981-) reported that 57 percent (n=86) of the

women in her sample stated that their spouses were

known by then to have been violent toward another wife"

she suggested that wife batterers may select women who

will likelY tolerate abuse.

A passive personality style could help to explain

why some battered women fail to deliver a clear message

to their partners that the violence is unacceptable and

will not be tolerated. In this regard, Hofeller (L982)

noted that 28 percent of the v¡omen in her sample had

never discussed the violence with their husbands and 54
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percent had never discussed it with anyone while it was

happening. similarly, Pagelow (l-981-) found that 22

percent of the battered !.¡omen surveyed had not tried to

avoid attacks. claerhout, Elder and Janes (L982) also

documented the ineffective avoidant strategies of

battered r¡¡omen, and. Finn (l-985) observed that battered

v¡omen tended to use passive-avoidant straÈegies for

coping "

Findings such as these have fuelled speculation

that some $/omen may be at risk for beconing battered

wives, with that risk originating in their early

devel-opmental histories. Childhood exposure to

violence, either in the form of witnessing spouse abuse

or receiving physical abuse, has been offered as a

possible predisposing factor' And, in fact, evidence

has been found for a link between childhood exposure to

violence and the Iikelihood of becoming a battered wife

(F1ynn ' Lg77; Gelles , Lg76î Hanks & Rosenbaum' 1977 í

Kalrnuss , Lg84; Parker & Schumaker, Lg77) " on the other

hand, several researchers have reported that the

majorityofbatteredwomenintheirsampleshadnot

been exposed. to viol-ence in their families of origin
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(Carlson, Lg77; Pagelow, 1981; Stacey & Shupe, l-983;

Star, Lg78; Star et a1., L979; Wa1ker, l-984) "

Regrettably, most of the studies cited above did

not include a control group of non-battered women'

thereby rendering the findings uninterpretable" when

one considers the few studies that have included a

control group, results are inconsistent. Hofeller

(]:g82) found that while the majority of battered women

in her sample had not come from violent fanily

backgrounds, the percentage that had v¡as higher than

the percentage found for non-battered women" Telch and

Lindguist (1_984) noted that both husbands and wives

from their violent group experienced a significantly

greater incidence of violent, abusive behaviour in

their fanilies of origin than the maritally satisfied

and non-violent maritalty distressed groups" In

contrast, Rosenbaum and OrLeary (L98l-) found no

significant differences between abused wives and either

non-abused wives who were in distressed marriages or

r*ives who were maritally satisfied on whether or not

they had received physical abuse as a child or

witnessed spouse abuse. sinitarly, orLeary and curley

(L986) reported that violence in the farnily of origin
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\das not a c::itical distinguishing characteristic of

women in abusive relationshiPs.

As for the suggestion that exposure to parental

violence may make a woman likeIy to view viol-ence as a

normal part of adult relationships and hence less

likely to leave a violent partner (Ge11es, L974), here

too findings are mixed. snyder and Fruchtman (1981-) 
'

for example, found that women who had received freguent

abuse (rnonthly or more) as a child !,¡ere among the most

likely to be living with their abusive partners at

follow-up. Schutte, Malouff, and Doyle (L987) reported

opposite findings. In their study' women who were

battered as children were less likely to return to

their batterers after leaving shelter relative to women

who had not been abused in childhood (r=.20). Pagelow

(l_981-) also reported a negative relationship between

abuse in childhood and a woman¡s response to abuse in

adulthood, with !üomen who had been victimized as

children reporting shorter stays in an abusive marriage

than qromen who had not been abused as children"

In attempting to account for these differential

findings, one cannot ignore the rnethodological

differences across studies. Schutte et al" (1-987) | for
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example, based their conclusions on womenrs stated

intentions at the point of leaving shelter, i"e",

whether or not they intended to return to their

partner. this measure is inherently problematic

insofar as s¡omenrs intentions and their actual

behaviour may be guite discordant. while snyder and

Fruchtman (1-981) USed a more valid Outcome measure'

i.e., whether or not a v/oman I¡Ias living with her

partner at follow-up, their sample sizes v/ere very

small, raising guestions about the reliability of their

findings. PageloÍ¡rs (L98L) results are somewhat more

difficult to challenge, given the greater breadth and

rigor of her study" It is important to note, however'

that while her finding of a negative relationship

between being abused as a child and length of stay in

an abusive marriage was significant, the relationship

was weak (Rz : .01-5) " CIearIy, while the

intergenerational transmission of violence has been

well documented with respect to battering males, the

relationship between violence in the fanily of origin

and the likelihood of becoming a battered wife or of

enduring abuse remains indetenninate"
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Emotional dependency has been postulated as

another factor which may figure prominently in some

battered women¡s tolerance of abuse and inability to

disengage from an abusive partner, with this also

thought to originate in the t¡omanrs early developmental

history. smith (l-984) theorized that the battered

$¡oman lacks individuation. she has never fu1ly

developed a sense of her own identity and truly

believes that her mate is absolutely necessary to her

very existence. shainess (L977, Lg79) postulated an

unresolved symbiosis with the mother as an all-

pervasive sense of badness and guilt which is so easily

triggered that the woman is magnetized into

victirnization (p. L82). Lion (L977 ) asserted that

self-esteem is a key factor in the battered \.¡omanrs

dependency on her husband; and Weingourt (l-985)

identified loneliness, isolation, and fear of

abandonment as conmon themes for battered \¡lomen, with

these arising out of their emotionally deprived

childhoods. rrThey see the world as a lonely, danqerous

place in which survival depends on finding a protector

who is always there. The goal is never to kre alonerl

(p. 26) " In commenting on the women in his sample'
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Gayford (1,975) stated that all the women seemed to have

made disastrous rnarriages, often undertaken

precipitously by a desire to leave home and attracted

by the protective image of their men. Hilberrnan and

Munson (Lg77-78) reported a similar pattern among the

women in their samPle.

While low self-esteem, passivity, and emotional

dependency may indeed be characteristic of many

battered women, they do not describe all of them. It

r¡¡il1 be recalled that Hofeller (L982) identified a

subgroup of battered women who remained self-confident

throughout their battering relationships, and Star

(Lg78)reportedthatbatteredandnon-batteredvJomen

did not differ on measures of self-esteem' The

battered women in Walker's (l-984) study also sa\¡r

themselves in a more posÍtive way than they perceived

other women or men in general. Specifically, they sal'i

themselves as more independent and more sensitive"

walker speculated that the women¡s sense of self-esteem

may have developed out of their having survived a

violent relationship. In this regard, it is noteworthy

thatthree-guartersofthesamplef¡Iereoutofthe

relationship at the time of testing. while the women
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in Walker¡s study may have developed a sense of self-

esteem subseguent to leaving the battering

relationship, there is evidence to suggest that many

!ùomen still living ín an abusive relationship do not

lack self-est,eem. stacey and shupe (l-983) ' reporting

on an independent study, noted that 42 percent of the

women entering a shelter for battered !üomen hlere high

in self-esteem"

As for passivity, the research cited earlier

refuting the female rnasochism claim clearly attests to

the active stance adopted by many battered wives in the

face of violence. Nor can one assurne that battered

wives remain with their abusers out of emotional

dependency. The fact is, given adeguate resources'

many battered wives manage to break away from an

abusive partner. And indeed, even without adequate

resources, some battered wives are able to disengage.

Gelles(Lg74)reportedthattv¡oofÈhestrongest
predictors of a wife seeking outside help or leaving

the relationship were freguency and severity of the

violence. severity of abuse was also recognized by

Rounsaville (1978b) as a prinary factor in the battered

woman¡s decision to leave her partner along with type
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of abuse, fear of being kilted, contact with police,

and the discovery that her partner had been abusing the

children. As Rounsaville so succinctly put it, ¡¡when

these circumstances prevailed, it did not seem to

matter whether there v¡ere adeguate resources or not.

Given sufficient motivation, vtomen even with a few

resources found a way to leaverr (p" 17)'

Leavingasaprocess.Forvirtuallyeveryfactor

thought to influence the battered womanrs decision to

sÈay in an abusive relationship' one can find both

supportive and disconfirmatory data. Thus, while

Geltes (Lg74) found freguency and severity of abuse to

be the primary factors in the wife¡s decision to leave

her abusive partner, Pagelow (1-981-) reported that

rrseverity and freguency has had minimal accountability

for a decision to break the cycle of violence according

to my datatr (p. 1-61-). Similarly, Greaves, Heapy and

I{ylie (1,988) found no direct correlation between the

decision to leave an abusive partner and frequency and

severity of the violence experienced. It is this lack

of consistency across studies that has prompted many

researchers to abandon the search for single,

explanatory variables in favour of a more process
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oriented approach" It is held that no single factor--

social, psychological, economic, or physical--

consistentty detennines when or whether a Ir¡oman will

take action to change her situation" Rather, ¡¡the

decision to leave (and ambivalence about leaving)

reflects a careful, pragmatic weighing of risks in

these categories againsL one another and against the

known (and so far survived) risks of staying and

enduring the existing cycle of violence¡¡ (Greaves et

âI., l-988' p. 46) " This is thought to be an ongoing

process, wíth temporal changes in the vloman¡s

circumstances calling for contínual- re-assessment and

evaluation.

Thenotionthatleavingaviolentmarriageisa

process was supported by the research of Mills (l-985) "

she identified five stages through which the battered

woman progresses: entering a violent relationship,

managíng the violence, experiencing a loss of self ' Tê-

evaluating the relationship, restructuring the self"

she further noted that battered women develop

justifications for remaining with their abusers' a

finding supported by the work of Ferraro and Johnson

(1-983). These latter investigators described six
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technigues of rationalization that battered hlomen use:

(r-) the appeal to the satvation ethic which involves

labelling their husband rrsickr¡ and then emphasizing his

dependence on them, (2) the denial of the victinizer

which involves the perception that the event is beyond

the control of both spouses and is rooted in external

forces, (3) the denial of victimization which takes the

fonn of self-blame, thereby neutralizing the

responsibitity of the spouse, (4) the denial of injury'

(5) the denial of options, both practical and

emotional, and (6) the appeal to higher loyalti-es such

as commitment to marriage and the farnily or to

religÍous dogma condemning divorce' When these

rationalizations can no longer be maintained, many

battered women leave"

In a comparison of battered T,{omen who had followed

through in seeking help and those who had not,

Rounsavilte (L978a) noted that the follow-through group

was substantially older and had been involved in the

abusive relationship longer than the non-foltow-through

group, suggesting that the follow-through giroup was at

a different point in the history of the relationship"

He further noted that almost half of those who had
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folloised through on seeking help had already taken

serious steps to end the relationship, while a much

smaller number of the non-foltow-through group had done

so.

other research also points to a shift, over time,

in the battered womanrs perception of the violence and

in her response to it" Giles-sims (1983) reported

that, while 93 percent of the hromen in her study

adopted a forgiving attitude after the initiat

battering episode, by the trmost important¡! and rrmost

recentrr incidents, 55 percent of the women saw the

violence as part of a pattern and attributed it to

their partnerrs character. Along with this shift in

perception came increased efforts to secure help or end

the relationship. In comparing the differential

reactions of the s¡omen across three tine periods--first

incident, most important incident, most recent

incident--Giles-Sins observed a dramatic change in the

womenrs responses to violence. After the first

incident, 64 percent of the women sought no

intervention. By the last incident, only 3o percent

were inactive. sirnilarly, only 30 percent of the women

left home for longer than a brief period after the
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first incident, whereas 54 percent had done so by the

last incident. Dobash and Dobash (l-984) reported a

sirnilar pattern of help-seeking over time" After the

f irst attack , 52 ïrr¡omen made l-l-3 contacts. After the

worst attack, 88 ï,{omen made 245 contacts" Following

the last attack, l-05 women made 371- contacts"

The foregoing suggests that battered v/omen do make

choices. Either they choose to leave their partners

very early in the abusive relationship or they choose

to stay, often rationalizing their decision" some stay

permanently with their abusers while others eventually

leave, sometimes after many years of abuse' Pfouts

(L978) has formulated a theoretical schema to account

for these differential reactions based on the wifers

cost-benefit analysis of the marriage and its

alternatives. The theory predicts that as long as the

benefits for staying outweigh the costs, the wife will

remain. Walkert s (l-984) research provides tentative

support for this prediction. In comparing battered

women who were out of the relationship with Lhose still

in, she found that those !,Iomen who were stiIl with

their partners reported less evidence of tension

buildíng preceding the last incident than those women



who had left their Partners" She

though loving contrition following

for both groups of battered wives,

have been receiving more benefits

than costs"
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speculated that even

the abuse was low

the former rnaY still

fron the relationshiP

eriticrue of the Literature

Atternpting to make sense of the wife battery

literature is a fornidabl-e task. One can easily become

Iost in the sea of contradictory findings that seem to

characterlze this research domain' Rather than

providing enlightenment, research findings have as

often as not only added to the confusion, typically

raising more questions than answers. In atternpting to

account for this confused and contradictory state of

affairs, one cannot ignore the problems that plague

this body of research. Indeed, wife battery research

is replete with a host of conceptual and methodological

problems and inconsistencies that often preclude

comparisons across studies and freguently caÌl into

guestion the validity, of at least the meaningfulness,

of many research findings. Those difficulties begin at
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the most fundamental level- of problern

conceptual ization.

Conceptual fssues and Problems

Althoughdefiningwifeabusewouldseemtobea

relatively straightforward task, in fact, there has

been considerable diversity in the operational

definitions that researchers have employed. !'Ihile

there appears to be general agreement that one incident

of physical abuse does not constitute battering, that

wife battering occurs within the context of a committed

and usually intinate relationship, and that ¡wife¡

refers to any woman in a committed relationship whether

it be a legaI rnarriage or a common-Iaw union, beyond

these points of general consensus definitions vary

widely. Thus, scott (Lg74) defíned a battered wífe as

Ita v¡oman who has suffered serious or repeated injury

from the man with whom she livesrr (p.434). Gayford

(1.g75)|elaboratingonScott'sdefinition,defineda

battered wife as rra woman who had received deliberate

severe and demonstrable physical injury from her

husband,rrwiththernininalinjurybeingseverebruising
(p. Lg4). Parker and Schumaker (L977 ) appear to have
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adopted Gayford¡s definition with the added stipulation

that repeated means rrmore than three times " 
rr other

researchers have adopted less stringent definitions"

RounsavíI1e (1-978b) , for example, defined battered

women aS rrfemales over age l-6 who gave verbal evidence

of being physically abused to any extent by an intinate

partnerrt (P. 54 ) "

while physical injury has been highlighted as the

sine qua non of battering in many definitions of wife

abuse, so too have the abusive acts themselves" Gelles

(Lg74, Lg76), in an attempt to guantify frequency and

severity of physicat abuse between partners, developed

a lo-point ilviolence severity" index, which ranged from

no violence' through pushing or shoving, all the way up

to shooting. À more comprehensive measure of abusive

acts was developed by Straus et al' (1-980) as part of

their national survey on farnily violence' This

instrument, the Conflict Tactics Sca1e (CTS) ' vras

designed to measure the use of reasoníng, verbal

aggression, and violence within the farnily" straus and

his colleagues distinguished between rrnormal violencer¡

and nabusive violencerrr with the latter defined as rran

act which has the high potential for injuring the
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person being hit."¡¡ Included in this category were acts

such as punching, kicking, biting, hitting with a hard

object, beating up, shooting or trying to shoot,

stabbing or trying to stab. It was this ¡¡abusive

viotencetr category that was used to define the battered

wife.

Although widely used as a measurement, instrument

in wife battery research (straus et aI., L980), the cTS

has come under criticism from ferninist writers who view

it as a fLawed instrument insofar as the interactive

environment within which the violent acts occur, the

perceived meaning attached to the acts, and the amount

of injury inflicted by the acts are not taken into

account (Pagelovr, L981-) " Feninists have also

criticized the instrument on the grounds that

psychologicat, emotional, verbal, and even sexual abuse

are overlooked as important forms of battering"

According:-.y, they have defined woman battering in ways

that acknowledge both physical and psychological

aspects. Thus, walker Q"979) defined a battered lÁioman

as ra woman who is repeatedly subjected to any forceful

physical or psychological behavior by a man in order to

coerce her to do something he wants her to do without
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any concern for her rights'! (p. xv) " Perhaps the most

blatantly ferninist definition was given by Macleod

(l-980), who defined woman battering as rrviolence,

physical and/or psychological, expressed by a husband

or a male or lesbian live-in lover towards his wife or

his/her live-in lover, to which the ¡wifet does not

consent, and which is directly or indirectly condoned

by the traditions, Iaws, and attitudes in the society

in which it occursrr (P" 7) "

These different definitions of a battered wife

have irnportant implicatj-ons when it comes to

general izíng research findings and drawing conclusions

from research data. For example, where severe and/or

repeated physical injury is viewed as an essential

criterion of wife battering, one may be inadvertently

biasing research samples toward more severe,

longstanding battering relationships" obviously,

conclusions based on such a sample cannot be

generalized to all battered vromen" After all, !üomen

who stay in an abusive relationship long enough to

experience frequent and severe injuries may be

fundamentally different from hlomen who quit an abusive

relationship after the second or third battering
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incident. These differences may well explain some of

the inconsistencies in the literature. sinilarly,

women who endure physical abuse and women who endure

psychological abuse but draw the line at physical

batteríng may differ in important ways" Failure to

distinguish between them could lead to a masking of

potentially important differences. The extent to which

different definitions of wife abuse have contributed to

inconsistent research findings is, of course, unknown.

If, however, different operational definitions are

tapping different populations of battered women, those

influences are likely to be considerable"

This brings us to a rnajor conceptual flaw that was

prevalent in much of the early, and regrettably some of

the present, r¡¡ife battery research, namely, the

conceptualization of battered t{omen as a homogeneous

population. This conceptualization guided much of the

early descriptive research. Investigators sought to

identify specific characteristics of battered women'

the assurnption being that these characteristics r¡üere

related in some fashion to battered woman status" As a

result of this conceptualization, no attempt was made

to differentiate among battered women on the basis of
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such variabl-es as marital status (living with partner

versus separated or divorced) or number of times

battered. That these variables are irnportant is

suggested by research linking number of battering

incidents to decreased self-esteem and increased

depression (Mitchell & Hodon, L983) " There is al-so

evidence to suggest that $¡omen who are rr in¡r a battering

relationship and those who are rroutrr may differ in some

important respects (Snyder & Fruchtman' l-981-) "

Walkerrs (1-984) unexpected finding that battered women

v¡ere neither 10w in self-esteem nor traditional in

outlook takes on added meaning when one considers that

75 percent of her sample (approximately 300 women) were

r¡outrr of the relationship at the tirne of the

interviews, some for a considerable length of time"

Taken together, these findings suggest that the

assumption of homogeneity may have attenuated much of

the early research perhaps contributing to inconsistent

and conflicting results"

Asecondmajorconceptualflawinwifebattery

research is the way in which separation from a

battering partner has been viewed. Traditionally'

separation has been conceptualized, and treated, âs an
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all-or-none ¡tevent¡¡; either a vroman remains with her

abusive partner or she does not. In recent years that

conceptualization has been challenged by the process

view which holds that battered women advance by degrees

toward permanent separation. This distinction has

important irnplications for existing wife battery

research. If separation is indeed a process' then

research based on an r!eventr¡ conceptualization is

Iikely to miss the mark. The problem arises out of the

instability of the rrinrr and r¡outr! classifications" As

research has clearly shown, battering couples shov¡ a

remarkable propensity for freguent separations and

reconciliations. In consequence' one has no way of

ascertaining whether a woman who is rroutrr at a given

point is r¡outrr permanently or temporarily" By the same

token, a $/oman who is currently living with her partner

may be one step away from permanent separation' The

misclassification of such individuals could seriously

attenuate or dist,ort research findings, a problem that

wife battery researchers have not yet begun to address"
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Methodological Flaws and Limitatíons

Samples. Over and above the conceptual problems

outlined above, wife battery research also suffers from

a number of methodological flaws and liinitations' some

of which are a direct result of conceptual errors" The

notion, for example, that battered e¡omen are a

homogeneous group has resulted in overinclusive

sampling practices. Although, typically, samples have

been drawn from single sources such as shelters (Dobash

& Dobash, 1-g-lgt I984i Giles-Sirns I ]-983i Mitchell &

Hodon, l-983; Pagelor.r, L98l-; Snyder & Fruchtman' l-981-) '

legal aid offices (Parker & Schumaker, L977), crisis

hotlines (Roy, !977) , counselling agencies (Rosenbaum &

OtLeary, L98l-; Strube & Barbour, l-983), hospital

emergency rooms (Rounsaville, L978a), and newspaper and

magazine advertisements (Prescott & Letko, L977) , some

of the major investigations have used samples drawn

from a variety of sources (Stacey & Shupe, l'983î

Wa}ker, Lg84). The assunption that battered women who

contact shelters or crisis hotlines are indistinguish-

able from battered women who respond to newspaper ads

must be questioned. An obvious potential difference is

current marital status. It seems likely that most
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women seeking shelter or contacting a crisis hotline

will be living with their partner, while most women who

respond to newspaper or magazine ads will not'

There is, in fact, research to indicate that

battered women may be distinguished from one another on

the basis of the kind of help they seek" Donato and

Bowker (1-984) reported that battered women who

contacted social service agencies differed from

battered women who sought out womenrs groups on a

number of variables. The argument has been made that

sampling across a v¡ide variety of sources increases the

generatizability of research findings" This may well

be true, but at what cost? If women who seek shelter

are distinguishable from those who choose other kinds

of he1p, then those differences may well reflect

different needs. If this is the case, then ít is the

differences and not the similarities between battered

tromen that must be highlighted and addressed. one

rnight speculat,e that the inconsistencies across studies

reflect, in part, different sanpling practices"

Regrettably, there is no way to evaluate this

supposition, owing to the rnultitude of hlays in which

the various studies differ"
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Another obvious sanpling problern, which is by no

means unigue to wife battery research, is the reliance

on volunteer samples" This is an exceedingly difficult

problem to overcome owing to the sensitive nature of

the research and the need for fuII cooperation if

veridical and meaningfut infornation is to be

collected. on the other hand, there is every reason to

suspect that v/omen who volunteer for wife-battery

research, oE agree to participate when asked' are

different from $¡omen who never seek outside help for

the abuse, never discuss the abuse with anyone, and

refuse to participate in research. To the extent that

differences exist, generalizations from research

samples are inappropriate and potentially nisleading"

The same rnay be said for generalizations from small

sarnple sizes, another problem which plagues much of the

existing research"

Desicfn limitations. Another methodological issue

that has been influenced by conceptual flaws is

research design" Wife battery research is

characterized by a preponderance of single-group,

cross-sectionat and correlational designs, the result,

i-n some cases, of an rreventrr rather than a process
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conceptualization of battering and separation" Sirnple

correlational designs have been especially popular

reflecting the dominant single-variable approach

r¡¡herein a particular variable (e.g., traditionalism,

dependency, violence in fanity of origin) is used t.o

explain battered woman status oF, alternat'iveIy,

battered v¡oman status is used to explain a single

variable outcome (e.g., low self-esteem, depression,

passivity). Irnplicit in this latter approach is the

assumption that whatever behaviour is in evidence

subseguent to the onset of the battering was triggered

by the battering. In the absence of pre-battering

measures of women¡s functioning, the typical case in ex

post facto research, there is no way to validate this

assumption. while some researchers have atternpted to

assess pre-battering levels of functioning, based on

womenrs descriptions of their pre-abuse histories

(star, 1,978), such recollections are subject to all the

biases and distortions associated with retrospective

data. without pre-abuse measures, causal inference is

necessarily problematic. It is entirely possible, for

example, that the behaviour in guestion was present

prior to the abuse. An additional problem in
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ínterpretation arises where women who are r?intr an

abusive relationship are compared to women who are

¡rout.rr Where pre-separation measures are not

available, as is typically the case, there is no way to

evaluate between group differences. walkerrs (l-984)

study is a case in point. Her finding of high levels

of self-esteem and low levels of traditionalism among

the battered women in her sample, 75 percent of whom

vrere ''outrr of the relationship at the time of data

collection, some for a considerable length of tine, is

uninterpretable. Do these findings reflect changes

that occurred subseguent to the separation, or v/ere

they present prior to the separation perhaps

contributing to the v/omanrs decision to leave? This is

an important guestion that cannot be answered given the

desígn of the studY.

The overreliance on cross-sectional as opposed to

longitudinal designs constitutes a second limitation of

existing research. This approach fails to capture the

emotional and. behavioural changes that occur over time

as battered women attempt to cope with the violence in

their lives. cross-sectional studies conducted at one

point in tirne may present an entirely different picture
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of a r,tomanrs response to abuse depending on the tirning

of data collection. Failure to al-Iow for temporal

changes may lead to either a cancelling out or dilution

of effects or perhaps to misleading effects, depending

on the cornposition of the sample" Most studies in the

titerature have made no attempt to control for the

temporal factor, with the result that the meaning of

specific results is often indeterminate.

The use of single-group designs also poses

problerns for interpretation. This has been a

widespread practice in wife battery research with most

of the major studies suffering from this design

weakness (Dobash & Dobash I L979; Pagelow, ]-977; RoY'

1-977;Walker,]-984).Intheabsenceofanadeguateand

appropriate comparison group of non-battered vJomen, ot

at the very least general population norms'

descriptions of battered women as low in self-esteem,

traditional, and passive-dependent are meaningless"

Although these attributes may indeed be characteristic

of battered vromen, they could just as easíIy be

characteristic of women in general or, at 1east, of

\lromen in distressed albeit not abusive relationships"
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Measurement. one final methodological issue to be

considered is measurement. of the various problems

that plague wife battery research, this is one of the

most salient. ^4, major problem has been the failure of

researchers to operationalize their constructs

adequately. Thus, researchers speak in broad, general

terms about passivity, dependency, traditionalism.

Precisely what is being measured is often unclear" In

the absence of precise definitions, one has no way of

knowíng whether researchers are measuring the same

construct and using different labels or measuring

different constructs and using the same label. These

are critical distinctions when it comes to making

comparísons across studies"

The way in which data have been collected is also

problematic. Typically, data have been derived from

nonstandardized, âd hoc measures of unknown reliability

and validity and from clinical impressions. Reliance

on clinical impressions may be particularly risky owing

to the entrenched stereotyped view of battered women"

Even where more objective, standardized instruments

have been used, however, problems arise" Self-report

instruments, r,¡hich have been used almost exclusive]Y,
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give rise to concerns about possible distortion. Given

the retrospective focus of much of the research (a

problem in its own right) and the emotional loading of

the subject, distortion, intentional or otherwise, is

quite probable" Attempts to obtain collatera1,

independent information are virtually nonexistent, with

battered vromen typically constituting the sole data

source.

As is evident from the foregoing, it is all too

easy to find fault with the wife battery literature.

In fairness to researchers' however, one must

acknowledge the enormous challenge that wife battery

research poses. The extreme sensitiveness and

complexity of the subject makes this a research domain

fraught with the usual complement of research problems

and then some. These problerns include the difficulty

obtaining representative samples; the lack of

standardized instruments to measure many of the

relevant constructs; the freguent separations and

reconciliations of battering couples which make

classification problematic; the mobility of battering

couples which makes tracking and follow-up difficult if

not impossible; the high rate of attrition due to fear,
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embarrassment, or simply an unwillingness to re-Iive

painful memories; the fact that violent acts typically

occur in private, thereby preventing objective

corroboration of reported events. While acknowledging

these difficulties, the fact still remains, without

conceptual cl-arity and methodological rigor,

advancements in wife battery research will be seriously

hampered if not precluded. This is a fact and a

challenge that researchers must address.

Conclusi-ons

In reviewing the extant wife battery Iiterature,

one observation emerges with crystal clarity, namely,

that despite almost two decades of scientific study,

there are surprisingly few definitive conclusions to be

drawn from the research data. To be sure, many nyths

have been exploded, such as the nyth of female

masochism and the rnyth that wife battering is a small-

scale problem, but a clear understanding of the

phenomenon has so far proven elusive. Rather, one

finds a confusing array of data which both support and

challenge existíng views and theoretical positions.
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Nowhere, perhaps, is contradiction more evident,

and debate more heated, than in that body of research

which is addressed to the guestion: why do women stay

in abusive relationships? out of that research has

come a plethora of answers as varied as the theoretical

orientations of the researchers. Thus, those who

embrace learned helplessness theory point to the

battered womanrs passivity, 1ow self-esteem, and

depression--al} presumed consequences of noncontingent

abuse--as primary factors in her inability to disengage

from an abusive partner. Sociological theorists and

researchers point to situational factors, most notably

economic and social constraints, as central to the

battered ï¡omanrs entrapment. Proponents of the process

view of disengagement assert that battered v¡omen

advance by degrees toward permanent separation,

becoming more active and less passive over time'

Although there has been a marked and unfortunate

tendency for advocates of each position Lo denounce

competing explanations, in fact, there is no basis on

which to favour one position over another" Each

explanation sirnply reflects a different realíty" By

not¡, it is clear that battered women are not, as has
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frequently been supposed, a homogeneous group for whom

a single descrj-ption or explanation t¡ilI suffice"

Rather, they are a heterogeneous population and, lj-ke

$romen in general, differ in personality

characteristics, family history, and current

circumstances. So too do they differ in their response

to violence"

Considering the amount of interest that has been

expressed in the battered v¡omanrs apparent tolerance of

abuse, there are surprisingly few studies in which the

relationship between those factors thought to influence

tolerance and the actual behaviour of battered women

has been systematically exarnined. Pagelow (L981-) l¡as

one of the first to do so, focusing on the extent to

which resources, institutional response, and

traditionalism were related to the length of time a

r¡/oman remained in a relationship after the violence

began until she terminated the violence by leaving or

other means. strube and Barbour (L983) assessed the

relationship between a womanrs decision to leave an

abusive marriage and her economic dependence and

psychological commitment to the marriage" Living

ârrârr.rêmantq, at f ol I ow-un. snecif icallv whether the
- -E t
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r'roman !'¡as living with her partner or had left with no

intention of returning, served as the dependent

variabl-e" Aguirre (1-985) also attempted to assess the

relationship between economic dependence and a womanrs

decision to return Èo an abusive partner, with the

womanrs stated intention to return or not to return

serving as the dependent measure"

Regrettably, all of these investigations suffer

from one or more methodological problems which Iinit

interpretation. Pagelohrrs use of a non-standardized,

ad hoc measure of traditionalism, for examPlê, makes it

difficult to determine whether the weak, albeit

significant, relationship between traditionalism and

length of stay is a reflection of a weak relationship

or a weak measure" Strube and Barbourrs use of the

questionable rrin-outrr classification as their dependent

measure, coupled with an extremely variable (l- to 18

months) follow-up contact, raises questions about the

validity of their findings. And Aguirre¡s reliance on

battered women¡s stated intentions to return or

separate, rather than objective foIlow-up data'

severely limits the conclusions to be drawn from the

studlr.
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over and above the additional criticisrn that these

studies are too sirnplistic and fail to capture the

complexity of a womanrs decision to leave or remain

with an abusive partner, one must also guestion the

narro$¡ness of the outcome measures. There is an

irnplicit, and sometirnes explicit (Wa1ker | L979), bias

operating in much wife battery research that the only

way to end abuse is to terminate the relationship.

While, undoubtedly, this is true for many battering

couples, it is not axiomatic that a woman who stays

with her partner will continue to be battered, nor is

it the case that. a woman who leaves her abusive partner

v¡iII necessarily be free of abuse. I,rhat nay be more

important than whether a woman stays or leaves is how

she responds to the violence and the message that her

behaviour delivers to her partner"

Pagelow (L984) views the battered womanrs reaction

to violence the first tine it occurs as the single rnost

important determinant of secondary (repeated)

battering"

If prinary violence occurs and the

victirn does not take strong and

decisive action Èhat rnaY involve
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disclosing t,o outsiders for

inrnediate intervention, or rnaking

it absolutelY clear that she will

never tolerate a second occurrence

(and meaning it), then secondarY

battering is most likelY to occur

(1e84, P. 305).

rn pagelor,f ts view, behavioural responses that attempt

to placate the batterer, to meet his demands, are

tantamount to reinforcing the violence. This is not to

cast blame on the battered woman or to hold her

responsible for the violence" As noted previously,

there are any number of legitinate reasons why battered

v¡omen do not take decisive action at the first sign of

abuse, oE even after several battering j-ncidents'

Attempts to placate their partner and to rneet his

demands are often adaptive responses aimed at survival.

At the same tirne, these responses enable the

perpetuation of the violence" Some ferninists have

argued that the battered v¡omanrs responses are

unrelated to the battererrs behaviour and that what she

does or does not do has little to do with whether or

not he abuses her again. There can be no doubt that
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some actions on the part of the woman are indeed

futile. on the other hand, certain decisive actions

such as calling the police, pressing charges, trying to

get a restraining order and seeking shelter may produce

positive results to the extent that they bring into

play the greater weight and influence of the larger

social system"

The effectiveness of interventions in curbing

subseguent abuse has been demonstrated in a series of

studies by Richard Berk and his colleagues. Sherman

and Berk (l-984) investigated the deterrent effects of

arrest for dornestic assault as compared to advice

(nediation) or ordering the suspect to leave the

premises for eight hours. Suspects (N = 3L4) I¡Iere

tracked for six months after the police intervention in

order to monitor their behaviour. Results, based on

both official data and victimst reports, indicated that

arrested suspects exhibited significantly less

subsequent violence than those who were ordered to

leave or those who were given advice" These results

v¡ere subseguently replicated by Berk and Newton (l-985).

Once again, oD average, arrest was found to deter new

wife-battering incidents, especially in the case of
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high propensity offenders" The authors noted that

among those men who had propensity-for-violence scores

over .7O, the probability of recurrent vioLence for

those not arrested was approximately "65, whereas the

probability dropped to around "25 for those who had

been arrested" Of note, is the finding that arrest did

not increase the likelihood of new violence, êD outcome

that had been feared" The general conclusions frorn the

above studies v/ere recently confirmed using a more

sophisticated statistical procedure (Berk, Smyth, &

Sherman, L988).

Berk, Newton, and Berk (l-986) have also examined

the impact of a shelter stay on the likelihood of new

violence. They hypothesized that where a shelter stay

is seen by the abusive partner as reflecting the

woman¡s effort to attain genuine independence, it wilt

decrease the tikelihood of subseguent violence"

Conversely, when a shelter stay is seen by the

potential assailant as a flagrant disobedience, it may

actually increase the likelihood of violence (p" 484) "

The results of their study supported these hypotheses.

Specificaì-Iy, where a woman lras actively taking charge

of her life, defined in terms of additional efforts to
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seek he1p, the number of new violent episodes was

markedly recluced following a shelter stay. Indeed,

each additionat effort to seek help (i"e", previous

shelter stay, calling the police, trying to get a

restraining order, seeking crininal justice

prosecution, seeking counselling or trying to get' help

from lega] aid or a private lawyer) reduced the number

of violent episodes by a rnultiplicative factor of .61-.

The authors went on to conclude that in the absence of

additional help-seeking behaviour a shelter stay may

have no effect or may actualty exacerbate the situation

and trigger retaliatory violence.

The importance of the womanrs comnitrnent to ending

the abuse, as evidenced by the breadth of her help-

seeking efforts, has also been demonstrated with regard

to the efficacy of restraining orders. Horton'

Sinonidis & Simonidis (L987) found that restraining

orders vrere typically a ¡rchoice of last resortrrr after

extensive efforts to obtain relief through community

agencies and resources had failed. Under these

circumstances, restraining orders appeared to be

effective, largely because the women ldere determined to

stand by their decision. The authors cautioned thaÈ
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taking out a restraining order before one is

emotionally committed to the process may place a I,{omen

in added danger insofar as she may be disinclined to

contact the police when the order is violated.

The Present StudY

Although many factors have been linked to the

battered vromanrs entrapment in an abusive marriage,

there are no studies in which these relationships have

been systernatically examined using a ful-I range of

predictor and response variables. The aim of the

present study was to redress that defíciency. At this

juncture in ¡,,¡ife battery research, it would seem

advisable to begin to clarify and validate some of the

retationships that have been posited between various

psychosocial and situational factors on the one hand

and the battered \iùoman I s behavioural response to abuse

on the other. The elucidation of factors strongly

associated with those behaviours thought to reduce the

likelihood of subsequent abuse, such as leaving the

relationship and broad help-seeking efforts, could have

important implications" Not only could it help to

identify those women most at risk for ongoíng,
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escalating abuse but, in addition, it could help to

establish intervention priorities"

The need to approach this task from the standpoint

of sound research design and modes of analyses

conmensurate with the complexity of the problem is

evident" While all the shortcomings of previous

research lrere not addressed in the present study, ân

effort was made to overcome some of the lirnitations.

First, only $/omen who were living r¿ith their partners

at the time of seeking shelter were considered for

inclusion. This eliminated the potential bias

associated with a $¡omanrs decision to leave her

partner, a bias which may come into play where women

who are already ¡¡out¡¡ of a battering relationship are

lumped together with women who are still Itin.r¡ Second,

a sample size sufficient to accommodate multivariate

analyses v¡as used. Third, wherever possible,

standardized instruments of known and acceptable

reliability and vatidity hlere employed" Fourth, in the

interests of continuity across studies, standardized

instruments that had been used in other wife battery

research ldere chosen, after ascertaining that their

psychometric properties met selection standards.
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Final1y, although retrospecti-ve data I,{ere co]-Iected, an

effort was made to reduce the unreliability of these

data by selecting for recall behaviourally-defined

events and experiences that htere directly observable

and measurable. studies suggest that quantifiable

events and experiences are more easily and more

accurately recalled than events and experiences calling

for gualitative judgement (Burton, L97O) "

Definition

For purposes of this study, physical abuse was

broadly defined as "any act with a high potential for

causing pain or injurytr and included such acts as

slapping, biting, kicking, punching, hitting or t'rying

to hit with something, beating up, threatening with a

knife or gun, using a knife or gun. It is recognÍzed

that thís definition fails to tap, directly at least, a

rather large category of women¡s experience, namely,

rape and sexual assault" While there is no guestion

that these behaviours do occur in marríage and in

families and constitute forms of physical abuse,

previous researchers have not, for the most part,

included them in their working definitions of abuse"
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Inasmuch as the present study aimed at clarifying the

findings of previous research, it was decided, in the

interests of continuity and comparability across

studies, to adopt the definition of abuse that has

guided much, if not most, of the previous wife battery

research (Straus et aI-, 1980) "

Variables

Two sets of variables vrere examined with a view to

establishing the relationship between them. The first

set (psychosocial) may be broadly grouped into four

categories: fami-Iy-of-origin, psychological,

situational, and relationship. The variables selected

for incl_usion in each of these categories had been

implicated, either empirically or theoretíca]Iy, in the

battered womanrs response to violence' lühat was

unclear was the strength of these associations and,

perhaps more important, the relative contribution of

each variable to response patterns"

Farnily-of-origin. I^Iithin the farnily-of-origin

category, three variables r¡¡ere examined' These \¡¡ere

(1) childhood exposure to spousal violence, (2)

physical abuse received as a child, and (3) perceived
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level of health in the fanily of origin. Childhood

exposure to spouse abuse was operationally defined as

trwitnessing or hearing physicat abuse between parents

or parent surrogates (e"g., stepparent, foster parents,

or a parent¡s lover).'r Physical abuse during childhood

was defined as t¡having received physical abuse from

either a parent or parent surroglate.rr Perceived ]evel

of health in the family of origin referred Èo the

extent to which intimacy and autonomy were thought by

the respondent to have been encouraged in the family,

with high encouragement thought to reflect healthy

farnily functioning.

There is evidence that exposure to violence in the

family of origin may have irnplications for a vtomanrs

response to violence. Snyder and Fruchtman (l-981-)

found that experiencing neglect and abuse as a child

increased the likelihood that a woman would be living

r¡iith her partner at follow-up. Abuse in childhood was

also associated with short-term as opposed to long-term

separatíon from the partner. These findings rnay be

seen as consistent with social learning theory which

predicts that women who are socialized to view violence
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as a normal part of fanily life v¡ilI be inclined to

endure violence in their adult relationships.

A second fanily-of-origin variable r¡rith potential

irnplications for a womanrs response to battering is the

extent to which intirnacy and autonomy htere fostered in

the farnily. Feminist writers and activists (Martin,

L976; Pagelow, 1981-; lrlalker & Browne ' 1985; Westkott,

t_986) have long decried the socialization experiences

of women which accord them status and value only as

extensions of others, thereby denying them a true

identity of their ohrn. smith (L984) theorized that the

battered woman has never fulIy developed a sense of her

ohrn identity or autonoilY, a deficiency which presumably

results in her emotional dependence on others.

Shainess (L977, 1-979) viewed the battered woman as

locked in an unresolved symbiosis with the mother" To

the extent that a woman has not been able to achieve

self-differentiation within her own fanily, she may be

vulnerable for repeating patterns of intense emotional

attachment in other relationships" Similar1y, the

extent to which the farnily fost,ered intinacy may also

have a bearing on a womanrs response to abuse" One

rnight speculate that a woman who grew up in a warm,
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supportive farnily environment where farnily members ü¡ere

sensitive to one another, r¡¡here feelings Trtere freely

and openly expressed, and where conflicts tüere handled

without undue stress, would be less inclined to endure

abuse than a r¡/oman who had been socialized to expect

rnuch less from relationships" To date, there are no

studies in which the relationships of such

socialization factors to a womanrs response to abuse

have been specifically exarnined"

Psvchological. The psychological variables

considered for examination in this study v¡ere (1) leveI

of self-esteem, (2) depression, and (3) traditionalism-

Self-esteem referred to global self-attitude or self-

acceptance, a presumably stable personalíty variable"

Depression referred to depressed mood, which was

expected to fluctuate over time. Traditionalism was

defined as attitudes toward $¡omenrs roles that are

consistent with traditional role prescriptions, which

accord men greater status and privilege relative to

women"

While low self-esteem, depression and traditional

attitudes toward vÍomenrs roles have freguently been

cited as factors which keep l¡Iomen trapped in abusive
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marriages, contradictory findings have also appeared"

Indeed, Walker's (1-984) own research, which was

designed to validate the learned helplessness

phenomenon, produced results that were inconsistent

with the model. Cont,rary to expectations, battered

hromen were neither Iow in self-esteem nor traditional

in outlook. In fact, they rated themselves higher on

these variables than they rated I¡romen in general, a

finding which may reflect rrself-enhancing bias,rr the

tendency to rate oneself higher on positive attributes

than the rraveragerr person" Additionally, women who

v/ere rroutrr of the relationship at the time of testing

reported higher levels of depression than women who

hrere still living with their abusive partners.

Although these unexpected findings are difficult

to interpret given the design of Walkerrs study, they

nevertheless suggest that level of self-esteem'

traditionalism, and depression may be factors in the

differential responses of battered women to violence"

One rnight speculate that high leve1s of self-esteem and

liberal attitudes toward v¡omenrs roles are factors in a

vtomanrs decision to leave her partner or seek help to

end the abuse. As for the higher leve1 of depressive
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Symptonatology among women who were ¡rout¡e of the

relationship relative to women who were sti1l ¡¡in'¡¡

this may reflect the difficulties encountered in ¡¡going

it alone.rt It rnay well be that a decision to separate

is accompanied by a decrease in depression as other

emotions such as anger and disgust take over, but that

once out of the relationship these emotions gradually

give way to depression as the woman encounters the

harsh realities of rrgoing it alone"rl

Relationship. The two relationship variables

considered in this study v¡ere (1) extent of abuse and

(2) marital satisfaction. Extent of abuse referred to

the freguency and severity of both physical and

emotional abuse in the relationship. Marital

satisfaction was defined as the womanrs rating of the

overall guality of the relationship, the assumption

being that higher guality was associated with greater

satisfaction "

In attempting to account for the higher level of

depression among v¡omen who were no longer Iiving with

their partners compared to wornen who r'¡ere still }iving

in an abusive relationship, walker speculated that

r^romen livíng i+ith Èheir partners may have been
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receiving benefits from the marriage that offset the

abuse. In short, the benefits of staying may have

outweighed the costs. This notion is central to

process theory which predicts that a !'roman wiÌI show

increasing signs of disengagement or help-seeking

behaviour once the bal-ance shifts in favour of gireater

costs than benefits" While much has been v¡ritten about

this evaluation process and the role it pJ-ays in a

\l¡oman t s decision to take or not to take action in the

face of abuse, there has been no attempt to assess the

process directly" A marital satisfaction measure htas

used in the present study to perrnit testing of the

hypothesis that a decrease in the perceived benefits of

the relationship results in an increase in help-seeking

actions or in behaviour suggestive of di-sengagement.

SituaÈiona1" The following situational factors

!.tere examined for their association with responses to

abuses (1) number of dependent children, (2) economic

dependence, and (3) perceived social isolation. Number

of dependent children referred to those children t¡ho

were currently living with the woman and for whom she

felt responsible" Economic dependence referred to the

extent to which the woman relied on her partner¡s
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income or social assistance as opposed to having some

personal resources of her o$¿n. Perceived social

isolation referred to the extent to v¡hich a v¡oman felt

connected to others and had people to whom she could

turn in tirnes of need.

There are those who would argue that situational

factors are the most potent predictors of a t¡¡oman ¡ s

entraprnent in an abusive marriage. Research indicates

that the more dependent children a woman has and the

greater her economic dependence and social isolation,

the more likely she is to remain with her partner

(Aguirre, l-985; Greaves et al., l-988; Strube & Barbour'

1-983; Pagelow, L98l-) " It has been assumed that these

findings reflect the womanrs entrapment and conseguent

vulnerability to ongoing abuse" CIearIy, however,

there is no firn basis on which to draw such a

conclusion. As the research of Berk and his colleagues

(L986) indicates, the most critical factor in

predicting subseguent abuse rnay be the extent to which

the woman has engaged in help-seeking action to end the

abuse" Their data indicated that greater help-seeking

efforts r¡tere associated with less subsequent abuse- In

this view, the relationship of interest is not whether
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ansituational factors are related to length of stay in

abusive relationship or the decision to return to a

violent partner but, rather, how these factors are

related to the Ìrromanrs behavioural responses to abuse,

particularly her help-seeking behaviour.

The second set of variables considered in this

investigation was response to abuse" The specific

variables chosen for inclusion in this category !{ere

derived from research, theory, and consultation with

experts in the fíe1d1. In selecting these variables,

an attempt was made to Èap a range of behavioural

responses, in contrast to the single measures typically

employed in previous research" rn addition,

behavioural responses with implications for reducing

subsequent abuse Ì,¡ere selected" The fínal set included

the duration of abuse prior to seeking heIp, the number

of help-seeking actions, the number of help-seeking

contacts, the total duration of abuse, and whether a

woman returned to her abusive partner"

Duration of abuse prior to help seekinq. This r,sas

defined as rrthe length of time from the first. incident

of physical abuse until the woman first took decisive

1 Mariene Bertrand, Director of osborne House Shelter
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help-seeking action such as seeking shelter, calling

the police, trying to get a restraining order, pressing

charges, trying to get help from lega1 aid or a private

lawyer, ot seeking counsell-ing. t'

Number of help-seekinq actions. This was defined

as r¡the number of distinct kinds of help-seeking

actions (as outlined above) taken by the ï¡omen in

response to physical abuse. rl

Number of help-seekinq contacts. This was indexed

by r¡the sum of all contacts made over each of the six

help-seeking categories in response to physical abuse.r¡

Total duration of abuse. This was the total

length of time from the first incident of physical

abuse up to the present"

Returned to abusive parLner" This was whether the

vloman had returned to her partner at any time during

the four-month follow-up period regardless of whether

she was stilI residing with her partner at the tine of

contact "

Hvpotheses

Previous research and current theory suggest

several hypotheses concerning the relationship between
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the battered woman¡s help-seeking responses and her

decision to leave an abusive partner on the one hand

and familial, psychological, situational, and

relationship factors on the other. The specific

hypotheses tested in the present study were:

1-" Exposure to violence in the fanily of origin,

whether through witnessing spouse abuse or receiving

physical abuse as a chiÌd, will be positively

associated with duration of abuse prior to help seeking

and likelihood of returning to partner and negiatively

associated with nurnber of help-seeking actions and

number of help-seeking contacts"

2 " Level of farnil-y health will be negatively

associated v¡ith duration of abuse prior to help seeking

and likelihood of returning to partner and positively

associated with number of help-seeking actions and

number of help-seeking contacts"

3" Level of self-esteem and tiberal attítudes

toward v/omen¡s roles will be negatively associated with

duration of abuse prior to help seeking and likelihood

of returning to partner and positively associated with

number of help-seeking actions and nunber of help-

seeking contacts"
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4" Degree of physical abuse in the current

relationship will be positively correlated with number

of help-seeking actions and number of help-seeking

contacts and negatively associated with likelihood of

returning to partner"

5. Marital satisfaction will be negatively

correlated with number of help-seeking acts and number

of help-seeking contacts and positively correlated with

likelihood of returning to partner.

6" Number of dependent children and perceived

social isolation at time L will be negatively

correlated wíth number of help-seeking actions and

number of help-seeking contacts and positively

correlated with likelihood of returning to partner.

7 " Employment will correlate positively with

number of help-seeking actions and number of help-

seeking contacts and negatively with likelihood of

returning to partner.

8. Women who returned to their partners over the

foIÌow-up period will show a greater reduction in

depressive symptomatology than lsomen who did not return

to their partners.
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METHOD

Participants

Participants r{ere recruited from among vromen

seekÍng shelter at osborne House, a government-funded,

residential shelter for abused women and their

children. osborne House is located in WinniPeg,

Manitoba and serves all women who are in, or have been

in, an intirnate relationship and who have experienced

physical or ernotíonal abuse at the hands of their

partner. Because the differential effects of physical

and emotional abuse on vtomenrs responses are presently

unknown, only $tomen who had entered shelter because of

physical abuse !üere considered for inclusion in the

study" In addition, participants had to have been

married or living with their partner in a heterosexual

reLationship for at least 6 months, to have experienced

at least one previous incident of physical abuse by

their current partner, and to have been l-iving with

their partner at the time of the most recent abusive

íncident. lrlomen who did not speak or read English were

not included in the study because of the reliance on
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questionnaire material as a major data source.

Participation was voluntary, with 898 of the women

approached agreeing to participate (see Table 1 for

response rate) " A total of l-24 women participated in

all phases of the study, with the final sample

consisting of L22 women" The data for tr,so women ri{ere

removed from the sample owing to extreme scores.

Tab1e l-

Response Rate

Number of women approached = L57

Refusals : 1,7 (f-f-?)

Acceptance = L40 (89?)

Cornpleted = L24

Incomplete : 3

Left shelter before interview = l-3

FoI1ow-up

Cornpleted = 60 (48U)

Contact lost touch with participant : l-L ( 9å)

Contact could not be reached : l-9 (1-5å)

Participant failed tol

unable to return call : 33 (272)

I,Ioman grieving death of partner : 1- ( 1å)
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Materials

Participants completed a guestionnaire package

consisting of eight self-report instruments to be

described beIow. I¡rith the exception of a demographic

guestionnaire and a measure of spouse abuse, all self-

report instruments were randomized within questionnaíre

packages in order to control for possible order

effects" Because the guestionnaire and abuse measure

had the greatest potential- to elicit emotional

reactions that could affect responses to the other

scales, they were placed at the end of the

questionnaire package.

Family-of-oriqin ScaIe" The Family-of-Origin

Scale (FOS; Hovestadt, Anderson, Piercy, Cochran, &

Fine, l-985) is a 4O-item, Likert-type scale which

assesses perceived Levels of autonomy and intirnacy in

one¡s family of origin, with these, in turn, providing

a measure of perceived farnily health (see Appendix A) "

Respondents are asked to indicate on a scale of 1- to 5

the extent to which they agree or disagree with a

series of statements reflecting different aspects of

family functioning" The healthiest response receives a
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score of 5 and the least healthy response receives a

score of t, with scores ranging from 40 to 2oo"

Items for the FOS were chosen to reflect l-0

constructs of farnily health developed by Lewis,

Beavers, Gossett, and Phillips (1,976) , with final item

selection based on the ratíngs of a panel of six

nationally recognized authorities in family therapy.

The instrurnent was standardized on a sample of 278

undergraduate and graduate students" In an independent

study of l-l-6 students, a Cronbach¡s alpha (internal

consistency) of "75 and a Standardized Item alpha of

"97 were obtained. A test-retest reliability

coefficient of .97 v/as obtained over an interval of tv¡o

weeks on 41- graduate psychology students. Test-retest

coefficients for the 20 items of the autonomy construct

ranged from "39 to "88 with a median of "77, and test-

retest coefficients for the intinacy construct ranged

from "45 to "87 with a median of "73" Although the FOS

was constructed around the two central concepts of

autonomy and intimacy, the instrument provides a total

score.

Empirical validation of the FOS has been reported"

Fine and Hovestadt (L984) found a significant
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relationship between FoS scores and individuals¡

perceptions of marriagê¡ with high ratings of family-

of-origin health associated with more positive

perceptions of marriage. In addition, the FOS has been

found to distinguish between men in alcohol-distressed

marriages and men in non-a1cohol distressed marriages,

r+ith the latter reporting healthier fanilies of origin

(Hovestadt, Anderson, Piercy, Cochran, & Fine, l-985) "

The above authors also reported a significant positive

correlation between FOS scores and scores measuring

levels of perceived health in the subjectsr current

fanily. The ability of the FOS to distinguish between

clinical and nonclinical samples in a psychotherapeutic

setting (Lee, Gordon, & OtDell, L989) ' provides further

evidence for the scale's discrirninant validity.

Center for Epídemiologic Studies--Depressed Mood

Scale. The Center for Epidemiologic Studies--Depressed

Mood Scale (CES-D; Radloff, L977) was used as a measure

of depression (see Appendix B) " This 2O-item scale was

designed to measure level of depressive symptomatology

in the general population; however, j-t has also been

used with clinical populations (Corcoran & Fischer,

L987) " Respondents are asked to indicate on a  -point
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Likert-type scale how often they have felt or behaved

in a particular way during the previous week, with

response categories ranging from 0 (less than I day) to

3 (5-7 days) . Possible scores range from 0 to 60, with

higher scores indicative of higher levels of

depression "

The CES-D has been found to possess good internal

consistency (alpha : .85 to "90) and good reliability

(sp1it-ha1f and Spearman-Brown coefficient = "77 to

"92) (Radloff I L977) . Somewhat lower test-retest

reliability coefficients of .51- to .67 have been

reported over two to eight week intervals, reflecting

the scales emphasis on the affective component of

depressed rnood which is expected to vary over time

(Radloff I Lg77) " The scale has good content validity

as a measure of the syndrome of depression insofar as

it includes symptoms of the four dimensions of

depression (cognitive, affective, behavioural,

somatic). construct validity was found j-n a variety of

subgroups (Radloff I Lg77) , and clinical validation with

a group of depressed outpatients showed that the CES-D

correlated highly with other self-report scales and

with clinical rating scales for depression (Weissman,
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Sholomskas, Pottenger, Prusoff, & Locke, 1977) " The

CES-D has been used in previous research with battered

women (Rounsaville , L978b; Walker, l-985) "

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. The Rosenberg Self-

Esteem Sca1e (RSE; RosenbêEg, 1'965t L979) is a lO-iten

scale designed to measure global self-attitude or self-

acceptance (see Appendix C) " Respondents are asked to

strongly agiree, agrree, disagree, or strongly disagree

with a series of statements. Higher scores indicate

higher self-esteem"

The RSE has a Coefficient of Reproducibility of

"92 and a Coefficient of Scalability of .72, suggesting

satisfactory internal reliability" Construct validity

has been demonstrated with measures of depression,

anxiety, and peer-group reputation, and evidence for

both convergent and discrininant validity has been

reported (Crandall, L973, cited in Rosenberg I 1979i

Silber & Tippett, l-965). The RSE also possesses good

test-retest reliability ("85) as measured over a two-

week interval (Silber & Tippett, l-965) "

Dvadic Adiustment Sca1e" The Dyadic

Scale (DAS; Spanier, L976) was used as a

of rnarital satisfaction (see A,ppendix D)

Adjustment

global measure

This
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instrument is a 32-item paper-and-pencil test designed

to assess the quality of marriage and similar dyads.

It is suitable for use with either married or unmarried

cohabiting couples. The scale has a theoretical range

of O to Lsl-, with higher scores indicative of higher

marital adjustrnent"

Items selected for inclusion in the DAS were

evaluated by three judges for content validity. Only

those items that vtere judged to be relevant measures of

dyadic adjustment for contemporary relationships hlere

included. In addition, items had to be consistent with

norninal definitions of adjustment and its components

(satisfaction, cohesion, and consensus) and had to be

carefully worded with appropriate fixed-choice

responses. In order to assess criterion-related

validity, the scale was adrninistered to a married

sample of 2l-8 individuals and a sample of 94 divorced

individuals. Significant differences hlere found

between the married and divorced samples on each of the

32 scale items. In addition, the mean total scale

scores for the married and divorced samples Ì¡¡ere

significantly different, with the former group

reporting the higher Ievel of marital satisfaction.
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Construct validity has also been established through

the scales correl-at,ions with other measures of marital-

satisfaction. In this regard, correlations ranging

from .86 to .91_ have been reported between the DAS and

the Locke Marital Adjustment scale (Locke & 9ta11ace,

1-959). In terms of overall reliability, a Cronbach¡s

alpha of .96 was reported (Spanier I L976) " In recent

re-evaluations of the scaIe, Spanier and Thompson

(L982) reported an internal consistency reliability of

.9!, and Sharpley and Cross (L982) reported a

coefficient alpha of "96"

Index of Sr¡ouse Abuse" The Index of Spouse Abuse

(ISA; Hudson & Mclntosh, L98L) is a 3o-item summated-

category, partition scale which taps the severity or

nagnitude of both physical and psychological abuse that

is inflicted upon a vroman by her spouse or partner (see

Ä,ppendix E) " Respondents are asked to indicate on a

scale of L (never) to 5 (very often) how freguently

their partner engages in specific kinds of behaviour"

Each of the items in the scale represents some form of

behaviour or partner interaction that is considered to

be abusive. Items are weighted for severity of abuse

and two separate scores are calculated: a physical
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abuse score (ISA-P) and a nonphysical abuse score (ISA-

NP). The range of calculated scores for each of the

scales is O to l-OO, with higher scores reflecting

greater degrees of abuse.

The ISA was standardized on three samples'

totalling 693 individuals. The samples consisted of

graduate and undergraduate students; women who were

independently judged to be victims of spouse abuse or

free of such abuse; and a calibration sanple of

graduate students, undergraduates, and faculty members"

Internal consistency retiabilities, based on the first

two samples, v/ere .90 and .94 for the ISA-P and "91- and

.97 for the ISA-NP scales. The correlations between

the ISA-P and ISA-NP scales for the two groups htere .66

and .86 respectively" The subscales were found to have

low standard errors of measurement" In addition, the

coef f icients of discrirninant validity $¡ere "73 and " 80

for the ISA-P and ISA-NP scales respectively,

suggesting good discrirninant vatidity" The ISA also

has excellent content vatidity and good construct

validity.
Attitudes Toward Women Scale. The Attitudes

Toward Women Scale (AwS; Spence & Helmreich, 1972,
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Lg78) was designed to measure the degree to which an

individual subscribes to traditional or liberal views

of womenrs roles (see Appendix F). A l-S-iten version

of the original scale has been developed and was used

in the present study" Respondents are asked to

indicate on a 4-point Likert-type scale the extent to

which they agree or disagree with a series of

statements reflecting different (traditional or

liberal) viewpoints. Response categories range from

strongly agree to strongly disagree, with higher scores

indicative of greater liberalisn.

The AIrIS was standardized on a population of 427

college students. It possesses good internal

consistency (Cronbachrs alpha : "89) and split-half

reliabilities of .83 and .86 have been reported for

the l-S-itern scale along with a test-retest reliability

of .86 (Daugherty & Dambrot, L986) . The AIrIS has been

used to measure traditional ideology in battered women

and its use in future research with such populations

has been recommended (Walker, l-984) "

Revised UCIÀ Loneliness Scale. The Revised UCLA

Loneliness Scale (RULS; Russell' Peplau, & Cutrona'

L980) was used as a measure of perceived social
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isolation (see Appendix G) " This 20-iten self-report

scale measures loneliness and isolation, with higher

scores reflecting greater loneliness. Respondents are

asked to indicate on a scale of l- (never) to 4 (often)

how often they have fett the way described in a series

of statements, with possible scores ranging frorn 20 to

80.

The revised scale hlas designed to eliminate

response bias and social desirability response set and

to denonstrate the scalers discriminant validity by

showing that loneliness is distinct from related

constructs such as depression and 1ow self-esteem. In

tests utilizing non-clinícaI samples, the revised

instrument was found to be unaffected by social

desirability response set, to possess both concurrent

and discriminant validity and to have excellent

internal consistency (coefficient alpha = "94).

Concurrent validity was also reported, with loneliness

scores negatively correlated with number of social

activities and number of close friends (RusseII et aI.,

r-e80 ) "

Ouestionnaire. The questionnaire included in the

instrument packagie was specially designed for this
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study (see Appendix H). It elicited information

regarding the woman¡s and her partner¡s education,

employment status, personal income, and alcohol use"

The v¡omanIs employment status served as a measure of

economic dependence. It was assumed that employment,

whether fulI-time or part-tirne, offered a hloman some

degree of independence or, at the very least' some

sense of independence which could influence her

decision to stay or leave"

The questionnaire also assessed the degree to

which the woman had been abused or witnessed violence

as a child. Women vtere asked to rate the severity of

spouse abuse in their farnily of origin by checking

items on a list of abusive behaviours that they had

ever witnessed or heard as a child. In addition' !{omen

rated the overall freguency of abuse from once only to

more than once a week. Similar scal-es were constructed

to tap the severity and frequency of physical abuse

received as a child. For purposes of data analysis,

hromen were classified according to whether or not they

had witnessed or received abuse as a child"
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Procedure

The present study involved a repeated measure

panel survey (Babbie I Lg73) encompassing two time

points: At entry to shelter (phase I) and four months

later (phase II) . Data v¡ere collected over a l-4-month

period, from March, I99o through April' 1-991-" Phase r

of data collection consisted of a structured interview

(see Appendix I) conducted by the researcher and the

respondentrs completion of the previously described

guestionnaire package. Phase II involved a telephone

interview four months after the in-person interview.

This phase consisted of structured and open-ended

guestions (see Appendixes J and K) followed by the oral

adninistration of the CES-D and the RULS" In order to

control for experímenter bias, the researcher remained

blind to the womenrs previous scores on these

instrurnents as well as to alI other information that

had been collected during the phase I data collection

period"

Two sets of data were collected, one involving

fami]ial, psychological, relationship, and situational

factors (the psychosocial set) and the other involving
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battered tJomen¡s past and present responses to physical

abuse (the response-to-abuse set). With the exception

of the depression and loneliness scales, which were

adrninistered across both tírne periods, all data for the

psychosocial set of variables brere collected at the

initial data collection point" Data for the response-

to-abuse set were collected across both time periods"

Specifically, the duration of abuse prior to seeking

help, the total duration of abuse, and the number of

past and present help-seeking acts and contacts $¡ere

assessed at time one (shelter) " At tirne two (foIlow-

up), it was determined whether any additional help-

seeking actions or contacts had been made in connection

with the abusive incident that had brought the I¡toman

into shelter.

In cases where $¡omen could not be reached at

follow-up, it was possible to obtain information from

shelter records and, in some cases, Po1ice records.

Specifically, current police records provided

information on whether or not the woman had followed

through on her intention to press charges" Similarly,

shelter records provided inforrnation on the womanrs
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help-seeking actions such as calling police, contacting

a lawyer or applying for a restraining order.

Whether the woman had returned to her partner at

any time over the four-month period was also asked at

fotlow up" Again, where women could not be reached,

information was available, in come cases, through

shelter records or through a contact person to be

described below. Although panel attrition at follow-up

tras 522, information regarding return status was

available for 822 of the sample.

Prior to data collection, all counsellors and

intake workers at osborne House were thoroughly briefed

on the role they i¿ould play in implementing the study.

Intake workers were asked to complete a prepared

checklist of the inclusion criteria (see Appendix L) at

the end of the standard interview conducted on all

incorning !,¡omen. This checklist remained with the file

to be reviewed by the assigned counsellor" Although

initially counsellors hlere given responsibility for

approaching the women and soliciting their support,

this arrangement proved irnpracticable owing to heavy

d.emands on the counsellorsr tine. In consequence' it

was decided, about three weeks into the study, that the
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researcher would take fuII responsibility for

explaining the study to the women and, if possible,

enlistíng their cooperation. As women entering shelter

are typically in distress, it r^ras decided that

counsellors would determine whether or not a woman v/as

sufficiently settled to be approached. No ttoman s¡as

approached within the first 24 hours of arrival;

however, every effort was made to make contact r¿ithin

the first 48 hours"

Wornen who met the inclusion criteria were

approached by the researcher and asked if they would be

willing to participate in a University of Manitoba

research project involving women who use the Osborne

House shelter. AIt potential participants l¡/ere given

an introductory letter to read which briefly outlined

the purpose of the study and what their participation

woutd entail (see Appendix M) . Confidentialit'y and

safety were emphasized, and every effort was made to

allay any fears or concerns the women night express"

Once verbal assent had been givenr âD appointnent time

!¡as set up for the first interview" written, informed

consent (see Appendix N) v¡as obtained at the time of

the interview"
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In addition to gathering demographic inforrnation

and other data relevant to the study, the phase I

interview served as an opportunity for the researcher

to establish a personal connection with each of the

participants" This was viewed as an important aspect

of the study insofar as cooperation throughout the

different phases of data collection was thought to

hinge on the degree to which rapport had been

established with each of the lüomen.

At the end of the interview, the researcher

outlined the follow-up procedure (phase II of data

collection), emphasizing the way in which contact v¡ou1d

be nade so as to ensure the h¡omanrs safety and minirnize

any inconvenience to her" Specifically' vromen were

asked to provide the name, address, and telephone

number of a contact person" This was to be someone

close t,o them, Someone who kners their situation and who

would always know their whereabouts and how they could

be reached, and someone who was likely to be living at.

the same address at fo1low-uP.

once the woman had provided the name of a contact

person and signed a consent form (Appendix N) granting

the researcher permission to contact that individual'
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she r'¡as given the guestionnaire package to complete"

In the interest of confidentiality, each package was

numbered, and no names or other identifying inforrnation

appeared on any of the enclosed material" Participants

$rere instructed not to place their name or any other

identifying information on any of the guestionnaires"

They were informed that, while a master list of names

and numbers was being kept by the researcher for
purposes of follow-up, no one else would have access to

that list. once general instructions had been given,

the woman was left on her own to complete the

questionnaires. on average, the guestionnaire package

took approximately one hour to complete. Throughout

this time, the researcher remained available to answer

any questions that might arise during the testing

period and to collect conpleted questionnaires.

At the end of the testing session, the woman !{as

debriefed by the researcher with an eye to alleviating

any negative ernotional reactions that inight have been

elicited by the questionnaire materialz. This proved

necessary in only a couple of cases" In addition, the

The researcher
Ph"D" studies

\,üas an experienced counsellor completing
i-n eliníea} psychology"
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extreme importance of the follow-up phase was

emphasized. It was anticipated that some !¡omen might

be reluctant to resume contact at folIow-up, whether

out of embarrassment at having returned to their
partner or simply because they did not wish to dredge

up the past. In an effort to minirnize such reactions,

the researcher raised and addressed possible concerns

and feelings that the woman might experience at that

tirne "

Four rnonths after the in-person interview, r^tomen

r¡ere contacted in order to collect follow-up data" The

select,ion of a four-month follow-up period was based on

the need to allow sufficient time for differential

response patterns to emerge while at the same time

minimizing attrition" For reasons outlined earlier,

battered rdomen are a difficult population with which to

collect fol-Iow-up data, with the likelihood of

attrition increasing the greater the elapsed tirne from

init,ial contact to follow-up"

Contact. with each of the hlomen was made through

the appointed contact person" The conLact was asked to

call the participant as soon as possible and advise her

that the researcher was trying to get in touch with
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her. Contacts were given a list of times when the

researcher !{as most }ikely to be available, although

participants r,\rere encouraged to call any time, even

weekends if that was more convenient" Because follow-

up data vrere crucial to the study, every effort was

made to contact partici-pants" If the researcher had

not received a call back from the participant within

one week of speaking to the contact, a second call was

made to ensure that the message had been delivered" If

it had not been, the contact was reminded to do so as

soon as possible. If it had been delivered, contacts

v/ere asked to call the participant once again and

inform then that the researcher had called a second

time and was eager to hear from them" If this second

attempt failed to produce results, the woman was

considered lost from the study. In such cases an

effort was always made to establish through the contact

whether or not the woman had returned to her partner at

any time over the four-month follor¡¡-up period"
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RESULTS

Sample

The battered women in this study were conparable

in many respects to other samples of batt'ered women in

the literature (see Table 2 for sample

characteristics) " of particular note were the

sirnilarities in age, length of relationship and number

of dependent children. AIso in keeping with previous

sarnples, the !'¡omen reported early onset of abuse,

typically within the first year of marriage or living

together, and often within the first six months. In

addition, they reported a high level of alcohol abuse

by their partners. Fully 60Z of the men drank to

excess (inebriation) anlrwhere from two or three times a

month to once or twice a week, whereas only 92 of the

women reported a sinilar drinking pattern" of note,

was the significant relationship between the manrs

drinking freguency and the degree of physical abuse in

Èhe relationship (r: "38, P : .000L) .
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Total
Age

Table 2

Characteristics of SarnPIe

N_I22

Mean : 30
Median : 28
Range = L8 48

Marital status
Married : 562
Common l-aw : 442

Mean length of relationship = 6 years

Race
White : 592
Native : 322
B1ack = 22
Asian : 5Z
Other : 2Z

Education
Graduate degree

6 months

Bachelorr s degree/technical diplona
Some university/technical college
High school graduate
Some high school
Junior high
Less than 7 years formal schooling

Ernplolrunent status
Full-time = )-62
Part-tine : I2Z
Unemployed = 722

Religious affiliation

L9o

ez
L62
222
342
L6z

2z

None
Roman Catholic
United
Anglican
Lutheran
Pentacostal
Non-denominational
Other

= 232
= 329"
= 1,LZ
= I3Z
:22
=22:52
: LIZ
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Dependent children : 792
Median, Mode = 2
Range = 0-5

Exposure to abuse as a child
Neither wiÈnessed nor received abuse
Witnessed spouse abuse
Received physical abuse
Both r'¡itnessed and received abuse

342
17Z
]-62
332

Relative to other samples of battered women, this

sample contained a high percentage of rninority !üomen

(ALZ) " On average, the v/omen also tended to be

relatj-vely less educated and to have higher levels of

unemployment" It is noteworthy that, while 372 of the

r{romen were better educated than their partners, they

were far less like1y to be enployed. In this sample,

AL>o of the men were reported as unemployed, compared to

722 of the women" In 342 of the sample, both husband

and wife vrere unemployed and living on welfare,

unemployrnent insurance, or both. Consistent with

previous research findings, the women who were enployed

reported low incomes" For the handful of women who

were ernployed fuII tinet 532 earned less than $20,000 a

year, and of these | '7OZ earned less than $1-5r000

annualIy" In terms of religi-on, the majority of women

had some religious affiliation; however, only 232
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viewed their religion as having a very strong influence

on their lives. For most of the women, religion

exerted from a slight (282) to a somewhat strong (322)

influence "

Exposure to abuse in childhood k¡as generally high

in this sample, as was severity of abuse. of the rsornen

who had witnessed spouse abuse, 672 had witnessed their

mothers being kicked, bitten, or hit with a fist, and

most had observed more severe assaults. Anong the

!üomen who had been abused as a child, 692 reported

severe abuse" As for the degree of abuse in the

current relationship, the vast rnajority of women couLd

not provide an estimate of the number of physically

abusive incidents that had occurred; there had sinply

been too rnany to count.

In keeping with previous research findings, the

vilomen in this study did not hold attitudes toward

lrromenrs roles that were consistent with traditional

role prescriptions. On the contrary, âs a group, they

tended to be guite liberal j-n outlook" As for level of

self-esteem and symptoms of depression, they ran the

gamut" Although the gualitative meaning of the self-

esteem scores could not be determined, owing to the
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absence of a comparison group, it vras possible to

assess the gualitative meaning of the depression

scores" In this sample, 892 of the women scored above

the clinical cutoff score of L6 on the depression

measure" The means for this vari.able and the other

psychosocial variables are presented in Table 3 "

Relationship Between Farnilial. Psvchological.

situational. and Relationship Variables and Be€peD€c:

to-Abuse Variables

Canonical correlation analysis using the SAS

(SAS/STAT USER'S GUIDE, l-988) CANCORR procedure was

used to assess the relationship between the

psychosocial variables (i.e", fani}y-of-origin,

psychological, situational, relationship) on the one

hand and the response-to-abuse variables on the other

(i.e., duration of abuse prior to seeking he1p, total

duration of abuse, number of hetp-seeking acts, number

of help-seeking contacts). Because of the exploratory

nature of the investigation, and in particular Lhe

objective of assessing the relative association of the

different variables to response patterns, all variables

were included in the canonical correlation analysis,
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Table 3

Mean Rau¡ Scores for Standardized Psvchosocial

Variables for Total Samole lN : 1-22\

Variabl-e Mean SD
Theoretical
Range of
Scores

Farnily-of- 1-1-8 "7 4 38 " 55 40 2oo
origin health
Depression 33 "23 l-2 "59 0 60
(tine l-)

Self -esteem 27 "39 5.97 l-0 40

Attitudes 51-"29 6.83 15 60
Toward Women

Marital 58.8L 22 "34 0 l-51-
satisfaction
Social 50.86 L1-.41- 20 80
isolation
(time L)

Physícal abuse 46"40 2L"5L 0 L00

Emotional 60 "L7 20 "48 0 L00
abuse

Depression a9 " 41- l-4 . 58 0 60
(tine 2)

Socia1 42"22 L3 "79 20 80
isolation
(tine 2)
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even though the zero-order correlation between a given

variable and response measure may have been lol'1. owing

to the high percentage of native t¡omen in the sample,

ethnicity was included as a control variable" For

purposes of this and subseguent analyses, two

classifications t¡ere formed, native and other. The

decision to group whites with all ethnic groups other

than native was based on the results of a MANOVA.

These resul-ts indicated that the other ethnic groups

were more similar to whites than to natives on most of

the variables"

Four canonical correlations were calculated, with

only the first canonical correlation, &t : .6L6l

yielding a sígnificant F value (F: L"86, df = 48,

398.81-' p : .ooog) " This result indicated that the

first two canonical variables v¡ere significantly

related, with the canonical correlation accounting for

38å of the shared variance in the two sets of

variables. An examination of the means of the sguared

structure coefficients (zero-order correlations of the

canonical variables v¡ith their constituent variables)

indicated that L0å of the total variance of the first

seÈ (psychosocial variables) and 46? of the second set
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(response-to-abuse variables) was extracted by the

first canonical variate.

The structure coefficients for each set of

variables $¡ere examined to deternine the relative

contribution of each variable to the correlation. These

are presented in Table 4. In order to evaluate the

relationship between the two sets of variables, the

individual variables of each set were cross-correLated

isith the canonical variables of the other set" The

resulting structure coefficients are presented in Table

F

Canonical redundancy analysis showed that the

proportion of variance of the second set of variables

(response-to-abuse set) explained by the first set of

variables (psychosocial set) was L7Z" The sguared

multiple correlations further indicated that the first

canonical variable of the first set of variables had

some predictive po!{er for number of help-seeking acts

("269) and number of help-seeking contacts (.208) ' k¡as

a poorer predictor of total duration of abuse (. l-60)

and had virtually no predictive porder for duration of

abuse prior to help seeking ("062) "
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Table 4

Structure Coefficients for the Significant Canonical

correlation Between the Psvchosocial Variables

and the Resnonse-to-Abuse Measures

Variable
Rar =

c
" 61,6

Psychosocial factors
Maximum abuse witnessed
Maximum abuse received
Fanily-of-origin health
Self-esteem
Attitudes toward women

Number of dependent children
Social isolation (tine l-)

Enployment status
Marital satisfaction
Physical abuse in relationshiP
Emotional abuse in relationshiP
Ethnicity

Response-to-abuse measures
Number of help-seeking acts
Number of help-seeking contacts
Duration of abuse to help seeking
Total duration of abuse

.086

-"]-64
" 001

" 1-07

-"067
" 64]-

-"255
"252

- "578
" 31"7

" 427

-. L53

" 842

"7 40

" 405

.650
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Table 5

Cross Correlations of the Individual Variables of Each

Set With the Canonical Variate of the Other Set

Vari-ab1e
Rcl : .616

c

Psychosocial factors
Maximum abuse witnessed
Maximum abuse received
Family-of-origin health
SeIf-esteem
Attitudes toward women

Number of dependent children
Social isolation (tine 1)

Employnent status
Marital satisfaction
Physical abuse in relationship
Emotional abuse in relationship
Ethnicity

Response-to-abuse measures
Number of help-seeking acts
Number of help-seeking contacts
Duration of abuse to help seeking
Total duration of abuse

.053

-. 1_01

.000

" 066

-"o42
.395

-"L57
" 155

-"356
. t_95

"263
- "094

" 5l_9

" 456

.249

"400
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As the foregoi-ng indicates, the results of the

canoníca1 correlation analysis provided only partial

support for the hypotheses of this investigation. The

predictions (hypotheses 2, 3, 4, 7) that level of

health in the family of origin, self-esteem, severity

of physical abuse in the current relationship, and

employment status would all correlate positively with

number of help-seeking acts and number of help-seeking

contacts were not supported, and neither were the

predictions (hypotheses 2t 3) that level of family

health and self-esteem would correlate negatively with

duration to help-seeking, while exposure to physical

abuse in childhood, whether through witnessing abuse or

receivinq abuse, would correlate positively (hypothesis

f-) " The predictions (hypotheses L, 6) that number of

dependent children, perceived social j-solation,

witnessing abuse in childhood and receiving abuse in

chil-dhood would correlate negatively with number of

help-seeking acts and number of help-seeking contacts

!'¡ere also not supported.

Contrary to expectation, the number of dependent

children correlated positively, not negatively, with

number of help-seeking acts and number of help-seeking
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contacts. The more dependent children a woman had, the

greater r'/ere her help-seeking ef forts. As the

correlations between number of dependent children and

help-seeking efforts could reflect the influence of

duration of abuse, which would be expected to co-vary

with number of children, partial correlations T,'rere

calculated with the effects of duration of abuse

removed. The resulting correlations of "34 and .35

indicated that number of dependent children was related

to a woman's help-seeking efforts guite apart from the

length of time she had been in the relationship.
The only hypothesis supported by the canonical

correlation analysis was the predicti-on (hypotheses 5)

that marital satisfaction would be negatively

correlated with number of help-seeking acts and number

of help-seeking contacts. As predicted, the more

dissatisfied women were with their marital

relationship, the broader were their help-seeking

efforts and the greater were their number of help-

seeking contacts"

A logistic regression analysis using the SAS

CATMOD procedure (SAS/STAT USERTS GUIDE, 1988) was used

to test the hypotheses relating to the returned
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variable. Because of the possibility of suppressor

effects among the predictors, all variables s/ere

included in the analysis, even though they may not have

correlated significantly with the returned variable.

The ethnicity factor was also included for control

purposes" Additionally, the four response-to-abuse

measures (number of help-seeking acts, number of help-

seeking contacts, duration to help seeking, totaÌ

duration of abuse) were included. Regression results

indj-cated that the strongest predictor of return was

the nunber of help-seeking acts, X2 (1, N - 99) :8.29,

p : " 004: the broader a !,/oman t s help-seeking ef forts,

the less likely she was to have returned to her abusive

partner within the four-month follow-up period.

Although none of the other variables I¡/as

statistically significant, two trends in the data are

noteworthy" First, women who had witnessed spouse

abuse as a child tended to return to their partners

more often than vromen who had not witnessed abuse in

childhood, Xz (1, N:99) : 3"57, P = "059. Sinitarly,

the probability of returning to an abusive partner

tended to be higher among women who reported high

rather than low marital satisfaction, X2 (1, N = 99) :
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2"9O, p : .089" These trends were consistent with

research expectations"

Chanqes in Depressive Symptomatology from Time l-

(shelter) to Time 2 (follow-upì for Return and No-

Return Groups

The prediction (hypothesis 8) that women who

returned to their partners over the follow-up period

would show a greater reduction in depressive

syrnptomatology than women who did not return to their
partners r,¡as assessed by a repeated measures ANOVA"

Results failed to support the prediction. Although

depression scores dropped significantly from tirne 1 to

tirne 2, F (1,56) = 34"24, Þ ( "0001-, ro significant
group differences hrere found (see Table 6).

Table 6

Mean Scores on Depressive Symptomatoloqy at Time l-

lshelterl and Time 2 lfollow-uol for

Return and No-Return Groups

Group N
Time 1-

Mean SD
Time 2

MeaN SD

Da*-rr rnr\g Lu! l¡

No-Return

.)E

33

ar\ 1a 1EJV õ LA fJ.

32"42 L3 "

,)^ dA 'le 11¿V.9= ¿V c , J

1_8"33 12"89

1E

t4
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Changes in Perceived Social fsolation from Time 1

(shelter) to Time 2 (follow-upl for Return and No-

Return Groups

Changes in perceived social isolation for the

return and no-return groups ldere assessed by a repeated

measures ANOVA. Results indicated a significant

reduction in perceived social isolation from time 1 to

time 2, F (1, 56),

did not return to their partners showing a greater

reduction in perceived social- isolation than women who

did return, F (1, 56), : 3"97, P = "05 (see Table 7) "

Table 7

Mean Scores on Perceived Social Isolation

at Time l- (shelterl and Tirne 2 (foIIow-up) for

Return and No-Return GrouPs

Group
Tine 1 Tirne 2

N MEAN SD MEAN SD

Return 25 49.84 L3 "32 45.76 L3 "5L

No-Return 3 3 50 " 24 1'2 .66 39 " 55 l-3 " 59
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Relationship Betr,veen Current Response-to-Abuse

Variables and Depressive Svmptomatoloqv and Perceived

Socia1 fsolation at Follow-up

A farnily-wise error rate of .05 divided equally

among: four correlations indicated that a probability of

less than .01 was reguired for significance. An

examínation of the zero-order correlations among the

current response to abuse variables (i"e", number of

help-seeking acts this time in shelter) and depressive

symptomatology and perceived social isolation at

follow-up revealed negative correlations between number

of help-seeking acts and depression and number of help-

seeking acts and perceived social isolatJ-on, I: -.400'
p < .003 and r: -o39L, p < .003 respectively" The

broader a womants help-seeking actions while in the

shelter, the less depressed she appeared at follow-up

and the less isolated she perceived herself to be"

!ühether or not a woman had returned to her partner over

the foIlow-up period was not related to depressive

symptomatology and perceived social isolation scores"
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Intercorrelations among Familial, Psvchological.

Situational, Relationship and Response Variables

In addition to testing specific hypotheses, the

relationships among the psychosocial and relationship
variables $tere also explored in the present study. A

family-wise error rate of "05 divided equally among LzO

correlations indicated that a probability of less than

.0004 was reguired for significance. As shown in

Appendix o, being abused in childhood was negatively

correlated with reported level of family health,

r: -.5o2, p: "0001-. The greater the severity of

abuse received as a child, the more poorly a $/oman

rated the health of her family of origin"

The self-esteem variable correlated negatively

with perceived social isolation (tine 1) , r : - "499,

p : "000L" The higher a v¡omanrs level of self-esteem,

the Less socially isolated she perceived herself to be"

The degree of emotional abuse experienced in the

current relationship was positively correlated with the

degree of physical abuse, ! = "592, p = .0001, and

negatively correlated with marital satisfaction, t =

-.525, P = "0001-"
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As the previously reported results of the logistic

regression analysis indicated, number of help-seeking

acts and the decision to return to the abusive partner

trere negatively correlated, L = -"421, p - .0001" The

broader a rrroman¡s help-seeking efforts, the less likely

she was to return to her partner within the four-month

follow-up period" As one rnight expect, number of help-

seeking acts also correlated positively with number of

help-seeking contacts, ! = "766, P = "0001-" Finally, a

positive correlat.ion obtained between total duration of

abuse and duration to help seeking, !: .7O2t p :

"0001. The longer a woman had been in the abusive

relationship, the longer was she exposed to abuse

before seeking outside help"
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DÏSCUSSION

In considering the overall resul-ts of the present

study, one is struck by the lack of relationship

between the majority of the psychosocial variables and

womenrs response patterns" Indeed, only two variables,

number of dependent children and narital satisfaction,

surfaced as significantly related to womenrs responses.

Exposure to abuse in the fanily of origin, freguency

and severity of physical abuse in the current

relationship, employment status, perceived social

isolation, and psychological factors were all

statistically insignifícant when it came to womenrs

help-seeking efforts and to the tikelihood of their

leaving an abusive partner" These findings contradict

many of the assumptions that have been held about

battered women and, in particular, the factors that

infonn their decisions and determine their actions" To

the extent that our understanding of these factors

guides remediation efforts, it behooves us to

understand as clearly and as fully as possibl-e the

relationship of each of these factors to womenrs help-

seeking behaviour" Without a clear understanding of

those relationships, efforts to assist battered slomen



r¡/iIl- almost surely miss the mark" As a starting

to achieving greater clarity and more relevant

effective interventions, previous findings and

assumptions need to be examined in the fight of

research results"

1-8 6

point

and

current

Family-of-Origin Variables

Over the past decade or so a substantial body of

literature has accumulated attesting to the

relationship between violence in the fanily of origin

and violence in the family of procreation" Much of

that literature has centered on the intergenerational

transmission of violence as it relates to batterers.

It has by now been widely accepted that males who

witness their mothers being abused are at considerable

risk for repeating the same patterns of behaviour in

their own adult relationships. Much less clear is the

relationship between witnessing spouse abuse as a child

and growing up to become a battered wife" Although

there are those who rnaintain that a significant risk

factor exists (Chappell, C., & Heiner, R., 1990),

others disagree, noting that the majority of women in

their studies came from nonviolent homes" Perhaps
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witnessing abuse as a child does not place a woman at

risk for beconing a battered v¡ife; however, the

quest.ion stiIl remains, does it nake a rqloman more

1ike1y to tolerate abuse if by chance she should wind

up in an abusive relationship?

From a social learning perspective, one rnight

predict that a woman who saw her mother being abused

would be inclined to view such behaviour as normal and,

therefore, would be inclined to endure similar

behaviour from her own partner. This guestion was

examined in the present study and no support was found

for the proposition. In this sample, witnessing spouse

abuse as a child was not related to a hloman's help-

seeking behaviour or to her length of stay in an

abusive marriage. The latter finding supports

Pagelowrs (1981-) results. On the other hand, there was

some suggestion that witnessing spouse abuse may be

related to increased Iikelihood of returning to an

abusive partner"

one possible explanation for these findings may

lie in the notion of modelling, a concept central to

the intergenerational transmission of violence

hypothesis. It may be that maternal response to
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violence is a more potent deterrninant of a battered

vtromanrs response to abuse than witnessing spouse abuse

per se. More specifically, the kroman who witnessed

spouse abuse as a child, and in particular her motherrs

active response to it, may be more inclined to take

decisive action in the face of her own abuse than a

!{oman who had no childhood exposure to abuse and hence

no internalized scripts for responding, or a woman who

had witnessed her motherrs ineffectual or passive

response to abuse" The failure to find a significant

relationship between exposure to abuse in childhood and

help-seeking behaviour in the current abusive

relationship rnay also be a reflection of lol* leve1s of

help-seeking on the part of the womenrs abused mothers"

It is noteworthy that the help-seeking actions

currently available to women in abusive relationships

Û¡ere virtually unheard of a generation ago" What nay

have been modelled, therefore, was a high rate of

return to the abusive spouse, which could explain the

trend toward increased likelihood of return among v¡omen

who had witnessed wife abuse relative to women who had

not. The guestions raised here cry out for answers and

underscore the need for further research.
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While witnessing abuse in childhood may not

directly influence the battered wife¡s response

patterns, what about being abused as a child? Unlike

the battered woman who, in principle at least, can seek

outside help or leave her abuser, the abused child

typically has no such options. Under these

circumstances does the child simply internalize her

sense of powerlessness and helplessness, with this

sense of impotence carrying over into her adult

relationships? If so, then one might expect the

battered Ì¡¡oman who was abused as a child to endure the

abuse in adulthood rather than seek solutions. Once

again, the results of the present study offer no

support for this proposition. Abuse in childhood was

not linked to help-seeking actions, to length of stay

in a battering relationshipr or to the decision to

leave the abuser"

The failure to find a relationship between

chitdhood abuse and response to abuse in adulthood in

the present study contrasts with the contradictory,

albeit significant, findings reported by other

researchers (Pagelow, l-9Bl-; Schutte et aI", L987 î

Snyder & Fruchtman, l-981-) . Given the methodological
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difficulties that plagued these studies and the very

weak relationship that was found in Pagelow¡s data,

perhaps the most one can say at this point is that if a

relationship exists between childhood abuse and

response to abuse in adulthood, it is probably a

negative relationship and a very weak one at best"

The third family-of-origin variable included in

this study was level of fanily health" It had been

hypothesized that rvomen who grew up in families where

autonomy and intirnacy !'rere fostered would be less

likely to put up with abuse in their adult

relationships. In fact, in this sampJ-e, growing up in

a healthy fanily environment offered a woman no special

advantage when it came to dealing with an abusive

partner. These women v/ere no more likely to seek help

or to leave their abusers than were women who came from

ernotionally irnpoverished backgrounds.

It rnay be that ï/omen who grow up in a healthy

farnily environment and women who are raised in

dysfunctional families will both be inclined to stay

with an abusive partner, albeit for vastly different

reasons. l{hile the former may stay because they know

what marriage can be and because they are conmitted to
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turning their rel-ationships around, the latter may stay

because they have no expectatj-on that things l'¡ould be

any different ruith another partner" Apart from the

Iiterature that addresses the intergenerational

transmission of viol-ence, very little research has

focused on the role the farnily of origin may play in

detennining a wonanrs response to abuse" While the

present study provides no ansvrers to this question, it

does suggest, ât the very least, that a healthy

upbringing may not necessarily render a !ì/oman more

likely to break anay from an abusive partner or seek

help more actively"

Psvchol-oqical Variables

The results of the present study offer no support

for the role of psychological variables as potential

determinants of the battered \domants help-seeking

behaviour" In this sample, level of sel-f-esteem had no

bearing on the length of tirne a !'¡oman endured abuse

before seeking outside heIp, the length of time she had

been in the abusive relationship, the number and

breadth of her help-seeking efforts, or her decision to

leave her partner. In keeping with previous findings
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(Irüalkert L984i Start 19-18; Stacey & Shupe, L983ì Giles-

Sirns, 1983), the women in this sample were not

generally low in self-esteem but ran the gamut" This

finding supports the notion that low self-esteem is not

a necessary prereguisite for beconing involved in an

abusive relationship. Although one cannot rule out

cornpletely the possibitity that self-esteem iinproved

for many of the $/omen over the course of their abusive

relationships, this seems doubtful" Evidence from

battered !{omen clearly suggests that a primary effect

of battering is to lower not raise self-esteem.

Earlier it was speculated that the high level of

self-esteem reported by the rt/omen in Wa1ker's (1984)

study, relative to their estirnate of self-esteem for

s¡omen in general, rnight reflect an increase in self-

esteem arising from the womenrs decision to quit an

abusive relationship" rt will be recalled that three-

guarters of the women in Walker¡s study were out of the

relationship at the tirne of testing, some for a

considerable length of time. Improvement in self-

esteem may be a consequence of leaving an abusj-ve

relationshíp, with length of time rroutrr corresponding

to greater improvement " Perhaps the r,,¡omen in l{alker's
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study v¿ere significant,ly higher in self-esteem than the

!{omen in the present study, all of whom were in the

relationship at the time of testing" Because different
measures of self-esteem vrere used in the two studies,

this guestion cannot be examined. An alternative
explanation for Walkerrs finding is that the women $rere

relatively high in self-esteem to begin with and this

enabled them to leave their abusive partners" The

results of the present study do not support such an

explanation in that level of self-esteem was not

related to a womants decision to leave.

The second psychosocial variable explored in this

study, depressive symptornatotogy, v/as also included in

Walkerrs investigation of battered women. Her findings

pointed to a high level of depressive symptomatology

among women who were rroutrr of the abusive relationship

relative to women who were still living with their

abusers" In the present study, both the return and no-

return groups rÂrere significantly less depressed at

follow-up with no differences found between them. Thus

Walker I s f inding of greater depression among l{omen

living alone relative to women living with their

partners was not supported. Although the outcome
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measure used in this study differed from Walker¡s

measure in that ¡¡returned¡r did not necessarily mean

currently living with one¡s partner, in fact, of the 25

Idomen ín the rrreturned¡r group, all but three !üere

residing with their partners at folIow-up, making

comparisons across the two studies appropriate.

One possible explanation for the differential

findings of these two studies is the length of time

since separation. ft will be recalled that many of the

women in l,Ialkerts study had been out of the

relationship for a year or more" As was suggested

earlier, it may be that a decision to separate is

accompanied initially by a marked reduction in
depression, but that over tine depressive symptoms

return as the women encounter the harsh realities of
¡¡going it alone"¡t In this regard it is noteworthy

that, in the present study, the women who had not

returned to their partners experienced a greater

reduction in depression relative to the women who had

returned, although these differences were not

statistically significant. Perhaps over tine, hov/ever,

the balance may shift toward greater symptomatology
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among women r¡out¡¡ relative to women ¡¡in.¡¡ Such a

f inding would be in keeping with Walker¡s resul-ts.

Although depressive symptomatology at follow-up

did not differentiate between the return and no-return

groups, it did relate to the womenrs most current help-

seeking behaviour. The broader a broman's help-seeking

actions this time in shelter, the lower her depression

scores at follow-up, regardless of whether or not she

had returned to her partner. To the extent that

depression is fueIled, ât least in part, by feelings of

helptessness and hopelessness, taking decisive action

may help to reduce depressive symptornatology by

counteracting the battered v/omanrs sense of

powerlessness. A primary objective of the womenrs

movement is to empower women" The findings reported

here suggest that empowerment translated into action

may indeed result in significant gains for battered

sÍomen, ât least psychologically speaking and in the

short term"

The relationship between breadth of help-seeking

actions this time in shelter and lower depression

scores at follow-up among rromen who had returned to

their partners is also of interest. Perhaps what is
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reflected here, over and above a sense of empowerment,

is the effect of decisive action on the batterer¡s
behaviour. As Berk et" aI. (1986) noted, the broader a

\doman!s help-seeking behaviour, the less likelihood

there is of subseguent abuse" To the extent that a

womanrs actions are successful in effecting change in

her partnerrs behaviour, so too would one expect a

lifting of depression. The same explanation may hold

for women out of the relationship. After all, leaving

an abusive partner does not guarantee an end to abuse"

Even where a v/oman has taken decisive action such as

laying charges and obtaining a restraining order, the

abuse may well continue and even escalate.

Turning now to past help-seeking actions, one

finds that these did not influence current level-s of

depressive symptomatology or self-esteem" Given that

the depression measure used in this study tapped

Èemporary rather than chronic depressive symptoms, this

is not surprising. on the other hand, one night have

expected past help-seeking actions to correlate

positively with the more stable self-esteem measure

(Mitchell & Hodson, l-983). After all, the wornan who

takes decisive action in response to abuse is engaging

in very self-affirrning behaviour and this, in principle
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at least, should enhance her feelings of self-worth.
Such was not the case. As noted previously, self-
esteem and help-seeking actions v/ere noL correlated"

Perhaps, as r'¡as suggested earlier, increases in self-
esteem occur as a result of having left an abusive

partner" As long as a k¡oman remains in an abusive

relationship the negative effects of the abuse may

offset any gains made as a result of actions taken"

Since the women in this study were all living with

their partners at the tirne of seeking shelter, one

would not expect to see positive changes in self-
esteem" Because the present study did not include a

follow-up measure of self-esteem, one cannot assess

possible changes in sel-f-esteem as a function of having

left the relationship.

The third psychological variable considered in
this study was traditionalisrn. fn this sample, v¡omen

scored high on liberalisn" This finding is consistent

with Wa1ker¡s (1984) results and with other research

suggesting that battered women are not necessarily high

in traditional values relative to non-battered women

(Hofeller, L982; Rosenbaum & OrLeary, 1981-) . In

todayrs society where women are constantly bombarded
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vrit,h messages proclaining their right to social,
political, and economic equality with men, these

results are perhaps to be expected, and may sirnply

reflect the consciousness-raising of $romen in general

and battered t'¡omen in particular" Alternatively, it
may be that battered v¡omen who seek shelter perceÍve

values differentty than those who stay in abusive

relationships "

Although battered vromen may verbally subscribe to
liberal views when it comes to sex role prescriptions,
it does not automatically follow that they subscribe

behaviourally. Starrs (1,979) research indicated that
although battered v/omen disagree with their partnersl

rules and orders, they are nevertheless more apt to
subnit to them than non-battered r¡omen. These results
suggest that the critical issue is not so much what

battered r¡/omen say but r¿hat they do. Researchers may

need to address the guestion of traditionalisrn from

this perspective if meaningful answers are to be found.

fn summary, psychological factors appear to have

litt1e relationship to a battered rüoman's help-seeking

behaviour or to her decision to leave an abusive

partner. On the other hand, there is some suggestion
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that how a r¡{oman responds to abuse may have

ínplications for her ernotional well-being

Specifically, a strong, decisive response, as reflected

in breadth of help-seeking, ilâY reduce symptoms of

depression in the post-shelter period. How enduring

those effects will be is the guestion" It seems likely

that they r*i1l be relatively short-lived for women who

return to their partners, unless the womanrs actions

have effected significant changes in the battererrs

behaviour" Women who choose to live apart from their

abusive partners may also be vulnerable for a reLurn of

depressive symptoms, depending on their circumstances

during the separation period" Clear1y, much more needs

to be learned about the effects of separation on the

battered woman¡s emotional health and, in particular,

how these emotional factors may influence subseguent

decision rnaking, such as the decision to return to the

abusing partner"

Situational Variables

A good deal of the extant l-iterature on wife

battery has been focused on the role of situational

factors as determinants of a womants response to abuse.
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The presence of children in the relationship has been

cited as a maj or determj-nant of a vÍoman¡s actions "

Children have been seen as contributing to the woman¡s

decision to stay as well as to her decísion to l-eave"

Research suggests that the more dependent children a

woman has the longer she stays with her abusive partner

(Pagelow, l-98L; Greaves et aI", 1-988). The results of

the present study support these findings. It should be

noted, however, that the positive correlation between

number of dependent children and length of stay may

also reflect the fact that women who stay longer are

apt to have more children" In other words, women may

not necessarily be staying because of the children, but

rather out of commitment to the marriage or for some

other personal reason" As the number of children

íncreases, however, it seems reasonable to suppose that

children may become an impedinent to leaving"

As for the suggestion that women leave their

abusive partners out of concern for the children, the

present study provides no data that speak to this

guestion. What it does provide is cl-ear evidence that

number of dependent children is not related to the

likelihood of a l^toman leaving the relationship but is
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related to her help-seeking efforts. The more

dependent children a woman had, the broader were her

help-seeking actions and the greater were her help-

seeking contacts. Why this would be so is the

question "

Perhaps it is simply a matter of cumulative

stress. As the number of children increases, so too do

the demands on a hromanrs time and energy. A woman with

only one child may feel capable of managing the abuse,

whereas a r¡/oman with three or more children may be so

stretched in terns of personal resources that the added

stress of the abuse becomes intolerable" It may also

be the case that the effects of the abuse on the

chil-dren become more apparent over time, prompting the

woman to take action" A battered r,üoman may feel that

she can put up with the abuse for the sake of keeping

the fanily together," ho$Iever, when the abuse begins to

affect the children, either directly or indirectly, she

may be galvanized into action. Battered women often

cíte the effect of the abuse on their children, fear

that the chitdren will be harmed, and anger at their

partner for aLLowing the children to see them being
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abused (Gi1es-Sims, l-983) as primary motivating factors

in their decision to seek outside help.

It appears that the presence of children in a

battering relationship may indeed influence a woman¡s

response to abuse, albeit not necessarily in the manner

freguently supposed" While there is reason to believe

that a ûroman may stay longer in an abusive relationship

the more children she has, number of dependent children

may not be a primary factor when it comes to deciding

whether or not to Ieave" Where the number of children

may exert its greatest influence is in spurring a vroman

into action" It is what happens as a result of that

action that ultimately decides the fate of the

relationship "

Socia1 isolation, a prominent feature of many

battering relationships, is another situational

variable that is thought to influence a battered

rt¡oman ¡ s response to abuse. The assumption has been

that the more isolated a woman is from social supports,

the less likely she is to seek outside help to end the

abuse, either because she is prevented from doing so or

because she does not know that help is avaiLable. It

has been further assumed that trith adeguate support a
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v¡oman v¡ould be more like1y to take appropriate action,

This was not the case for the women in this sample"

Although many rromen indicated that they felt well

connected to others, their sense of relatedness, of

having available supports, did not make them any more

like1y than their socially isolated counterparts to

seek outside help or to leave their abusers.

Perhaps the measure of perceived social isolation

used in this study did not tap relevant dimensions of

social support" It may be that specific kinds of

social support facilitate a womanrs help-seeking

efforts and that simply having a support network is

not, in and of itself, sufficient to spur a t¡oman into

action. Or it may be that the presence of a support

network has no bearing on how a t¡oman responds to

physical abuse; its function rnay sirnply be to provide

emotional support as needed. After all, I¡romen, and men

for that matter, are rarely persuaded by others to give

up a relationship to which they feel cornmitted.

Despíte the most ardent, welI-intentioned advice from

friends and family, people generally have to arrive at

their olun decisions in their own time. There is no
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reason to believe that battered women are any

different "

While a rdoman!s sense of social isolation may not

figure prominently in her decision to guit a battering

reLationship, there is evidence to suggest that a sense

of greater connectedness to others may follow from a

decision to leave" In the present study, r¡romen who had

not returned to their partners showed a significantly
greater reduction in their sense of social isol-ation

than r¡{omen who had returned. These f indings may

reflect the greater contact with friends and family

that is likely to occur once a r¡/oman is on her own"

Moreover, many of these !{omen had joined support groups

through the shelter and other service providers. This

was not the case for women who had returned to their

partners 
"

It rnay also be the case that members of a batt,ered

woman¡s support network are more supportive once the

r¿oman has left her partner" Friends and farnily of

battered r'Íomen often become frustrated when, despite

their best advice, the !'¡oman fails to take action" A

woman's decision to leave a battering relationship nay

be met with a shor¿ of approval in the form of increased
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support and assistance. The continued availabílity of

that support may largely determine whether or not a

woman returns to her partner or succeeds in rnaking it

on her ov/n. In short, !'rhere sociaL support may be most

critical is after the battered r*oman has left her

partner"

Previous research has also suggested a link

between economic dependence and a h¡omanrs decision to

remain in a battering relationship (Strube & Barbour,

1983) " In the present study, ü/omen who were unemployed

were just as likely to leave an abusive partner as

!{omen who were employed. A number of possible

explanations for this finding come to mind" First, it

may be that for many of the unemployed women the cost

of stayíng became greater than the cost of leaving. As

Rounsaville (1-978b) so succinctly put it, rrGiven

sufficient motivation, women even with few resources

found a way to leavet¡ (p. L7) " A second possible

explanation comes from the research of Greaves et aI"

(1-988) " These writers noted that unemployed women on

welfare liìIere more like1y to leave their abusers than

hromen reporti-ng their own wages as the primary source

of incorne or those relying solely on their partnersl
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income. They suggested that the woman on welfare has

less to lose by leaving as far as changes in her

standard of living are concerned" It will be recalled

that a large percentage of the women in this sample

r{ere living on welfare; in 342 of the cases, both

partners were unernployed and on social assistance"

In the case of women who were employed, other

factors may be at work to keep them in the

relationship" The notion that employment brings women

into contact with others where they may find the

emotional support needed to take action against the

abuse carries with it the expectation that a

relationship will exist between ernployment status and

perceived social support, with ernployed women reporting

lower social isolation scores than unemployed women"

Such was not the case" Greaves et aI" (l-9BB) have

offered an explanation for why an employed battered

woman rnight choose to stay with her partner. They

suggest that an employed woman may be confronted with

the paucity of support available to her as well as the

sociat risk of coming forward and declaring herself a

battered woman" This greater a!,/areness, they suggest,
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may actually increase a rdomanrs sense of isolation

resulting in less, not more, likelihood of leaving"

To summarize, whether or not a woman was employed,

perceived herself to be socially isolated, or had

dependent children appeared to have Iittle bearing on

her decision to leave or stay with an abusive partner.

On the other hand, the number of dependent children a

woman had appeared to be a major factor in her help-

seeking behaviour. This finding is entirely consistent

with the verbal reports of batt.ered women, who

freguently cite the children as the single most

irnportant factor in their attempts to get help to end

the abuse" For many battered llromen, it is concern for

the r,¡elfare of the children and, in particular, the

discovery that the children are being abused that first

prompts them to take decisive action. While a battered

woman ilây, for her own personal reasons, bê prepared to

endure abuse, she nay be much less willing to subject

her chíldren to the consequences of that abuse. Under

those circumstances, the desire to protect her chil-dren

may override all other concerns"
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Relationship Variables

Of the two relationship variables examined in the

present study only marital satisfaction surfaced as

significantly related to a hroman¡s help-seeking

efforts" The failure to find a strong link between

severity and freguency of physical abuse and a battered

vromants response to violence contradicts earlier

research which suggested that severity of abuse !,¡as a

primary factor in a womants decision to leave a violent

marriage (Rounsavil-Ie , L978b) " Hilbert and Hilbert,

(L984) cited severity of abuse as predicting return and

freguency of abuse as predicting no return" Pagelow

(L981-) and Greaves et aI" (l-988) , on the other hand,

found that severity and freguency of physical abuse did

not predict length of stay in an abusive marriage or

whether or not a woman would l-eave" The present

results support these latter findings"

As one considers the guestion of physical abuse

and its role in deterrnining womenrs actions, it seems

clear that, to a large degree, society attaches more

importance to the abuse variable than do battered women

themselves" Rather than viewing the battering as one
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aspect of the relationship, there is a tendency to see

it as overshadowing all other considerations and, in

effect, defining the relationship and, perhaps more

important, the woman herself. Thus, wê speak of a

battered i¡/oman, not a woman who has been battered. The

distinction is an important one and goes to the very

heart of the problem" If we define the relationship

strictly in terms of the physical abuse component we

risk losing sight of the positive aspects of the

relationship that keep a v¡oman with her partner"

ft may well- be true that battered women defend

against the reality of the abuse through denial,

minimization, and other defense mechanisms; however,

the presence of abuse does not alter the fact that they

may also feel genuine love and affection for their

partners and derive some, and perhaps considerable,

satisfaction from other aspects of the relationship"

The assumption that a l¡/oman urould necessarily leave her

abuser if only she could be made to face the abuse is

surely sinplistic. As Loseke and Cahill (l-984) stated

in their article on r¡the social construction of

deviance,¡r battered women are no different than other

!'¡omen who are in dysfunctional-, albeit non-violent,
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marriages. In support of Loseke and Cahill¡s position,

Canpbell (L989) found that battered women and non-

battered v¡omen who were also having problems in an

intimate relationship with a man \úere highly sirnilar in

their responses" The fact is, both groups of women

experience the same ambivalence, the same emotional

wrenching when it comes to contemplating separation and

life without the other. No matter how troubled the

relationship, the decision to leave oners partner is

never an easy one, even when physical abuse has been

part of the relationship package"

What surfaces as a more irnportant variable than

physical abuse is the degree of emotional abuse

experienced in the relationship. Enotional abuse

refers to j,nsu1ts, criticisms, accusations, threats and

isolation. Many battered women report that emotionaL

abuse is much more difficult to bear than physical

battering" In their examination of the role of

emotional abuse in battering relationships,

Follingstad, Rut1edge, Berg, Hause, and Polek (L990)

reported that 72å of the v¡omen (N : 159) in their

sample indicated that the emotional abuse had a more

severe impact on them than the physical abuse. In Èhe
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present study, emotional abuse was also more strongly

rel-ated to women0s help-seeking ef forts and to rnarital

satisfaction than physical abuse. To date, relatively

1itt1e attention has been focused on this variable"

Rather, physi-cat abuse has commanded our attention,

perhaps because it is more visible, not to mention

potentially life threatening. CIearIy, however, frorn

the perspective of battered women, emotional- abuse is a

variable of considerable inportance and one which

deserves further study"

As the results of this study indicate, it is the

guality of the marital relationship in its entirety and

not the intensity or frequency of the physical abuse

that is associated most strongly with a lsomanrs help-

seeking efforts. It may be that a kroman can overlook

physical abuse as long as the marriage ís more or less

rneeting her other needs. once it ceases to do so, she

may begin to consider other options" The more

dependent children a \doman has, the greater are her

help-seeking actions as she struggles to cope with the

demands of parenting, concern about the effects of the

abuse on her children, and declining narital-

satisfaction. The breadth of a womants help-seeking
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efforts may reflecL her degree of commitment to ending

the abuse, one s/ay or another. Where a woman has tried
a wide varj-ety of responses in the hope of ending the

violence and nothing has worked, she rnay decide that

the only way to go is r¡outc¡¡ In short, this may be her

only remaining option"

fühat is being suggested here is that help-seeking

actions are part of a process which nay ultimately end

in separation and divorce. To put it guite simply,

when the cost of staying outweighs the benefits, a

I¡toman may decide to leave (Pfouts I L978; Greaves et

â1., l-988) " What the present study suggests is that

the number of children a woman has and her overall

satisfaction with the marriage are among the most

salient factors in that decision-naking process. In

relative terms, her perception of the emotional and

physical costs of the relationship are next in

importance, followed by her economic situation and her

sense of social isolation" Leve1 of self-esteem,

traditionalism, and experiences in the farnity of origin

appear to have litt1e relevance when it comes to a

woman's decisions regarding how best to respond to

violence "
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Research Applications

Before considering possible applications of the

research findings, a fer¡ words are in order concerningt

the limitations and strengths of this study. As

regards linitations, this was not a random sample but

rather an opportunity sample of all women entering a

shelter for battered women over a fixed time interval"

This raises the question of representativeness and

hence generalizability" Second, this study did not

include a comparison group of non-battered rnaritally
distressed women" In consequence, one cannot ascertain

the relationship between the various psychosocial

variables and battered hroman status. In other words,

one cannot establish that battered lromenr âs a group,

are lower in self-esteem Èhan non-battered rnaritally

distressed women, come from more abusive backgrounds,

are more depressed, are more socially isolated, and so

on. Third, some of the data v/ere retrospective. Even

though an effort was made to choose response measures

that could be behaviourally anchored, thereby

increasing the tikelihood of reliability, some

distortion was inevitable" FÍnal1y, the data ldere, for
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the most part, correlational and as such did not perrnit

causal interpretations.

While acknowledging the study's lirnitations, it is
also important to recognize its strengths. It will be

recalled that all women entering shelter who met

selection criteria rn¡ere approached, with 89å of the

women agreeing to participate. Thus, the sample is

representative of all women who use the study shelter.

It will also be recalled that sample characteristics

r,/ere, in many respects, consistent with those reported

in other studies of wife abuse. Moreover, the shelter

itself shared a number of characteristics with other

shelters across the counLry, in terms of basic

philosophy, goals and objectives, and services provided

(Gilnan, 1-988) " An additional strength of this

research was the l-0-month prinary data collection
period. Conseguentty, research findings are not like1y

to have been the result of seasonal fluctuations in

shelter usage" The use of standardized instruments,

objective collateral information, follow-up procedures

and an adequate sample size, lend added weight to the

likelihood of reliable findings. Fina1ly, although the

data were for the most part correlational, and as such
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did not allor¿ for causal interpretation, they

nevertheless rnet study objectives inasmuch as the

primary purpose of this study was to establish

relationships between variables in order to predict

which v¡omen were most at risk for subseguent abuse.

Perhaps one of the most important applications of

this research centers around the finding that breadth

of help-seeking and liketihood of leaving an abusive

partner were related" This would seem to have

important implications vrhen it comes to choosing an

appropriate intervention" A proper fit between

intervention and likelihood of disengagement may be

crucial. To put it more concretely, preparing a l¡¡oman

for independent living when she has not yet begun to

think seriously about separation is not only of

guestionable utility, it rnay actually be harmful" The

inplicit message that the woman should leave her abuser

may result in feelings of not being understood,

feelings of personal inadequacy and perhaps shame that

she should want to return to a partner who abuses her,

and a sense of failure when she does return" The net

result may well be a reluctance to return to shelter in

the future"
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Breadth of help seeking is a variable that may

prove useful ç¡hen it comes to assessing likelihood of

disengagement and reguisite need. According to the

present data, the broader a hroman¡s help-seeking

efforts, the greater the likelihood that she is on the

threshold of disengagement" on the other hand, a riroman

who has tapped into very few available resources is, in

all probability, likely to return to her partner.

Insofar as each of these women is at a different stage

in the disengagement process, so too do they have very

different needs" What the woman with a high

probability of returning to her partner needs, above

all, is a good safety plan and assurances that she can

and should return to shelter if the need arises. The

woman t'¡ho has arrived at a decision to leave will

benefit most from practical help in making the

necessary arrangements for housing, financial and legaI

assistance, child care, and so on" For the woman at an

intermediate stage, who has perhaps just begun to

entertain thoughts of leaving, âD explanation of the

services available to assist her in making the break

may be most helpful and appropriate.
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From the standpoint of counselling, research

findings suggest that focusing on the ineffectiveness

of past help-seekíng efforts and the overal-l guality of

the marital relationship may be more helpful and

germane to the womanrs decision making than focusing on

self-esteem, social network building, and economic

independence" In the first p1ace, many battered v/omen

do not suffer from low self-esteem, social isolation,

or economic dependence. Failure to recognize this fact

many result in totally inappropriate and ineffective

intervention strategies. In the second place, even if

a $¡oman does fit the stereotype, these factors do not

appear to be the most salient when it comes to breaking

away from an abusive partner" Indeed, increased self-

esteem and a more supportive social network may be

consequences of leaving, not precursors. Nor would it

appear useful to focus on the physical abuse per se as

a primary notivating factor in the womanrs decision to

seek hetp or to leave. On the other hand, emphasizing

the effects of the abuse on the children may be one

strategy for spurring a vloman into action" Evidence

from this study and others suggests that whil-e a

battered $roman rnay be able to turn a blind eye to the
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violence, for a time at leasL, she is much l-ess likely
to do so once the effects of the abuse begin to teIl on

the children. Under these circumstances many battered

v/omen are moved to take broader help-seeking action" A

better understanding of the effects on children of

witnessing abuse, from the standpoint of both

psychological dísturbance (Wo1fe & Jaffe, I99L) and the

intergenerational transmission of violence, may spur a

vtoman into action sooner rather than later.
Although the relationship between breadth of help

seeking this time in shelter and lower depression and

perceived isolation scores at follow-up would seem to

suggest the advisability of urging a woman to take

decisive action, some caution must be exercised in this

regard, especially where legat remedies are concerned.

As Horton, Simonidis and Simonidis (l-989) noted,

encouraging a vloman to take out a restraining order

before she is emotionally committed to ending the

relationship may place a r{oman at risk" The woman who

is not completely committed to calling the police when

a violation occurs places herself outside the

protection of the 1aw and in possible danger" once

again, breadth of past help-seeking efforts may serve
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as a rough index of a !'/oman ¡ s readiness for such a

decisive step.

The Battered I{oman: An Overview

If the present study lays to rest any one

misconception about battered women it must surely be

the notion that battered women, âs a group, are

homogeneous and conform to some stereotyped image"

Indeed, what was nost striking about the women in this
sarnple was their diversity. Although the study did not

include a comparison group of non-battered, mari-tally

dissatisfied women against which to gauge the

characteristi-cs of the sample, the variability of

responses suggests that in many, if not most, respects

battered women are probably more sirnilar than

dissi¡nilar to their non-battered counterparts" Other

researchers (Loseke & Cahill, L983) have been naking

the same point for some tine now and backing it up r^rith

research data (Canpbell, 1989) "

Tf, as is being suggested here, battered women are

a heterogeneous population, then how does one account

for the stereotype? Could it be that early researchers

were mistaken and that current research has simply
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uncovered the truth? This is not a compelling

explanatíon; there is no reason to question the

validity of early descriptj-ons of battered wornen. A

more likety explanation, and the one being advanced

here, is that battered $/omen, ât least those r¡¡ho seek

shelter, have changed in some fundamental ways and

those changes may be rooted in societyts response to
the problem of wife abuse. Over the course of the past

decade and a ha1f, research on wife battering has

proliferated. Out of that research has come a gireater

understanding of the problem and greater efforts to
redress it. Among the najor societal responses to wife

abuse are the emergence of shelters to provide respite

for battered lÁ¡omen and their children, legal reform to

offer protection, and widespread media coverage to

educate and spread the word that wife abuse is a crime

and will not be tolerated. Given the high publicity

accorded the problem, through television and radio, the

movies, nelrspaper and magazine articles, today¡s

battered vÍoman may be less 1-ikeIy to take personal

responsibility for the violence, to accept wife abuse

as normal and unavoidabl-e, and to bel-ieve that no help

is available"
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To the extent that a rdoman is able to view the

abuse more objectively, so too may she be l-ess likely
to experience the dirninishing self-esteem and

paralyzing depression that s/ere heretofore consequences

of a battering relationship" As noted previously, the

majority of women in this sample scored high on

liberalism, indicating that they were not subscribing

to the legitimacy of mal-e dominance and female

subordination in narital relationships or in society in
general. That battered t¡omen rnay be seeking help

sooner, before the effects of ongoing abuse can take

their toIl, is suggested by the high correlation (.70)

between total duration of abuse and duration to help

seeking. In this sample, the longer a woman had been

in the relationship, the longer she endured the abuse

before seeking help. Conversely, women who had been in
the relationship a relatively short tirne, sought help

sooner"

Perhaps what is being reflected here are the

positive effects of society,s commitment to

eradicatirg, or at the very least mitigating, the

problem of wife battering. As a result of public

education and the provision of supportive services,
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battered women may be more likely to seek help than

they were a decade ago. The steady increase in shelter
usage over the past decade would seem to support thís
notion. Moreover, the heterogeneity of the present,

sample indicates that women are seeking help regardless

of their level of self-esteem, depressive

symptornatology, economic status, sense of isolation,
and severity and freguency of abuse, past and present.

It may well be that before the advent of the shelter
movement and the availability of other supportive

services, these factors $/ere irnportant deterrninants of
a t¡omanls response to abuse" After all, the woman with
no money and no place to go had few options. Such a

$¡oman may well have stayed in an abusive marri-age until
the abuse escalated to the point of life-threatening
violence. Today, Ir¡omen do not have to make those kinds

of extreme choices" In consequence, the decision to
stay or to l-eave may have increasingfy come down to

other factors such as the efficacy of past help-seeking

efforts in reducing the violence and improving the

relationship" This is not to suggest that situational
factors are unirnportant in the decision-rnaking process
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but simply to suggest that they may be relatively less

important than they once were"

Implícit in the foregoing is a challenge to yet

another assumption about battered women, namely, that

they are passive" The broad help-seeking efforts of

many of the women in this sample roundly dispels that

not,ion" Two points need to be made here" First,

passivity has often been inferred from the battered

womanrs failure to leave her abuser" Clear1y, ho\dever,

this is a deficient measure of passivity" The woman

who remains with her partner while actively seeking any

and all solutions to her problem can hardly be

described as passive" Second, the notion that battered

rdomen develop learned helplessness over the course of

trying and failing to redress the problen is not

supported by the present data. In this sample, the

result of repeated, failed efforts to remedy the

situation, as reflected in broad help-seeking actions,

was increased likelihood of leaving. Schwartz (1989)

made a similar observation. Commenting on the results

of a National (USA) Crime Survey, hê noted that survey

data suggest r¡that most women do not stay in abusive

situations indefinitely¡¡ (p. 46) " This is not to
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suggest that learned helplessness is an invalid

concept. Again, before the emergence of formalized

social support and lega1 assistance, the battered

lsoman¡s options hrere severely linited, and many

battered women may well have experienced the futility

of trying to curtail the abuse" For such !ì/omen,

despair and learned helplessness may have ensued"

Inasmuch as times have changed, however, and greater

options are no!,/ available to battered v/omen, the

concept of learned helplessness as an explanation for

why a woman stays with an abusive partner may simply

have less explanatory po\,ùer"

Given the avail-abil-ity of shelters and other

supportive services, todayts battered woman may be more

inclined to take decisive action in response to abuse.

The record numbers of battered women pouring into

shelters and seeking protection through the courts

attests to the efficacy of current programs aimed at

reaching this population. Indeed, the success of these

programs is such that the increased demand for shelter

has outstripped available resources" Although more and

more !,romen are seeking shelter this is not to be

construed as an indication that more and more abused
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ü¡omen are necessarily seeking to end their
relationships" As the results of this study clearly

indicate, for many battered sJomen shelter provídes a

respite from violence, not a stepping stone out of the

reLationship" Of the l-OO women for whom post-shelter

information was available, 53 had, at some time over

the four-month follow-up period, returned to their
partners

A particularly noteworthy finding is that, of the

53 v/omen t¡ho returned to their abusers , 2t had applied

for a restraining order while in shelter" In

actuality, the number of v¡omen who returned to their
partners after applying for a restrainj-ng order is
probably much higher considering that the post-shelter

decision of 1-3 other women who had taken this course of

action was not known" By way of contrast, of the 47

\úomen r,uho did not return to their partners , 37 had

applied for a restraining order" Research suggests

that a restraining order is typically a measure of last

resort, after a woman has sought relief from a wide

variety of other sources without success; it usually

signals a rüoman¡s commitment to ending the relationship
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in the present study"
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C1ear1y, this was not the case

This raises an important question concerning the

possible changes in v¡omen¡s response patterns over the

past decade" There can be no doubt that more battered

ï¡omen than ever before are seeking shelter" As noted

previously, the present data suggest that !,/omen also

may be seekj-ng help much sooner in the abuse process,

i"e., before violence has become firmly entrenched in

the relationship" The question arises: Are today's

battered rüomen engaging in broad help-seeking actions

sooner, the result of changing attitudes and beliefs on

the part of battered women and the proaction stance of

social service providers? And if they are, what are

Èhe inplications, particularly with regard to outcome?

Is it the case, for example, that !{omen who respond to

abuse with broad help-seeking actions earl-y on in the

history of the abusive relationship experience a

different outcome than women who, over an extended

period of time, gradually tap into the various response

options?

one night expect, for example, that early,

decisive action would deliver a strong message to the
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abuser that violence will not be tolerated, with this,
in turn, resulting in less likelihood of subseguent

abuse (Berk et al., 1986). To the extent that a

troman¡s actions are successful in ¡narshalling

suffícient support from the system, they may result in
the curtailment of abuse and the possibility of

salvaging the relationship" This outcome would seem

more likely, the sooner the message is delivered"

Àfter all, at this point, the vroman will, in all
probability, sti1l have positive feelings for her

partner and stil1 be deriving some degree of

satisfaction from the marriage" On the other hand, the

longer a woman has endured abuse, the greater the

likelihood that love and commitment will have eroded to

the point where there is nothing left to sustain the

relationship.

In the present study, broad help-seeking actions

I,rere associated with less likelihood of returning to an

abusive partner" This was interpreted as reflecting

the gradual process of disillusionment and

disengagement that results from failed help-seeking

actions and resulting ongoing abuse" It is irnportant

to note, however, that some of the r^¡omen who took
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decisive action and left did so relatively early on in
the relationship" How many of these v¡omen returned to

their partners after the follor¡-up period is unknown,

as is the effectiveness of their actions in eliminating

violence from their relationships" By the same token,

it is not known how many lromen from long-term

relationships eventually returned and with what effect"

These are extremely irnportant guestions vøith direct
implications for service delivery"

An egually important guestion concerns the

inplications of broad help-seeking actions where these

are not backed up by firm resolve, i.e., where a v¡oman

returns to her partner shortly after leaving shelter,

or perhaps directly from shelter, despite having taken

broad, decisive steps" As was noted previously, Horton

et al. (l-989) have cautioned against urging victims of

abuse to take out restraining orders unless and until

they are emotionally cornmitted to the process, arguing

that such actions may place a battered woman at

increased risk" In a sirnilar vein, Iaying charges if

one is not prepared to stand firm may also increase the

risk factor"
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If counsellors and other social service providers

are to act in the best interests of battered women,

they need to be aware of the different irnplications of

a woman¡s actions" While it may indeed be the case

that decisive action curtails subsequent abuse, perhaps

this is only true where a woman is cornmitted to her

actions and acting out of her o!,rn resoLve and not the

expectations of others" Studies to address these and

related questions are urgently needed, lest we

inadvertently add to the battered r¡¡oman I s burden "

Closing Rernarks

The purpose of the present study was to clarify

the relationship between several psychosocial variables

on the one hand and the battered womanrs behavioural

response to abuse on the other. A prirnary objective

was the identification of those factors most strongly

linked to behaviours thought to reduce the likelihood

of subsequent abuse, the aim being the early detection

of women at high risk for ongoing abuse" Anong the

variables examined, only number of dependent children

and marital satisfaction surfaced as significantly

related to a womanrs breadth of help-seeking actions,
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the variable thought to influence the l-ikelihood of

further violence. Specifically, the more dependent

children a r^roman had and the lower her marital
satisfaction, the greater were her help-seeking

actions" In turn, the broader a v/omants help-seeking

actions, the less likely she was to return to her

partner after leaving shelter"

fn addition to suggestj-ng some possible

applications when it comes to identifying women who are

at risk for subseguent abuse, these findings underscore

the importance of the marital relationship, ês it

relates to women's help-seeking efforts. This variable

was more salient than the extent of emotional and

physical abuse, economic dependence, perceived social

isolation, self-esteem, or exposure to abuse in the

fanily of origin. CIearIy, battered women, like v/omen

in general, are conmitted to their relationships and

are prepared to engage in a wide range of help-seeking

actions before finally adrnitting defeat and leaving

their partner. From the standpoint of addressing the

needs of battered women, social service providers and

other battered women¡s advocates need to begin with a

clear appreciation of the womanrs commitment to the
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relationship and the inplications this may have for her

choice of response options. The more cornmitted the

woman is to her partner and the marriage, the less

likely she rnay be to react forcefully and decisively
when confronted with abuse" This may be especially

true early on in the relationship, the very point at

which decisive action is called for"
In their eagerness to protect battered r,{omen from

further abuse, service providers must take care not to

exert undue influence on the decision-making process.

This is especially important given the paucity of data

on the effectiveness of different response options in
curbing subseq'uent abuse" Whil-e calling the police,

laying charges, taking out a restraining order and

leaving one¡s partner are a1I ways of delivering a firrn

message that abuse will not be tolerated, there are

relatively little outcome data that speak to the

effects of these actions on the batterer¡s behaviour,

particularly over the long tern. At this point,

longitudinal research is desperately needed to

determine which help-seeking actions or combinations of

actions are rnost effective in curbing the violence and

under what circumstances" Especially important are the
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conditions under which specific actions may actually
increase rather than decrease a woman¡s risk for
further abuse" Without answers to these fundamental

guestions, hre are on shaky ground v¡hen it comes to

offering advice and counsel"

Todayr âs never before, battered women are turning

to social service providers and the legal community for
help and guidance. So far, we have responded to their
appeal for safety and protection and directed our

efforts toward improving police response and

implementing stronger legal sanctions against abusers.

There is no question that these are high priorities and

will continue to be so. What battered v/omen are asking

of us, ho$/ever, goes far beyond the provision of

personal safety for themselves and their children" At

a rnuch more basic level they are asking for our help in

ending the abuse and, in some cases, saving their
marriages" As a society, wê have failed to respond

adequately to this aspect of their appeal, in part

because limited resources have been funnel-Ied

primarily, and understandably, j-nto the more irnmediate

goal of providing adequate refuge and protection" We

cannot continue to neglect the larqer goal, however;
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the cost is sinply too great in terms of human

suffering.

Clearly, the time has come to look beyond the

battered woman and to focus our attent,j-on, in at least
equal measurer on the batterer" It is here that one

must place responsibility for the battering, and unless

and until we address the problem on this front, wife
battering will not and indeed cannot be eradicated. At

an even more fundamental level, society must redress

the sexist values that support the battered womanrs

entrapment in an abusive marriage. The enormous

pressure on women to keep the farnily together coupled

with the inadequate social, legal and economic support

available to them seals the fate of many battered tromen

and their children" At this point, battered women and

their families are stilI waiting for us to respond" I,Ie

cannot afford to keep them waiting any longer.
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Appendix A

Farnily-of-Oriqin Scale

Directions: The fanily of origin is the fanily with
which you spent most or all of your childhood years.
This scale is designed to help you recal1 how your
family of origin functioned" Each family is unigue and
has its or¡¡n r¡ray of doing things. Thus, there are no
right or wrong choices in this scaIe. What is
irnportant is that you respond as honestlv as you can.
fn reading the fol-lowing statements, apply them to your
fanily of origin, as you remember it. Using the
following scale, circle the appropriate number. please
respond to each statement"

Strongly agree that it describes my farnily of
origin "Agree that it describes my family of origin"
Neutral.
Disagree that it describes rny fanily of origin"
Strongly disagree that it describes my family of
origin.

SÀÀ

In my fanily, it was normal
to show both positive and
negative feelings.

The atmosphere in ny farnily
usually was unpleasant"

In ny fanily, wê encouraged
one another to develop new
friendships "

Differences of opinion in my
family were dj-scouraged"

SD

t_"

2"

4.
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SAANDSD
5. People in ny family often

made excuses for their
mistakes"5432]-

6. My parents encouraged
farnily members to listen
tooneanother" 5 4 3 2 I

7 " Conflicts in my farnily
nevergotresolved. 5 4 3 2 I

8. My family taught me that
peoplevrerebasicallygood. 5 4 3 2 3.

9 " I found it difficult to
understand what other
fanily members said and
howtheyfelt" 5 4 3 2 L

10. We talked about our sadness
when a relative or famÍty
frienddied. 5 4 3 2 I

1l-" My parents openly admitted
it when they v/ere hrrong" 5 4 3 2 I

12" In rny family, I expressed
just about any feeling
Ihad" 5 4 3 2 L

1-3 " Resolving conflicts in rny
fanily was a very stressful
experience" 5 4 3 2 1"

L4" My family was receptive to
the different vlays various
fanilymembersviewedlife. 5 4 3 2 L

l-5 " My parent,s encouraged me to
expressmyviewsopenly. 5 4 3 2 L

1,6 " I often had to guess at r,rhat
other farnily members thought
orhowtheyfelt. 5 4 3 2 I
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SD

t7"

l-8.

My attitudes and feelings
frequently were ignored or
criticized in ny fanily.
My farnily members rarely
expressed responsibility
for their actions"

fn my family, I felt free
to express my own opinions.

We never talked about our
grief when a relative or
family friend died.

Sometimes in my farnily, I
did not have to say
anything, but I felt
understood"

The atmosphere in rny family
vras cold and negative.

The members of my family
were not very receptive
to one anotherts views"

f found it easy to
understand what other
fanily members said and how
they felt"
If a farnily friend moved
ar¡rayr wê never discussed
our feelings of sadness"

my family, I learned
be suspicious of others.

In rny family, I felt that
I could talk things out
and settle conflicts"

t_

19.

20"

2L"

22"

23"

24.

25"

26"

27"

ïn
to
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SAANDSD
28" I found it difficult to

express my own opinions
inmyfamily. 5 4 3 2 L

29 " Mealtines in ny home
usually were friendly
andpleasant" 5 4 3 2 L

30" In my farnily, no one
cared about the feelings
ofotherfamilymembers. 5 4 3 2 1-

31. We usually were able to
work out conflicts in
Íryfanily" 5 4 3 2 I

32" In my family, certain
feelings were not allowed
tobeexpressed" 5 4 3 2 1

33. My family believed that
people usually took
advantageofyou" 5 4 3 2 I

34. I found it easy in ny
farnily to express what r
thoughtandhowlfelt. 5 4 3 2 L

35" My fanily members usually
were sensitive to one
another¡sfeelings. 5 4 3 2 1-

36. Fühen someone important to
us moved anay, our fanily
discussed our feelings
of loss. 5 4 3 2 1-

37 " My parents discouraged us
from expressing views
differentfromtheirs. 5 4 3 2 L
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SAANDSD
38. In my fanily, people took

responsibility for what
theydid. 5 4 3 2 r

39" My family had an unwritten
rule: Donrt, express your
feelings. 5 4 3 Z l_

40" f remember my fanily as
beingwarmandsupportive" 5 4 3 2 1-
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Appendix B

Center for Epidemioloqic Studies

Depressed Mood Scale

Using the scale beIow, indicate the nunber which best
describes how often you felt or behaved thís way --
DURING THE PAST TEEK"

O : Rare1y or none of the tirne (Iess than L day)
i- : Some or a little of the time (I-Z days)
/ - Occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3-4

days)
I : Most or all_ of the time (S-7 days)

DURTNG THE PAST WEEK:

1-. I was bothered by things that usually donrt
bother me.

2" I did not feel like eating; my appetite was
poor.

3 " I felt that I could not shake off the blues
even with help from my family or friends"

4 " I felt that I was just as good as other
people 

"

5. I had trouble keeping rny nind on what. I was
doing "

6. f felt depressed.

7 " I felt that everything I did was an effort"
8. I felt hopeful about the future"

9" I thought ny life had been a failure.
l-0" I felt fearful.
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11. My sleep was restless"

12" f was happy.

l-3 . I talked less than usual "

L4" I felt lone1y.

l-5" People rdere unfriendly.
l-6. I enj oyed life.
17 " I had crying speIIs.

L8" I felt sad"

19. f felt that people disliked ne"

20" I could not, get 'rgoing.tl
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Appendix C

Rosenberq Self-Esteem ScaIe

Directions: Circ1e the letters which best reflect how
each of the following statements applies to you"

SA : Strongly Agree
A : Agree
D : Disagree

SD = Strongly Disagree

l-" On the whole, f am satisfied
with myself" SA A D SD

2" At tines I think I am no
good at aII. SA A D SD

3. I feel that I have a number
of good qualities SA A D SD

4" I am able to do things as
well as most other people SA A D SD

5" I feel I do not have much
to be proud of" SA A D SD

6. I certainly feel useless at
tirnes. SA A D SD

7 " I feel that I rm a person of
worth, ât least on an equal
plane with others" SA A D SD

8. I wish I could have more
respect. for myself SA A D SD

9" All in aIl, I am inclined to
feel that I am a failure" SA A D SD

L0. I take a positive attitude
toward myself" SA A D SD
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Appendix D

Dyadic Adjustment Scale

Most persons have disagreements in their relationships.
Please indicate below the approximate extent of
aqreement or disagreement betvreen you and your partner
for each item on the following 1ist"

= A1ways Agree
= Almost A1ways Agree
: Occasionally Disagree: Freguently Disagree
: ÀImost Always Disagree
: Always Disagree

5
4
3
2
l_

0

1_"

2"

3.

4"

1_0.

Ll_ "

5,

6"

7"

8"

9.

Handling farnily finances 5

Matters of recreation 5

Religious matters 5

Demonstrations of
af fecti-on

Friends

Sex relations

Conventionality (correct
or proper behaviour)

Philosophy of life
!{ays of dealing with
parents or in-laws

Aims, goals and things
believed important

Amount of time spent
together

432L0

432L0

4321,0

5432L0

5432L0

54321_0

5432L0
5432L0
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L2" Making major decisions 5 4 3 2 l- O

1-3. Household tasks 5 4 3 Z I 0

1,4 " Leisure tine interests
andactivities 5 4 3 2 1 O

15" Careerdecisions 5 4 3 2 I O

0 : All The Tine
l- : Most Of The Tirne
2 = More Often Than Not
3 = Occasionally
4 : Rare1y
5 : Never

l-6 " How often do you discuss
or have you considered
divorce, separation, or
terminating your
relationship?0L2345

1-7 " How often do you or your
mate leave the house
afterafight? 0 L 2 3 4 5

l-8 " In general, how often do
you think that things
between you and your
partneraregoingwell? 0 1 2 3 4 5

L9. Do you confide in your
mate?0L2345

20" Do you ever regret that
you married? (or lived
together)01-2345

21"" How often do you and your
partnerguarrel? 0 L 2 3 4 5

22" Hov¿ often do you and your
rnate "get on each otherrs
nerves?tr012345
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4 : Every Day
3 = Almost Every Day
2 = Occasionally
1 : Rare1y
0 = Never

23 " Do you kiss your mate? 4 3 2 i, O

4 = All of Them
3 : Most of Thern
2 : Some of Them
1- = Very Few of Them
0 = None of Then

24" Do you and your mate engage
in outside interests
together?432i-0

How often woul-d you say the following events occur
between you and your mate?

0 : Never
l- = Less Than Once a Month
2 : Once or Twice a Month
3 : Once or Twice a Week
4=OnceaDay
5 = More Often

25" Have a stimulating
exchangeofideas 0 1 2 3 4 5

26" Laugh together 0 l- 2 3 4 5

27" Calinly discuss sornething O 1 2 3 4 5

28" Work together on a project 0 l- 2 3 4 5
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These are some things about which couples sometimes
agree and sometimes disagree. Indicate if either itern
below caused differences of opinions or vüere probtems
in your relationship during the past few weeks. (Check
yes or no) "

Yes No

29" 0 l- Being too tired for sex"

3 0 " 0 1- Not showing love "

0 : Extremely Unhappy
t_ : Fairly Unhappy
2: A Litt1e Unhappy
3 : Happy
4 : Very Happy
5 : Extremely Happy
6 : Perfect

3l-. The numbers on the following line represent
different degrees of happiness in your
relationship" The middle point "happy"represents the degree of happiness of most
relationships. Please circle the number which
best describes the degree of happiness, all
things considered, of your relationship.

0L23456

32" Which of the following statements best describes
how you feel about the future of your
relationship?

5 f want desperately for my relationship to
succeed, and would go to almost any length to see
that it does"

4 I want very much for rny relationship to succeed,
and will do all I can to see that it does"



3 I want very much for my relationship to
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succeed,
it does.

I canrt do nuch more than I am doing now to
it succeed"

refuse to
the

and will do mv fair share to see that,

It would be nice if ny relationship succeeded,
but
help

l- It would be nice if it succeeded, but I
do any more than I arn doing now to keep
relatj-onship going.

o My relationship can never succeed, and there is
no more that I can do to keep the relationship
going 

"
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Appendix E

Index of Spouse Abuse

Directions: This guestionnaire is designed to measure
the degree of abuse you have experienced in your
relationship with your partner. It is not a test, so
there are no right or v¡rong ansrders. Answer each item
as carefully and accurately as you can by placing a
number beside each one as follows:

l- : Never
2 = Rarely
3 = Occasionally
4 = Frequently
5 : Very Frequently

Please Begin"

1-. My partner belittl-es me"

2. My partner demands obedience to his whims.

3. My partner becomes surly and angry if I
tell hin he is drinking too much"

4" My partner makes me perform sex acts
that I do not enjoy or like.

5. My partner becomes very upset if dinner,
housework or laundry is not done when he
thinks it should be"

6" My partner is jealous and suspj-ci-ous of
my friends.

7 " My partner punches me v¡ith his fists"
8. My partner tells me I arn ugly and

unattract,ive "

9. My partner tells me f really couldnrt
manage or take care of nyself without hin.
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L0. My partner acts like I am his personal
servant "

1-l-. My partner insults or shames me in front
of others"

l-2 " My partner becomes very angry if I
disagree with his point, of view"

13. My partner threatens me with a weapon.

i-4" My partner is stingy in giving me
enough money to run our home"

l-5" My partner belittles me intelIectualIy"
16. My partner demands that f stay home to

take care of the children.

1,7 " My partner beats me so badly that I
must seek nedical hetp"

L8 " My partner feel-s that I shouLd not work
or go to school.

19" My partner is not a kind person"

20" My partner does not want me to socialize
with my female friends.

2L. My partner demands sex whether I want
it or not.

22" My partner screams and yells at me.

23 " My partner slaps me around my face
and head.

24" My partner becomes abusive when he drinks"

25" My partner orders me around"

26" My partner has no respect for my feelings"

27. My partner acts like a bully towards me.
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28" My partner frightens me.

29 " My partner treats me like a dunce.

30. My partner acts like he would like
to kiIl me.
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AppendiN F

Attitudes Toward Wonen Scale

Directions: The statements listed below describe
attitudes toward the role of women in society that
different people have" There are no right or hrrong
answers, only opinions. You are asked to express your
feelings about each statement by indicating whether
you:

A : agree strongly
B : agree nildly
C = disagree miIdIy
D = disagree strongly

l-. Swearing and obscenity are
more repulsive in the speech
of av/omanthanaman. A B C D

2" Under modern economic
conditions with women being
more active outside the home,
men should share in household
tasks such as washing dishes
and doing the laundry" A B C D

3. It is insulting to women to
have the ttobeyt, clause remain
in the marriage service. A B C D

4" A woman should be as free as
a man to propose marriage" A B C D

5 " Women should i.¡orry l-ess about
their rights and more about
becoming good wives and
mothers"ABCD

6" Women should assume their
rightful place in business
and all the professions along
r*ithmen. A B C D
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7.

8"

9"

A woman should not expect to
go to exactly the same places
or to have guite the same
freedom of action as men"

It is ridículous for a woman
to run a locomotive and for
a man to darn socks"

The intellectual leadership
of a community should be
largely in the hands of men"

Women should be given equal
opportunity with men for
apprenticeship in the various
trades "

Women earning as much as
their dates should bear
egually the expense when
they go out together.

Sons in a fanily should be
given more encouragement to
go to college than daughters"

In general, the father should
have greater authority than the
mother in the bringing up of
children "

Economic and social freedom
is worth far more to women
than acceptance of the ideal
of fenininity that has been
set up by men"

There are many jobs in which
men should be gi-ven preference
over women in being hired
or promoted"

DcB

DcB

DcB

DcB

DcB

DB

DcB

DcB

DcB

10"

l_1 "

L2"

L3.

1-4.

l_5.

c



Directions: Indicate how often you have felt
statement DURING THE PÀST FEW VüEEKS" Circle
feelings.

THESE PAST FEV{ WEEKS NeveT

1. I feel in tune with the people
around me" 1

2" f lack companionship" t-

3" There is no one f can turn to" l-

Appendix G

Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale

4" I do not feel alone"

5" I feel part of a group of friends.
6" I have a lot in common with the

people around me"

7 " I am no longer close to anyone"

8. My interests and ideas are not
shared by those around me"

9" f am an outgoing person"

l*0. There are people I feel close to.

the way described in each
the number which best reflects your

Rarely Sometimes Often

3

3

t\)
@
P



THESE PAST FEW WEEKS:

1-1. I feel left out.

7-2" My social relationships are
superficial "

L3" No one really knows me well"

l-4 " I feel isolated from others.

1-5 " I can f ind companionship when
I want it"

1-6 " There are people who really
understand me"

L7 " I am unhappy being so withdrawn.

18" People are around me but not
with me"

l-9 " There are people

20" There are people

Never

1

L

1

1

l-

l"

1

1

l-

1

Rarely

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

ï

I

Sometimes

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

can talk to.

can turn to"

Often

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

N)
æ
N)
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Appendix H

Questionnaire

Following are some final guestions about you and your
partner and about your experience with abuse as a
chiId" Please try to answer as many of the items as
possi-ble. Remember all your answers are confidential"
Part A: General Informati-on

1-. tr^Ihat is the highest level of education you
obtained?

graduate degree

bachelor!s degree or technical diplona

some university or technical college

hiqh school graduate

some high school

junior high school

Iess than 7 years of formal schooling

2" Are you currently:

unemployed

employed part tine

ernployed fuIl time

3 " If ernployed, what type of work do you do?
(please be specific, for example: teacher,
secretary, lawyer, salesclerk, etc" )
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(check aIJ-

5.

If unemployed, how are you supported?
that apply)

spouse/partner

welfare

unemployment insurance

family benefits

oÈher (specify)

$Ihat is your personal annual income (including
salary, assets, family benefits, and any other
source of income that you personally have) ?

under $5, ooo

s 5,000 ç 9,999

$L0,000 çL4 ,999

$L5, 000 $l_9, 999

$20, ooo ç24,999

$25,000 ç29,999

S3o, ooo ç34,999

$35,000 ç39,999

$40, ooo ç44,999

$45, ooo ç49,999

$5O,OO0 and above
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6" If you were living on your own, how well- would
you be able to support yourself (and your
children) taking into consideration atI sources
of expected income?

very well

adeguately

with some difficulty
not very wel-I

totally inadequate

7 " Is your spouse/partner currently:
unemployed

ernployed part tirne

enpl-oyed fulI time

8. ff employed, what type of work does he do?
(please be specific, for example: salesman,
lawyer, labourer, teacher, etc" )

9" ff unemployed, what is his prirnary source of
income? (please be specific, for example:
welfare, unemployment insurance, workman¡s
compensat,ion, etc. )

l-0 " What is your spouse/partnerus @.! annual
income?

under $5 r ooo

s 5,000 Ç g,ggg
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S1o, ooo

$15, ooo

$zo, ooo

$25, ooo

$30, ooo

$35, ooo

$40, ooo

$45, ooo

$50, ooo

sl-4,999

$l_9,999

ç24,999

ç29 ,999

ç34,999

$39,999

ç44,999

ç49,999

and above

L1- "

L2"

How well do you think your household j-ncome
(includes all sources of income) and assets
currently satisfy your needs (including that of
your spouse and children) ?

very well

adeguately

with some difficulty

not very well

totally inadeguate

What is the highest level of education your
spouse/partner obtained?

graduate degree

bachelor¡s degree or technj-ca1 diplona

some university or technicaL college

high school graduate

solne high schoo]
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junior high school

less than 7 years of formal schooling

l-3. How often do you usually have a drink (any wine,
beer t ot liguor) ?

3 or more times a day

2 times a day

once a day

nearly every day

3 or 4 times a week

once or twice a week

l- to 3 times a month

less than once a month but at least once a
year

I have never had a drink

1,4. How often does your spouse/partner have a drink
(any wine, beer, or liguor) ?

3 or more times a day

2 times a day

once a day

nearly every day

3 or 4 times a week

once or twice a week

1 to 3 tirnes a month



less than once a month but at least
once a year

he has never had a drink
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to get hiqh

l-east once a

15. About how often do you drink
or tight, oD the average?

never or less than once

less than once a month,
year

about once a month

2 or 3 times a month

once or twice a week

3 or 4 ti-mes a week

nearly every day or more

enough

a year

but at

often

16" About how often does your spouse/partner drink
enough to get high or tight, or1 the average?

never or less than once a year

less than once a month, but at least once
year

about once a month

2 or 3 times a month

once or twice a week

3 or 4 tines a r¡¡eek

nearly every day or more often
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Part B: Family History

Follor¿ing are some questions about behaviour you may or
may not have seen, heardr or experienced when you were
a child growing up with your parents" By r¡parentsrt I
mean the adults who r,rere primarily responsible for your
care. By ¡rchildrr I mean up to l-6 vears of aqe.

17" When you ü¡ere grrowing up, did you ever see or
hear one of your parents physically harm or
threaten to harm the other parent?

Yes No

If ves, what did they ever do? (check all that
apply)

threw something at the other

pushed, grabbed, or shoved

slapped

kicked, bit, or hit with a fist
hit or tried to hit with something

beat up

threatened with a knife or gun

used a knife or gun

others (describe)

How often did this happen?

once only

2 or 3 times

about once a year

several times a year
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about once a month

about once a week

more than once a week

other (describe)

1-8" !{hen you v/ere growing up, did either of your
parents ever physically harrn or threaten to harm
you?

Yes No

If yes, what did they ever do? (check all that
applv)

threw something at you

pushed, grabbed, or shoved

slapped

kicked, bit, oy hit with a fist
hit or tried to hit with sornething

beat up

threatened with a knife or gun

used a knife or gun

others (describe)

How often did this happen?

once only

2 or 3 tines

about once a year
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several times a year

about once a nonth

about once a week

more than once a week

other (describe)

THIS TS THE END OF THE QUESTTONNAIRES. THANK YOU FOR
YOUR COOPERATTON" YOUR I,{TLLINGNESS TO SHARE YOUR
FEELINGS AND YOUR EXPERIENCES WILL MÀKE A DIFFERENCE.
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Appendix r
Information Sheet

PART A: General Information

L" Age:

2. When you were growing up, what was the
language used most often in your parents¡
home?

English

French

Ukrainian

German

other (specify)

3. What language do you use most often in your
own home?

English

French

Ukrainian

German

Other (specify)

4. Where h¡ere you born?
Your mother?
Your father?

5. To which ethnic or cultural group do you
feel you belong?
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6" What racial category would you consider
yourself?

lilhite

BIack

Asian

Native

other (specify)

7. To what religion do you belong, if any?

Roman Catholic

Anglican

United

Lutheran

Mennonite

Jewish

Other (specify)

None

B" To what degree would you say religion has an
influence on your life?

very strong influence

somewhat strong influence

slight influence

very little infl-uence
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PART B: Current Relatj_onship

9" Are you and your partner:

married

living together

How long have you been narri-ed/living
together?

l_0 "

years

Lt_. many children do

months

you have living withHow
you?

Are
and

ours (age and sex)

mine (age and sex)

his (age and sex)

The next few questions have to do with the physical
abuse you have experienced in your current
relationship" By physical abuse I mean ,rANy ÀCT TH.A,Trs LTKELY To CAUSE PAIN oR TNJURY'¡ such as: throwing
_sornething ?t you, pushing, grabbing, shoving, slappiñg,kicking, biting, hitting with a fiÀt, hitti;g or t-ryingto hit with something, beating up, threateniñg with-aknife or gun, using a knife or g'un.

12" How long has the physical- abuse been going
on? (onset to present)

_ years

l-3. How long
together

months r¡¡eeks days

Èhey all your chil_dren, that is yours
your partnerrs?

had you been rnarried/living
before it began?

weeks monthsdays years
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1-4" How many times have you been physically
abused by your spouse/partner (separate
incidents) ?

l-5" Have you left your partner before because of
the physical abuse?

Yes No

If yes, how many Limes?

How long were you gone (each tirne) ?

Where did you go (each time) ?

L6" As a result of the abuse have you ever in
the past:

Call-ed the police? yes No

If yes, how many times?

Tried to get a restraining order?

Yes No

If yes, how many ti-mes?

Pressed charges? Yes No

If yes, how many times?
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Tried to get help from legal aid or aprivate lawyer?
Yes No

L7"

If yes, how many times?

Sought counselling? Yes

If yes, how many ti¡nes?

As a result of the most
incident (the one that

recent
brought

Yes

Yes

from lega1 aid or

Yes

No

abusive
you into

No

No

lry to get a restraining order?

Yes No

shelter) did you:

CaII the police?

Press charges?

Try to get help
private lawyer?

Seek counselling? Yes

a

No

No

i_8. Out of all the times yourve been physically
abused by your partner, hor,{ many of those
times have you sought outside help?

L9 " I,Ihich incident of physical abuse was the one
that first prompted you to seek outside help
(i.e", 1st, 2nd, 3rd) ?

20" Was that incident different in any way from
the one(s) before it.?

Yes No

it different?If yes, how was
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outside help,

At that point, how long had the physical
abuse been going on?

_ days _ weeks _ months _ years

22" Are you currently receiving any kind of
outside help other than the help you are
getting at Osborne House?

Yes No

If yes, what kind of help?
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Appendix J

Four-Month Follow-Up Ouestionnaire (A)

l{hen r rnet with you a few months ago at osborne House
and you completed some guestionnaires for me, I
rnentioned that r woul-d be calring you in about 4 monthsto see how you are doing and what has happened to you
since you left shelter. Thatrs why f,n ðãtting yoù
nokt. r have a few forlow-up questions to ask you thatwill take about 20 minutes or so. The first qüestion rhave is:

Are you living with your partner now?

Yes

l_.

2"

How long r{ere

What were the
order)

you away before going back?

main reasons you went back? (rank

3" Did you leave your
the past 4 months?

partner again at
Yes

any time over
No

If yes, how many times?

How long were you away before going back (each
tine) ?

tr{here did you go when you 1eft (each tine) ?
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4" Have there been any incidents of physicar abuseover the past 4 months? yes No

ff yes, how many?

5. Over the past 4 months have you at any tirne
because of abuse or threat of abuse:

Called the police? Ves No

ff yes, how many times?

Tried to get, a restraining order?

Yes No

If yes, how many times?

Pressed charges? yes No

If yes, how many tines?

Tried to get help from legal aid or a private
lawyer? Yes No

If yes, how many times?

Sought counselling? _ yes No

ïf yes, hov,r many tines?

6" Would you say that things are different between
you and your partner nov¡ compared to 4 months
ago?

Yes No

If yes, how are they different?
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What do you think is responsible for the
difference?

7 " Has your financial situation changed at al_I over
the past 4 months? Yes No

If yes, how has it changed?

8 " [.Ihat (e1se) has changed in your life since I
spoke with you 4 months ago?

9" CES-D

]-0. RULS
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Appendix K

Four-Month Follow-Up Ouestionnaire (B)

When I met with you a few months ago at Osborne House
and you completed some questionnaires for me, I
mentioned that I woul-d be calling you in about 4 months
to see how you are doing and what has happened to you
since you left shelter. Thatrs why I'm calling you
nohr. I have a few follow-up questions to ask you that
will take about 20 minutes or so. The first question I
have is:

Are you living with your partner now?

No

t_" Did you return to your partner at any time during
Yes Nothe past 4 months?

ff yes how many times?

How long vrere you away
tine) ?

before going back (each

How long have you been away this last tine?

Where did you go when you left (each time) ?

What v/ere the main reasons you went back?
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If no, what hrere the main reasons you decided not
to go back?

What has been the hardest part about not going
back?

2" Have there been any incidents of physical abuse
over the past 4 months? yes No

If yes, how many?

3" Over the past 4 months have you at any time
because of abuse or threat of abuse:

Cal-Ied the police? yes No

If yes, how many times?

Tried to get a restraining order? yes No

If yes, how many times?

Pressed charges? yes No

If yes, how many tirnes?

Tried to get help from legal aid or a private
lawyer? Yes No

If yes, how many tirnes?

Sought counsel-ling? yes _ No

ff yes, how many times?
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4. wourd you say that things are different betweenyou and your partner now compared to 4 nonths
ago?

Yes No

ff yes, how are they different?

What do you think is responsible for the
difference?

5. What are your current living arrangements?

6" Has your financial_ situation changed at. aI1 over
the past 4 months? yes No

If yes, how has it changed?

7 " T,ihat (else) has changed in your life since I
spoke with you 4 months ago?

8. CED-D

9 " RULS
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A,ppendix L

fncl-usion Criteria

Wife Abuse
April phittips

Department of psychology
The University of Manitoba

ATIENTION: INTAKE WORKER

The following criteria are being used to screen forparticipants in a study on wife Abuse. This research
seeks to identify familial, psychorogical, situational,
and relationship correlates of the bãttered womanrs
response to physical abuse. For purposes of thisstudy, physical abuse is defined as 'ANy ACT WHfCH HASA HTGH POTENTTAL FoR CAUSING PAIN oR TNJURY'¡ (e.9.,
throwing something, pushing, grabbing, shoving, -slapping, kicking,.biting, hitting wÍtn a fisi,, nitti'gor trying to hit with something, beating up,thre3tening with a knife or gun, usíng ã mife or gun).At the end of the standard intake, p1ãase assess eãch
woman with respect to the following criteria:

Yes No

L" Is she married or has she been
living with her partner for 6
rnonths or more?

2" Did she seek shelter because ofphysical abuse or threat of abuse?

Was she living with her partner
when the physical abuse ãr threat
of abuse occurred?

she been physically abused by
partner more than once?

NAME:

DATE OF

3"

4. Has
her

ARRTVAL: TIME:
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Appendix M -- Letter Of fntroduction

Wife Abuse
April Phillips

Department of psychology
The University of Manitoba

In the past few years there has been a lot of
discussion about wife abuse. As a result, people are
becoming more and more aware that this is a- =eliou=probrem and that something must be done to hetp abused
women and their children. Before v¡e can developeffective programs, however, wê need to know more aboutthe experiences of such Ì^romen, Èhe probrems they face,
and how they have tried to cope with their situãtion.

The only people who can provide ansr¡/ers to these andother important guestions are vromen who have
experienced abuse. rt is for this reason that you arebeing asked to take part in this study. partic-ipation
t¡ilI involve a meeting with me at Osbórne House,
conpletion of some guestionnaires, and. a follow-up
telephone interview 4 months after the initial-
interview. The purpose in contacting you later on isfo see how you are doing and what has happened to you
since you left sherter. Arrangements to- ão this wirr
be made in such a hray that there wil1 be no risk or
inconvenience to you"

Any inforrnation you provide will be strictly
confidential. At no time will your name be placed on
any of the guestionnaires" The guestionnaire wirl have
an identification number for fo1low-up purposes only.
This is so that infornation col-lected- at fóttow-up ãan
be.matched up with information collected during the
initial intervier*.

f hope you will agree to
that we may learn better
situation" ff you would
before decidíng that can
than happy to answer any

participate in this study so
ways to help lromen in your
Iike to talk to me first
be arranged" I would be more
questions you might have.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

April Phillips
Researcher
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Appendix N

Consent Form

Wife Abuse
April phillips

Department of psychoì-ogy
The University of Manitoba

f agree to participate in the study on Wife Abuse. f
understand that any information r give wirl be strictlyconfidential, that only group summáry infornation willbe reported, and that r may withdraw from the study atany tirne"

r further agree to artow the researcher to contact thefollowing person in 4 months tirne in order to arrangecontact with me"

NAI'IE:

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

REI,ATTONSHTP:

Date:

Participant:

Researcher:
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P : "0o0L

11 12

f:

-. 088
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Witnessed spouse abuse
(1:yes;o:no)

Family-of-origin health

Attitudes toward women

Continued
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Received abuse in childhood
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7 : Perceived support (time l-)

9 : Marital satisfaction
l-1 : EmotionaL abuse

1-3 : Number of help-seeking acts

1-5 : Duration of abuse to help seeking

(Appendix O - Continued)

8

L0

L2

Employed(1:yes;0:no)

Physical abuse

Ethnicity
(1:otheri 0=native)
Number of help-seeking
contacts

Total duration of abuse

Returned to partner
(1 :yes; O:no)

1-4 =

16

1,7

(/)
o
ro


